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CONSIGLIO PER LE RELAZIONI FRA ITALIA E STATI UNITI 
THE COUNCIL FOR THE UNITED STATES. AND ITALY 

12th Annual Young Leaders Conference 
The United States, Europe and Economic Cooperation 

in the Middle East and North Africa 
Naples, October 8 - 10, 1995 

Suggested documents on the major initiatives in progress on the Mediterranean: 

~ Synoptic table "North South/Cooperation in the Mediterranean" (l. Guazzone 
Doc/IAI 9506) 

Euro-Mediterranean Conference of Barcelona 
- Conseil Europeen - Cannes, 26 & 27 iiJin 1995. Conclusions de la Presidence. 

-Communication from the Commission to the Council and the European Parliament: 
Strengthening the Mediterranean policy of the European Union: proposals for 
implementing a Euro-Mediterranean Partnership. 

-Communication from the Commission to the Council and the European Parliament: 
Strengthening the Mediterranean policy of the European Union: establishing a Euro
Mediterranean Partnership. 

Forum Mediterraneo 
- R. Aliboni (et alii), The MED-2000 Project. Cooperation and stability in the 
Mediterranean. An Agenda for Partnership. (April 1994) 

- Oral Conclusions of the Ministerial Meeting of the Core-Group Countries of the 
Mediterranean Forum by Amre Moussa, Minister of Foreign Affairs of Egypt 
(Aiessandria, Egypt, July 1994) 

- Forum de la Mediterram!e - Reunion des Hauts Fonctionnaires - Conclusions 
(Algarve, December 1994) 

- Projet de conclusions orales de la 2eme rencontre ministeriel/e du forum 
mediterraneen (Sainte-Maxime, April 1995) 

Casablanca Conference· 
. - Casablanca Declaration (November 1994) 

Peace Process in the Middle East 
- Joel Peters, Building Bridges The Arab-Israeli Multilateral Talks, The Royal 
Institute of International Affairs, 1994 

- Robert Satloff, The Path to Peace, Foreign Policy - Number 100 Fall 1995 
(pp.109-115) 

Via A. BruneHi, 9 ~ 00186 Rom~ -Tel. (06) ~~222546 Fax (06) 3201S67 
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EURO-MEDITERRANEAN CONFERENCE IN BARCELONA 

· POSITION OF THE EUROPEAN UNION 

I. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

The countries. of the European Union and their Mediterranean partners must act 
together to a greater extent to ensure that the Mediterranean becomes, more 
so than at present an areq ot~J<c;hange and dialogue guaranteeing peace, 
stability and the well-being of those-whO live around it. 

In accordance with the guidelines laid down by the European Councils in Lisbon 
(June 1992), Corfu (June 1994) and Essen (December 1994), the European Union 
is resolved to establish a lasting pattern of relations with the other Mediterranean 

·countries in a spirit of partnership. An ambitious policy of cooperation to the 
south forms a counterpart to the policv.:of openness to the east and gives the 
European Union's external action its geopolitical coherence. 

The European Union and its Mediterranean partners will have to meet common 
challenges calling for a coordinated overall approach. That approach must 
take proper account of the characteristics and distinguishing features of each 
of the countries on the other side of the Mediterranean. The establishment of a 
multilateral framework between Europe and the other side of the 
Mediterranean is the counterpart to a strengthening of the bilateral relations 
which link the Union and each of its partners. The existing bilateral agreements 
and the current negotiations for the conclusion of new generation agreements 
will make it possible to safeguard or even accentuate the specific nature of 
each of these bilateral relations within the new multilateral framework; these 
agreements will at the same time constitute one of the main instruments for 
implementing the provisions contained in this document. 

, The Euro-Mediterranean Ministerial Conference to be held in Barcelona 
on 27 and 28 November 1995 will give the countries of the European Union and 
their eastern and western Mediterranean partners an unprecedented 
opportunity to decide together what their future relationship is to be. 

In itsrelations with these countries, the European Union's objective is to ensure , 
stability and prosperity in the Mediterranean. To that end, the European Union is.· 
prepared to support those countries in their efforts to turn the region 
progressively into an area of peace, stability, prosperity and cooperation and 
for that purpose to establish a Euro-Mediterranean partnership. That calls for 
political dialogue, sustainable and balanced economic and social 
development combating poverty.and the need for greater understanding 
between cultures through a reinforcement of the human dimension in 
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This is the spirit in which the European Union has embarked on the present 
discussion. which seeks to establish an overall partnership based on 
strengthening democracy and respect for human rights. which constitute an 
essential element in reiations between Europe and its Mediterranean 
neighbours. That partnership comprises the following three main aspects: 

- a political and security aspect. 

The aim here is to establish a number of common principles and interests, 
acceptable to all. which the partners would undertake to promote together. 
it involves a reaffirmation of the importance. within each State, of respect for 
fundamental freedoms and the establishment of the rule of law, which 
constitute elements of stability for the whole Mediterranean region. Likewise, 
relations between States must be guided by certain principles acceptable to 
all which will ensure the stability of the regiOn. This initiative involves a 
dialogue with countries in the Arab-Muslim world. and with other countries. 
and will take into account the specific cultural features of the region; 

- an economic and financial aspect. 

The aim is to build a zone of shared.prosperity. An action plan is put forward. 
setting out the framework. priorities and arrangements for partnership in order 
to establish a Euro-Mediterranean economic area based on free trade in . 
accordance with the obligations arising from the WTO. it commits the 
partners to considering the implications of creatiog a free-trade area in 
relations between them as well as in the fields of economic development. 
resources and infrastructure. Particular importance is attached to regional 
integration. In this context. it is emphasized that European Union aid to the 
Mediterranean region cannot be a substitute for major efforts by the countries 
concerned to improve their own situation and their economic and social 
development. it is acknowledged that the economic modernization involved 
requires a substantial increase in financial cooperation. which must promote 
above all the mobilization of local economic forces in order to bring about · 
sustainable. self-engendered development. To that end, particular stress will 

··be placed on private sector investment. a powerful factor for the 
development of the region; 

-- a social and human aspect.· 

- The aim here is to encourage exchanges among civil societies. In the context 
of decentralized cooperation. the emphasis is placed on education. training 
and young people. culture and the media, migrant population groups and 
health. Greater cooperation in the field of home affairs and justice is also -
.envisaged. with action in particular against drug trafficking, terrorism and 
international crime. · 
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Thus defined, the Euro-Mediterranean partnership, with its overall approach 
focused on the relationship between Europe and the Mediterranean; differs 
fundamentally from the peace process in the Middle East. The partnership is not 
a new forum for resolving conflicts and should not be seen as the framework for 
this process, even if. among other objectives, it can help to promote its succeSs. 
The same applies with regard to the other disputes that may affect relations 
between countries in the area. · 

Nor is the Euro-Mediterranean partnership intended to replace the other 
activities and initiatives undertaken in the interests of the peace, stability and. 
development of the region, which are aimed at strengthening dialogue and 
cooperation between Europe and its neighbours in the southern and eastern 
Mediterranean. 

More particularly, the European Union intends to play an active part in the 
economic summit to be held in Amman in October as a follow-up to the 
Casablanca economic summit. This is a separate process from the Euro
Mediterranean partnership, both by its composition and by its objectives, even-- ·· 
certain synergies may result from it. 

All in all, the sole significance of taking part in the Barcelona Conference is that 
of adhering to the principles underlying the Euro-Mediterranean partnership .. · 

The European UJ")ion hopes that the Euro-Mediterranean Conference will lay the 
foundations for the Euro-Mediterranean partnership by adopting a joint 
document on the three main aspects referred to above, which form a whole 
and must be made to interact positively. 

* * 

•· 

11. POLITICAL AND SECURITY PARTNERSHIP: ESTABLISHING A COMMON AREA OF 
PEACE AND STABILITY 

. . In this field, the European Unionproposes that the Euro-Mediterranean 
partnership should be put into practice with the adoption of a declaration of 

·. principles by all the partners, at the Conference in Barcelona this autumn, 
setting a number of objectives common to the parties with regard to internal 
and external security, 

· A. Human rights. democracy and the rule of law: ·.· 
. ·.- . 

lt sh.ould be possible for rules of conduct within each State or political . · 
entity, which correspond to those recognized by the international 
community, to be reaffirmed by all the parties: The inten1alstability of . . " . -.. . 
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States must be seen as a medium-term element in the stability of the·. 
whole Euro-Mediterranean area. · · · 

The Euro"Medifetrane~n partnersHip should therefore be based on 
observance of the following principles: 
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1. (Respect for the basic texts). Commitment by the partners to act in 
accordance with the UN Charter and the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights, as well as the obligations arising from the 
international declarations and agreements in. this field by which 
they are bound. · 

2. (Rule of law). Each partner should be able to commit itself to the 
development of the rule of law and of democracy in its internal 
political system (free and regular elections to governing and 
representative bodies, independent judi<:;:iary, balance of powers 
and good governance), with the partners recognizing at the same 
time the right of each of them to choose and freely develop its own 
political, socio-cultural and economic system. provided it complies 
with commonly agreed international standards concerning human 
rights. 

3. (Fundamental freedoms). Commitment by each partner to take 
practical steps to ensure the effective exercise of fundamental 
freedoms. on the basis of the undertakings entered into by the 
partners in the previous two paragraphs, including freedom of 
expression, freedom of association for peaceful purposes and 
freedom of thought conscience and religion. 

. . 

Commitment by the partners to give favourable consideration to . 
the possibility of exchanging information and responding to any 
requests for information made to them by the partners on questions 
in connection with human rights and fundamental freedoms. 

4. (Pluralism and tolerance). Commitment by each partner to respect 
diversity and pluralism in its society. Call for the promotion of. 
tolerance between different groups in society and for resistance to 
manifestations of intolerance, especially racism and xenophobia. .· · 
Action against terrorism will be all the more effective if it observes ·) 
the rules of low and the principles of human rights and is coupled in~ 
the longer term with policies for specific action to deal with the · 
underlying causes. The partners could thus stress the importance of · 
proper education in the matter of human rights and fundamental· 
freedoms . 

. 5. (Human rights). Commitme_nt by the partners to respect human rights. · 
and fundamental freedoms and the exercise of such rights and 
freedoms, both individually and together with other members ofthe 
same group, without any discrimination on the grounds of race,· 
nationality, language, religion or sex. 

B. Stobilitv. security, good-neighbourly relations: 
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The partners could affirm that peace and stability in the Medit~rranean . ' . . ·.~. . .-';' .. ·.~ ("· ' 
region are ac.ommon asset which tney undertake to preseNe and 
strengthen by ail means at their 'Cilsposal. 

A security partnership between Europe and the Mediterranean should 
be based on respect for the following principles: 

.. 

. -~ ., 
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1. (Sovereign equality). Commitment by the partners to respect each 
other's sovereign equality and all rights inherent in their sovereignty, 
in accordance with international law. Commitment by the partners 
to fulfil in good faith the obligations they have assumed under 
international law. · 

2. (Non-interference). CommitmE?nt by each partner to refrain from any 
. direct or indirect intervention contrary to the rules of international 

law in the internal affairs of another partner. · 

3. (Respect for territorial integrity). Commitment by the partners to 
respect the territorial integrity and the unity of each of the other 
partners. 

4. (Non-use of force and peaceful settlement of disputes). Renunciation 
by the partners of any recourse, in their mutual relations, to the 
threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political 
independence of another partner, or any other action that is 
incompatible with the aims of the United Nations. Commitment by· 
the partners to consider joint mechanisms of preventive diplomacy 
and to settle their disputes by peaceful means. 

5. (Fight against terrorism, organized crime and drugs). Commitment by 
the partners to cooperate to prevent and combat the threat of 
terrorist activities by ratifying and implementing the international 
instruments and commitments to which they subscribe in this 

· connection, and by taking other appropriate measures. 
Commitment by the partners to fight together against the 
expansion and diversification of organized crime and to combat 
the drugs problem in all its aspects. 

6. (Objectives in relation to disarmament and non-proliferation) . 
. CofT1mitment by the partners to fulfil in good faith their 
commitments under the arms-controL disarmament and 
non-proliferation conventions to which they are party. 

Call for all the partners to adhere to the Treaty on the 
Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, the Convention on Chemical . 
Weapons and the Convention on Biological Weapons and to 
commit themselves to practical action in favour of chemicaL· 
biological and nuclear non-proliferation: • 

. . ,··-

Commitment by each part~er not to develop militaryi capacity 
beyond its legitimate individual or collective security requirements. 
The partners could accordingly reaffirm their resolve to achieve the 
same degree of security and mutual confidence at lower levels of 
conventional weaponry. 
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. 7. (Good~neighbourly relations, confidence and security-building 
measures). Commitment by the portrJers to develop . 
good-neighbourly relations among themselves. The partners should 
support the processes of regional integration, emphasizing their 
importance for the stability of the region. They could also 
undertake to consider any confidence and security-building 
measures that could be taken jointly with a view to the creation of 
an "area of peace and stabnity In the Mediterranean", drawing for 
example on the Stability Pact for the Central and Eastern European · 
countries. 
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Ill. ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL PARTNERSHIP: BUILDING A ZONE OF SHARED 
PROSPERITY . 

Introduction 

Problems manifest themselves in different ways in each of the pdrtner . . 

countries, but all are faced with the same challenges: 

- serious demographic pressure; 
- a large farming population; 
- insufficient diversification in production and industrial trade; 
- weak intra-regional trade; 
- an over-developed and inefficient public sector. 

The partners could accordingly set themselves the following long-term 
objectives: 

- to accelerate the pace·of sustainable socio-economic development; 
- to improve the living conditions of their populations by reducing the 

prosperity gap and increasing the employment level; 
- to encourage regional cooperation and integration. 

To this end, a Euro-Mediterranean area should be established on the basis of 
free trade and partnership in the maximum number of areas. 

The partners would consider that policies should be pursued based on the 
principles of the market economy and the integration of their economies and 
on a partnership which takes account of their needs and their different levels 
of development. 

·They would give priority to the adaptation and modernization of the 
economic and social structures of the non-EU Mediterranean countries in ·'\ 
order to facilitate the progressive establishment of a free-trade area and in 
particular to: ' 

- promote the modernization and development of the private sector, as well 
as its legal and regulatory environment by means of greater administrative 
cooperation and by encouraging private investment from locaL regional 
and Community sources; . . . . . ·, ·. . 

- mitigate the social and environmental consequences which may result 
from economic development, by according in particular the requisite 
priority to the policies, programmes and projects most directly affecting the 
day-to-day life of the neediest populations. 

. . . ' 

The partners should, iastly, endeavour to promote mechanisms to foster 
· transfers of technology. 
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1. Euro-Mediterranean free,trade area . 

· The partners would agree to establish a Euro-Mediterranean area based 
on free trade, to be progressively completed by 2010, covering most 
trade, based on the opportunities offered and the obligations resulting 

· . from the World Trade Organization. 

./ 
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The creation of a free-trade area would be an essential component of 
the Euro-Mediterranean partnership and would require a special effort 
by all partners. 

Within this area: 

- manufactured products would move freely, without tariff or non-tariff 
barriers; 

- taking as a basis traditional trade flows, and as far as the various 
agricultural policies allow, trade in agricultural products would be 
progressively liberalized, through reciprocal preferential access; 

- the right of establishment for companies, provision of crbss-border . 
services and. capital movements would be progressively liberalized, 
having due regard to the GATS Agreement. 

To that end. the ongoing negotiations between .the Union and 
non-member Mediterranean countries will be concluded as soon as 
possible and, in parallel. similar free-trade agreements should be 
negotiated between the Mediterranean countries themselves. 

As a second stage, the Mediterranean countries could be encouraged 
to negotiate free-trade agreements with the. non-Mediterranean · 
European countries associated with the Union. 

In order to facilitate trade, the partners would propose to: . 

- progress by stages towards cumulation of origin among all the parties, 
in accordance with conditions comparable to those envisaged by the 
Union vis-a-vis the CCEE; 

- adopt broadly similar rules of o'rigin via the development of customs · 
cooperation amongst all partners; 
improve certification procedures to facilitate mutual recognition of. 
certificates of conformity and, in the longer term, harmonization of . ~) 

. standards; 
adopt the highest possible standards of protection for intellectual . 
property (TRIPS); 
adopt similar competition rules .. · 

. 
The liberalization of services would be the subject of special agreements, 
to be negotiated as soon as possible. 

2. Cooperation priorities 

2. 1. Investments 

Rapid and sustainable growth and continued structural reforms are 
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essential to the success of economic development. This process should 
be supported by intemal savings, the basis of investment, to which 
should be added considerably higher direct foreign investments. 
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For this reason the partners would stress the major importance for 
· economic deVelopment of investment. of the progressive elimination of 
. barriers to investment and of creating ori environment conducive to 
direct foreign investment. 

They would therefore propose to examine how to encourage direct 
investment. while respecting the spheres of competence of all parties 
(the European Community, its Member States and its Mediterranean ·· 
partners). 

2.2. Regional cooperation 

The partners would recognize that regional cooperation is a key factor in 
promoting the creation of a free trade area. lt is therefore important for 
trade to develop both between the European Union and its 
Mediterranean partners and also. on a voluntary basis, between the 
partners themselves. 

2.3. Business 

The partners would appeal to companies to enter into business 
agreements (joint ventures, marketing arrangements, subcontracting, 
licensing, etc.) within the Euro-Mediterranean area. 

The partners would encourage such cooperation by providing a 
favourable environment and regulatory framework for companies, while 
respecting competition rules (access to suitable sites, skilled labour, 
credit facilities, capital markets, etc.). Particular attention would be paid 
to support for the privatization of public enterprises. 

They would endeavour to promote industrial cooperation and 
modernization through: · 

- exchange of information on industrial and technological · 
. developments, industrial policy, competitiveness and the 

·. modernization, restructuring arid privatization of industry, innovation 
and investment. trade liberalization and its effects on industry and the · 
legal and financial environment. and health and safety at work; · 

- encouraging networks, joint projects, cooperation infrastructure and 
consultative mechanisms; 

- oevelopment of technology and standards;.·· 
- improving conditions for developing foreign investment in the 

Mediterranean partner countries. 

. . 
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The partners would consider it necessary to implement a programme of 
technical support to SMEs in order to improve the quality of products 
and services, including tourism. They would support cooperation among 

· SMEs and improved access to credit. The partners would recognize the 
importance of developing the financial sector in the Mediterranean 
countries in order to mobilize resources for assisting business. They would 
encourage the integration of the informal labour sector through the 
development of micro-businesses and self-employment. 

2.4. Environment 

The partners would emphasize their interdependence in environmental 
matters, which requires a regional approach and greater cooperation 
together with improved coordination of multilateral programmes existing 
both within the framework of the European Union and of the relevant 
international organizations. They would recognize the importance of 
reconciling economic development with environmental protection and 
of integrating environmental concerns into all aspects of economic 
policy (industry, research, energy, transport, agriculture, fisheries, tourism 
and regional planning) in order to foster the sustainable development of 
the region. 

In order to reverse the current tendency towards a degradation of the 
environmental situation of the region, the partners would undertake to 
continue and step up the efforts already being made. In this context 
they would confirm their attachment to the objectives and structures set 
up in the framework of the Barcelona Convention and the 
Mediterranean Action Plan, to revitalize their efforts in the region. The 
effectiveness and visibility of their action in this area should be increased. 
To supplement these efforts, they would also agree to establish a short
and medium-term priority action programme, to concentrate their · 
financial support essentially on such action and to provide a monitoring 
mechanism for its implementation, in particular regular dialogue. 

This programme should be focused in particular on problems of water, 
waste, air pollution and the protection of soil, coastal areas and the 
Mediterranean Sea, flora, fauna and conservation of the natural 
heritage, landscape and sites, the prevention of forest fires, and earth . 
observation. lt would be backed up, to prepare for the longer term, by 
action in training, education, network creation 
and compilation of environmental data. 

The partners would also agree on adopting and implementing, as soon · 
as possible, any legislative and regulatory measures which prove to be 

·. necessary, especially preventive measures, and high standards. 
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2.5. Fisheries 

The partners would recognize the. importance of conservation and 
rational management of fish stocks. 

Accordingly, they will increase their participation and cooperation in the 
framework of the General Fisheries Council for the Mediterranean for the 
adoption and effective implementation of appropriate conservation 
and management measures in order to ensure the lasting exploitation of 
this area's fishery resources. 

They would confirm their declaration made at Heraklion in . 
December 1994 and propose to take appropriate action in the legal 
sphere to ensure suitable follow-up to the conclusions of the 
Conference. 

They would improve cooperation on research into fish stocks in the 
Mediterranean and on training andscientific.research and would 
envisage creating i,oint scientific monitoring centres for this purpose. 

2.6. Energy 

-· 
The partners would recognize their interc;iependence in the energy 
sector. For the development both of energy resources and as regards 
energy exchanges, the appropriate framework conditions need to be 
created for investments and the activities of energy companies. 

They would step up existing cooperation concerning energy policies. 
They would also encourage producer-consumer dialogue. 

To that end, they would propose to: 

- foster the association of Mediterranean countries with the Tre~ty on 
the European Energy Charter; 

- promote joint participation in research programmes; 

- develop viable renewable energy sources, in particular solar energy 
techno.logies; 

promote energy efficiency. 

The partners would cooperate in creating the conditions enabling the . 
companies operating in the energy sector to extend energy networks 
(electricity, gas and oil pipelines) and in promoting link-ups between · 
them. 
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3. Other areas of cooperation 
· .. , 

3. 1. Agriculture and rural development 

The partners would focus cooperation in particular on: 

- support for polices implemented by them to diversify production; 
- reduction of food dependency; · 
- promotion of environment-friendly agriculture; 
- closer relat.ions between businesses, groups and organizations 

representing trades and professions in the partners on a voluntary 
basis; 

- support for privatization; 
- technical assistance and training; 
- harmonization of phytosanitary and veterinary standards; 
- integrated rural development, including improvement of basic 

services and the development of associated economic activities; 
- cooperation among rural regions, exchange of experience and 

know-how concerning rural development. 

3.2. Infrastructure development 

(a) Transport 

The partners would underline the importance of an efficient 
transport system within the Euro-Mediterranean area as a 
precondition for the expansion of trade flows. 

To that end, they would respect international maritime-law 
principles and in particular the freedom to provide services in 
international transport and free access to international cargoes .. 

They would agree on a priority programme which would 
incorporate environmental benefits in the following areas: 

- improvement of efficiency of port and airport infrastructure; 
- simplification of administrative procedures in ports and airports, 

including computerization; 
- . harmonization of air-traffic control and management systems; •· · 
- improvement of multi-modal,. combined sea and air transport 

across the Mediterranean; 
- improvement of safety at sea and air safety and more efficient ... 

monitoring of marine pollution; ·· .· ... · . · · · · · ·. · ·. ·. ··.· · . .···. .. · · . · .. ·. 
- development of east-west land links on the southern and eastern. 

shores of the Mediterranean; 
· .. ,.-
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connection of the Mediterranean partners' networks to the 
trans-European networks. including the identification of · 
multi-modal corridors of common interest in order to ensure 
interoperability; 

_,._ 
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(b) Information technologyand telecommunications • . 

. The partners wouid underline the importance of a modern, .efficient 
telecommunications network. particularly as regards basic seNices 
for economic and social development. To that end, they will focus 
on: 

- development of infrastructure, particularly in rural areas, to 
facilitate access to seNices; 

- the modernization of telecommunications (legislation. 
regulations, pricing structure and transparency, 
privatization, etc.); · 

- access to the information superhighway and to multi-media 
networks; 

- transfer of technology, research and training (distance learning, 
teleworking, SMEs and health); 

- development of inter-administrative information networks within 
the Euro-Mediterranean economic area; 

- cooperation among telecommunications companies in the 
above areas. 

3.3. Local authorities and regional planning 

The partners would affirm their willingness to cooperate and examine 
their interdependence _in this area and, with this aim, to: 

. - define a regional planning strategy for the Euro-Mediterranean area . 
appropriate to countries' requirements; 
promote cross-border cooperation; 

- foster cooperation among local authorities . 

. As far as towns are concerned, emphasis would be placed on housing. 
public transport and water-supply and sanitation seNices. 

3.4. Research and development 

The partners would consider it necessary to promote research and 
development and tackle the widening gap in scientific ochievement. 
taking account ofthe principle of mutual advantage . 

. . ·. . . .· 

To that end, the' research capacity of the Mediterraneanrimcountries. 
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. should be improved and assistance given for the training of scientific 
and technical staff, to promote better integration of young researchers 
in the region. · · ·. · 

Implementation of the three Rio Conventions on biological diversity~ the 
fight against desertification and climate change constitutes an ideal 
area for cooperation. 
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. In addition, qualified research institutes and higher education 
establishments from European and Mediterranean countries will 

· participate in joint research programmes, based in particular oh the 
creation of scientific netWorks on clearly defined topics. 

In this context the paitners would note with satisfaction the opening-up 
on a case-by-case basis of many specific programmes under the 
Community's fourth framework programme, particularly those dealing 
with the environment and technology, health and society, research on 

, _ renewable resources, urbcin development the information technologies 
programme and the communications technologies programme. 

These areas are in addition to those already subject to the same 
arrangements under the Community's third framework programme. 

Lastly. they would wish to set up a committee to monitor 
Euro-Mediterranean cooperation on research and development so as to 
follow up, in particular. the discussions started on 21 and 22 March in 
Sophia Antipolis. · 

3.5. Statistics 

The partners would recognize the importance of comprehensive, 
up-to-date statistical information. They would promote closer · 
cooperation between the Statistical Office of the European 
Communities (SOEC), the Member States' statistical offices and the 
statistical offices of interested Mediterranean countries, iri particular for 
harmonizing methodology and exchanging dcita. A conference 
organized by the SOEC would examine the key needs of the national 
statistical systems of the Mediterranean countries in order to determine _ 
priority areas of cooperation. 

4. Means of cooperation · 

In order to implement the partnership, and in particular to back up the
efforts involved in setting up a free trade area. the partners would stress 
the importance of efficient financial cooperation, managed in the -
framework of a multiannual programme, adapted to its objectives and -
priorities and which takes account of the specific characteristics of each 
of the partners.' 

. . . . 

For this purpose the Community considers that the partnership should 
benefit from substantial additional financial assistance for the period 
1995-1999. This would be supplemented by EIB assistance in the form of·· 

-· increased loans and financial resources allocated bilaterally by the · 
Member States, with a view to ensuring through coordination of _ · 
contributors. in compliance with the principle ofsubsidiarity, the 
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optimum complementarity and effectiveness of such assistance and a . . 

clear overall profile for European Union action. 
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The partners would recognize the importance of sound 
macro-economic management to ensure the success of their 
partnership. To this end. they would agree on the value of 

. economic-policy dialogue between the Community and each of the. 
Mediterranean partners. particularly under new agreements. 

• • 

• 

IV. PARTNERSHIP IN SOCIAL AND HUMAN AFFAIRS 

Introduction 

The partners would work to encourage the participation of civil society in the 
Euro-Mediterranean partnership. With this in view. they would develop 
instruments of decentralized cooperation encouraging exchanges between . 
those active in development: leaders of civil and political society, the cultural 
world, universitjes. the research community. the media, organizations. trade 
unions and public and private enterprises. They would undertake to promote 
the participation of women in such exchanges. because of their key role in 
development. 

the partners would also recognize that current population trends must be 
counterbalanced by appropriate demographic policies to accelerate 
economic take-off. In this context. the partners would consider this challenge 

·a matter of priority. · · 

They would consider that the development of human resources is vital both in 
the education and training of young people and in the areas of culture and 

. health. In this regard. they would stress the Importance in this field of the 
principle of subsidiarity, which reflects the different responsibilities of the 
Member States and the Community, .and of linguistic diversity. 

They would acknowledge the importance of the role played by migration in· 
their relationships. · · · · 

. . . 

They would consider that cooperation on democracy and human rights · 
. should be an essential part of exchanges among civil society and would 

require appropriate action. 

While identifYing common priorities and objectives in the fields of justice and -· 
· ·home affairs. the partners would recognize the need for 6 differentiated. 

·. approach that takes into account the diversity of the situation in each 
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country. 

Cooperation in these areas could include the negotiating of conventions. 

' 

. 
' .. ~· .. ; 
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1. Cooperation priorities 

1. 1. · Education and training 

The partners would encourage: 

- a full exchange of information on systems, policies and action in the 
field of education and training; 

- the development of vocational training programmes, with the 
emphasis on the private sector; · 

- promotion of cooperation networks among universities and 
encouragement of mobility of research workers and teaching staff; 

- strengthening of links between education and business; 

- development of education, with particular reference to the 
education of young girls and adult literacy training; 

- development of programmes in management and executive training. 

1.2. Social development 

The partners would acknowledge the importance of social development 
which, in their opinion •. should go hand in hand with any economic · 
development. They would give particular priority to respect for basic 
social rights. 

1.3. Migration 

The partners would agree on the n~ed to increase their efforts to reduce 
migratory pressures. To this end they would agree to: 

- identify the major causes of migratory pressures and their regions of 
origin; 

- promote programmes of assistance for job creation and professional · 
training in order to counter the exodus of manpower, particularly the 

· most skilled; - · · 

- promote the role of migrants legally resident in the Union in the 
economic development of their regions of origin, particularly through 
the use of remittances. 

They would undertake to discuss living conditions for migrants and 
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expatriates legally resident within their respective territories. 

;:: ._ . 
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The Union will ask its Mediterranean partners to acknowledge their 
obligations as regards the readmission of theirnationals who had left the 
country. 

Jri the are9 Qf_iiLegQI immigration, the partners would propose to establish 
closer cooperation. which \t>.lould imply, inter alia: 

facilitation of readmission, including the speeding-up of procedures to 
establish nationality; 

- cooperation on border controls; 

- stepping up the exchange of information between the relevant 
administrative services on illegal migrants and the routes used by 
them; 

- exploitation of the possibilities offered by recourse to bilateral joint 
committees; 

- treating expelled nationals in a manner which complied with national 
law and with the partnership's commitments on human rights, in 
compliance also with the United Nations Convention of . 
10 December 1984 against torture and other cruel. inhuman or 
degrading treatment or punishment. 

1.4. Drug trafficking 

The partners would agree on the need for a coordinated approach as · · 
. regards drug trafficking. They would emphasize the need for close 
cooperation, between both police and customs services, concerning, 
inter alia, the following measures: 

- exchange of information on drug trafficking; 
. · :... destruction of crops; · 

-·making customs services aware oftechniques for targeting high-risk . . 

cargo; 
- coordinated, effective and efficient inspections of shipping in the . . 

context of the relevant international conventions; .. . 
- . strengthening the legal arsenai against drug trafficking, and respect 

for international commitments; 
- cooperation and exchanges of information between departments · ·. 

responsible for combating: 
= the diversion of chemical precursors; 

.... = money laundering . 

. ·. ~ 
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1.5. Terrorism 

The partners would recognize the importance of preventing and . 
combating terrorism together. To this end, cooperation should be 
strengthened to combat that threat more effectively. Such cooperation 
could include in particular: 

- stepping up exchanges of information; 

- improving the training of departments responsible for preventing and 
combating terrorism; 

- identification of the various components involved (organization, 
financing, etc.). 

1.6. International crime 

The partners would recognize that it is important to prevent and to work 
together more effectively to combat international crime in step with the 
development of their partnership. 

They would agree to organize close administrative. police and customs . 
cooperation, and to align national legislative and regulatory texts in 
order to combat the various forms of crime in the Euro-Mediterranean 
area, including in the following fields: 

- environmental protection and combating ecological crime; 

- combating counterfeiting; 

- dealing with the various forms of child abduction. 

1.7. Judicial cooperation 

lt would be advisable to develop judicial cooperation necessary for the· 
effective combating of drug trafficking and the various forms of 
international crime. in particular those referred to above, which·would 
require improvements in extradition procedures and in policy concerning 
intemationalletters rogatory as well as exchanges of magistrates and of · 
information. 

1.8. Racism and xenophobia 

The partners would stress the importance of combating more effectively 
the phenomenon of. racism and xenophobia and plan to cooperate to 
achieve this. · · 
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1.9. Combating corruption 

The partners would agree to draw up a programme of action against 
corruption, because of the importance, topicality and international 
scope of the phenomenon. 

They would consider amplifying the means of detection and 
investigation enabling corruption to be countered more effectively. 

2. Other areas of cooperation 

2.1. Culture and the media 

The partners would agree on the need to improve mutual understanding 
by promoting cultural exchanges and multilingualism, while respecting · 
the identities of all involved. 

Their partnership, the procedures for the implementation of which would 
have to be specified at the Conference, would focus on the cultural 
and creative heritage, cultural and artistic events, eo-productions 
(theatre and cinema), dissemination of books and the written word, of 
pictures and of works of art, translations and other means of spreading 
cultural awareness. 

The partners would emphasize the importance of the role played by the 
media in mutual understanding among societies and agree to promote 
exchanges and cooperation, particularly in the areas of training, 
eo-production and dissemination. 

2.2. Health 

The partners would recognize the following priorities in their partnership; 

- action on raising awareness, information and prevention; 

- development of public health: health core, in particular primary 
health centres; 

- maternal and child health, family planning and control of 
communicable diseases, inCluding AIDS. 
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2.3. Youth 

. Thepartners would recognize the importance of promoting contact and 
exchanges among young people in the framework of decentralized 
cooperation programmes. To that end they would propose to: 

- support activities promoting the social and vocational integration of 
young people, particularly those lacking qualifications, in their local 
environment; 

- promote the training oforganizersand social workers in the youth 
field; 

- promote the training of young workers for scientific, cultural and 
technical activities, with particular reference to the role of women. 

* * 

* 

V. FOLLOW-UP TO THE EURO-MEDITERRANEAN PARTNERSHIP 

The Barcelona Conference should provide the basis for a process which 
should develop, and the partners should therefore agree that the various·· 
activities will be followed up by ad hoc thematic meetings of ministers, senior 
officials and experts, exchanges of experience and information, contacts 
between those active in civil society or any other appropriate means. These 
meetings may be based on existing cooperation structures, or on an~ otheR' 
more suitable formula on which the Conference might_qgree. · · · . - ·. .._ 

The Union will propose to its partners the principle of regular meetings at 
Foreign Minister level. The frequency of the meetings will be determined by . 
agreement between the parties. 

This overall dialogue, which should combine the utmost practicality with the 
least possible formality, would supplement but not replace the dialogue 
carried on by the European Union with each Mediterranean State or entity 
underbilateral agreements. · · 

· Parliamentary and local-authority contact arrangements could also be 
considered: · · 
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Financial cooperation with the CCEE and the Mediterranean 

The European Council signified its agreement to the following table in line with the· 

guidelines in paragraph 6 of the working document distributed at the Council 

meeting on 12 June 1995. () 

CCEE MTC 

1995 1 154 550 

1996 1 235 900 

1997 1 273 1 000 

1998 1 397 1092 

1999 1 634 1 143 

TOTAL 6 693 I 4 685 
.. ~ 

() The Council reiterates and confirms the interinstitutional 
agreement of 1993 ·on the ·margins to be left available withl.n 
the ceilings for the various categories. 

The Council therefore wants the budget. authority, when 
establishing the budget, to act in such a way as to keep within 
Category 4 an unallocated reserve to cover contingencies and· 
developments in the situation, including the· · CCEE and. 
Mediterranean third countries,. to which .the Essen Europe<in 
Council gave special priority. 

As one of the arms .of the budget authority, 
intends to work towards this goal and counts on 
Parliament's cooperation in this endeavour. 
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STRENGTHENING THE MEDITERRANEAN POLICY 
Of THE EUROPEAN u"NION: PROPOSALS FOR 

!I\11'LEMENTING A EURO-MEDITERR:\NEAN PARTNERSHIP 



1. 

1.1 

... 

INTRODUCTION 

The Mediterranean is· strategically important to the European Union. 

One of Europe's priorities is to consolidate peace and stability in the region. This 
challenging task would invol,.e: 

supporting political reform and defending human rights and freedom of 
expression as a means of containing extremism: 
promoting economic and social reform in such a way as to. produce 
sustained growth (to create jobs) and an increase in standards of living . 
with the aim of stemming violence and easing migratory pressure. 

The Community and its partners in the Mediterranean are interdependent in many 
respects. Europe's interests in the region are many and varied, including as th~y 
do the environment, energy supplies, migration, trade and investment. 

The drug problem (production, trafficking and consumption) is one which all the 
countries involved will have to tackle together. 

Instability in the region cannot fail to have negative consequences for all the 
countries of the European Community. The Mediterranean non-member countries 
(MNC) may have a population of 400 million by 2035, and there will be a wealth 
gap which will undoubtedly grow unless current demographic developments are 
counterbalanced by a rapid economic upturn and appropriate population policies. 
If such an economic upturn is to occur, the countries in question will have to 
make a further sustained effort to liberalize and restructure their economies. Th~ 
Community would also have to help them to cope with the political. economic 
and demographic challenges facing them. 

A considerable proportion of the European Community's immigrants is from the 
Mediterranean region. These individuals often retain strong links with their 
countries of origin, and the· economies of the latter benefit from welcome 
contributions in the form of salary remittances. If planned cooperation with the 
countries in question fails to produce a methodical way of tackling migratory 
pressure, friction could easily result, hurting not just international relations but 
also the groups of immigrants themselves. 

All the Member States would benefit from an imprnv.:ment in th.: r.:gion's 
stability and prosperity, as this. would b'Teatly increase the opportunity for trad.: 
and investment and provide a stronger foundation for political and economic 
cooperation. 

Time is of' the essence, not only lor political reasons, hut also li1r economic and 
social reasons. It is consequently very much in the Community's interest to 
establish a new partnership with the MNC to move beyond the scope of' the 
activities bolstered by the New Mediterranean Policy ( 1992- I 996), important 
though they are. 
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1.2 In its communication of 19 October 1994 (Strengthening the Mediterranean 
Policy of the European Union: Establishing a Euro-Mediterranean Partnership)' 
the Commission expressed the view that the key objective of the European 
Community's Mediterranean policy, the establishment of a Euro-Mediterranean 
area which is politically stable and safe, should be accompanied by the socio
economic goal of gradually setting up a Euro-Mediterranean area with a stable 
legal framework (including a free trade area). This process would need a lengthy 
transition and would only succeed i r the Community was prepared to provide 
financial backing (vital to underpin the economic and social reform which would 
be required). The Commission has proposed a sum of ECU 5.5 billion from the 
budget for that purpose. 

1.3 The Essen European Council of 9 and 10 December 1994 accepted the guidelines 
put forward in the Commission's communication and confirmed that substantial 
extra financial assistance should be provided for the process described abow 
while keeping to the decisions of the Edinburgh European Council and 
maintaining an appropriate balance in the geographical breakdown of Community 
allocations. 

The Essen European Council also considered that the Commission should give 
thought to how to structure financial assistance for the Mediterranean region in 
the future, and called on it to put forward specific proposals for implementing all 
the aspects referred to in its communication so thai· the Council could adopt the 
necessary decisions. 

1.4 The Community's objective should be to take a comprehensive approach to Euro
Mediterranean partnership, covering all forms of action falling under the Treaty 
on European Union. The establishment of a Euro-Mediterranean Economic Area 
should go hand in hand with the creation of an area of peace and stability. The 
Economic Area itself should involve not only free trade arrangements, but also a 
range of measures on the part of the Community to help the countries of the 
region modernize their economies in the interests of sustainabl\! development 
while still preserving their societies' equilibrium and identity. There should also 
be greater cooperation in the new fields covered by the Maastricht Treaty 
(particularly Title VI). 

1.5 The aim of this communication is to set out the main directions of Euro
Mediterranean partnership and put forward priorities for financial and technical 
cooperation for 1995 to 1999. It will also provide a rough outline of the 
instruments and methods considered by the Commission to be most appropriate to 
helping the MNC cope with the challenges facing them and to achieving the aims 
established. · 
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1.6 The Commission takes the view that the new direction of financial and technical 
cooperation should first and foremost benef!t the MNC embarking' on 
modernizing and reforming their economies to culminate in free trade. which is 
the key stage i~ ~stablishing a tn;e E~r;;:Me.diterranean economic area. 

. . - -' ' -~~-., 

1.7 It is the Commission's belief that. the .recent establishment by the European. 

1.8 

Parliament of a new MEDA budget heading (B7-410) is an important first step 
towards fulfilling the objectives contained in its communication of 19 October 
1994. 

With these new directions in the offing, the European Community will conclude 
the Euro-Mediterranean (association) Agreements currently being negotiated as 
soon as possible, and will launch a similar process for any other Mediterranean 
countries expressing an interest. 

• 
• • 
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2. MAIN DIRECTIONS 

As the Essen European Council agreed. bringing about pea~c. stab:!:::· and 
prosperity in the Mediterranean region is one of Europe's first priorities. 

The European Community's activities in the region should ~ow be brou;;ht ir.h• 
line with that priority. and practical steps should be taken t0 respond to th~ 

political, economic, social and environmental challenges facing the countries of 
the region (and thus the Community itself). 

In the fields of cooperation earmarked as priorities. the European Community 
should facilitate the involvement of civil society. 

The Commission is proposing three closely connected priorities for actiPr~: 

• assistance with economic transition; 
• assistance with achieving a better socio-economic balance: 
• backing for regional integration. 

The effectiveness of such action will increase in proportion to the l\f\(.' 
readiness to implement appropriate social and economic policies. 

2.1 Assistance with economic transition 

The Commission takes the view that action should take four main directions: 
• the establishment of a Euro-Mediterranean free trade area: 
• promotion of the private sector in the countries of the Mediterranean 

region (this would include modernizing/restructuring industry and 
establishing a suitable regulatory system); 

• promotion of European private investment in the countries in question; 
• updating of economic and social infrastructure. 
These four directions are a cohesive package and should make it possible to mo\e 
rapidly to anchoring the southern and eastern Mediterranean economically to the 
Community (since the two regions are major partners of each other's) and 
increasing the Mediterranean partners' overall competitiveness. 

2.1.1 The establishment of a Euro-Mediterranean free trade area by 2010 

Free trade arrangements would respect WTO-related obligations and would be 
open to any country in the region which accepts the principles of the market 

. economy and political pluralism. The Community's aim should be to conclude an 
initial series of Euro-Mediterranean (association) Agreements with Egypt, Israel, 
Morocco, Tunisia, Jordan and Lebanon as quickly as possible. 
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The Community must make clear its wish to see the countries in qucst:,m enter 
into similar negotiations with each other and with European coun:ri" v;hich are 
not members of the Community (EFTA, Central and Eastect: Europe, Cyprus. 
Malta and Turkey). To oiler encouragement, the Community should propJs:: that 
there be a cumulation of origin and that identical rules of origin appl:· to all 
countries entering into agreements of that type. In order to maximize the 
economic benefit to all the parties involved, the use of identical rules of origin 
would have to be accompanied by an alignment of the non-member countries' 
rules of origin with those of the Community to produce a system of common rules 
for the region . 

Such agreements should furthermore automatically include provisions on (i) 
standards, conformity certification, metrology and quality controL (ii) intellectual 
property, (iii) competition rules. (iv) customs cooperation seeking chiefly to 
combat drug smuggling and trafficking and (v) approximation of legislation to 

improve conditions of establishment and provision of services, plus a meetings 
clause for regular evaluation of the possibility of establishing a preferential 
agreement in services. 

The establishment of a free trade area would moreover entail getting rid of 
existing barriers in transport and, as a consequence, either extending the Euro
Mediterranean Agreements in an appropriate manner to that sector or concluding 
a separate agreement for that sector. 

In agriculture, the aim should remain to seek gradual liberalization using 
reciprocal preferential access for agricultural products which are of interest to the 
parties. This gradual process must be accompanied by the establishment of 
procedures for consultation between the authorities and representatives of the 
sector in the countries in question. 

2. 1.2 Promotion of the private sector 

The move towards the market economy in the Mediterranean region is a 
precondition for sustained economic groMh. lt is vital from the point of view of 
job- and income-generation, greater economic efficiency and providing individual 
opportunity for young people, and therefore also from the point of view of social 
and political equilibrium. The Community must give its unreserved backing to 
progress down this path by promoting: 
• a restructuring of industry in order to achieve adequate competitiveness; 
• a modernization of firms and an improvement in their performance (by 

means including the promotion of energy efficiency); 
• 
• 
• 

• 

improving the legal and regulatory environment in which firms operate; 
increasing the incidence of all forms of partnership with European firms; 
modernization of al'l aspects of vocational training and incorporation of 
vocational training into the overall development of education and training: 
modernization and simplification of administrative procedures . 
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To these ends, the Community must be prepared to provide large-scale technical 
assistance (particularly for SME) in order to improve the quality of products and 
services (including tourism), the organization of production, the technical abilities 
of the staff, etc. 

The primary aim must be to make the private sector in the countries of the 
Mediterranean capable of withstanding a liberalization of trade and therefore also 
competition on the world market. The Community must provide the countries in 
question with substantial backing for this course of action over the next ten years. 

A comprehensive effort will be needed. This would begin with increasing the 
awareness of the firms themselves. lt would also be necessary to bring about a 
fundamental reworking of associations of businessmen, industry federations and 
chambers of commerce and industry to enable them to provide their members 
with a wide range of services (vocational training, export promotion, etc.) The 
Community is currently providing such assistance and will step up its efforts (it 
should be noted in this connection that a Euro-Arab Management School is due to 
be set up in 1996 with Community backing). 

Fundamental changes are also necessary in the financial sector to enable it to meet 
the financing needs of SME. The changes would have to include the 
establishment of appropriate guarantee systems. If the performance of SME is to 
be improved, business services (consultants, computer specialists, trust 
companies, training institutes and miscellaneous and other services ) will also 
have to be developed. 

The Community has already become active in this field: business centres haw 
been or arc being set up in Cairo, Casablanca. Tunis and Amman to provide 
services for businessmen who have embarked on a process of modernization .. 

The EIB could also become involved in promoting the private sector by providing 
loans financed from its own resources and risk capital. 

2.1.3 Promotion of European private investment 

A major effort to increase all forms of European private investment in the region 
will provide a corollary to the measures described above. . . 

Substantially greater direct foreign investment is vital to the establishment of an 
efficient Euro-Mediterranean economic area. Such investment brings in capital, 
technology and know-how and is therefore an essential spur to economic and 
social development. 
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· The prospect of the emergence of an area of free trade bet wee:: Euro;:>e un~ the 
Mediterranean naturally makes the latter more attracti,·e to Europear. pri,·atc 
investment. There ,\·ill he an increasing advantage in establishing produc:io~ 
bases around the Mediterranean to serve the substantial Europe-Mediterranean 
market. The Euro-Mediterranean Agreements will provide a legal framework 
capable of making such investment secure. Making European investment in 
energy easier and involving the MNC in the European Energy Chaner would have 
positive consequences for cooperation. 

A substantial increase in the flow of direct European investment to the 
Mediterranean will of course also require other incentives from the Community 
and the countries of the region . 

The countries of the Mediterranean will have to continue their efforts to achieve 
economic and political stability, privatisation and deregulation. The political and 
administrative environment will have a decisive influence on foreign investment. 
Where the legislative and investment climates are concerned, the Community will 
back the modernization efforts of the countries in question. 

The Community will continue, as a priority, to encourage JOlllt ventures. 
industrial cooperation and subcontracting, especially between SME. This will be 
achieved by using the whole range of pannership instruments established by the 
Commission and the EJB, in collaboration with financial institutions. It should 
expand its efforts in this regard. 

The Commission believes that a substantial share of financial cooperation 
resources should be devoted to these activities. 

Funhermore in order to promote an increase in investment in the Mediterranean 
region, it should be noted that several initiatives are presently under examination 
(reinforcement and improved synergy of existing instruments, possible financial 
mecanism for the Mediterranean, .. ). 

2.1.4 \Jpdatin)l of economic and social infrastructure 

Economies which arc open and are geared to international trade need an cflectivc 
economic infrastructure, particularly in transport, energy, telecommunications. 
water and sanitation. 

The countries of the Mediterranean have made substantial progress in this regard. 
The Community has already become heavily involved (through contributions 
from the budget and especially through the El B) in financing programmes for the 
modernization of telecommunications, electricity grids, the production and 
transmission of energy, pons, motorways, airports and so on. 
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. Existing systems will nevertheless have to be expanded and improved to cope 
with the growing demands caused by trade and investment and the need for 
efficient services, but alsP to establish inter-regional links. Major programmes o: 
investment will be needed in the next I 0 to 20 years. 

The Community will contribute to improving infrastructure along with the 
countries themselves, other donors and private sources of finance. A substantial 
role will be played by privatisation and other methods of financing and managing 
major items of economic infrastructure. This means that the Community will have 
to share its experience in this field with its partners. 

2.2 Helpim~ to achieve a better socio-economic balauce 

The problems facing the countries of the Mediterranean go well beyond the 
economic: they have to cope, in differing degrees, with poverty, social and 
economic inequality, population growth, the balance between town and country, 
deterioration of the environment, drug trafficking, fragile democratic structures. · 
growing religious extremism and terrorism and resentment and lack of cultural 
understanding in Europe. 

Having reaffirmed at the level of beads of state and government the value it 
places on boosting peace,stability and prosperity in the region, the Communit; 
must translate its .wishes into a form of action which produces tangible benefils 
for the people of both sides of the Mediterranean. 

The Commission proposes that action be taken in a number of fields: 
• improving social services, particularly in towns; 
• promoting harmonious and integrated rural development; 
• greater cooperation in fisheries; 
• protection of the environment; 
• the contribution of civil society to development; 
• integrated development of human resources (particularly education and 

vocational training); 
• consolidation of democracy and respect for human rights (an essentiai 

component of the Community's relations with the countries in question; 
• support for cultural exchanges. 
• co-operation and technical assistance in order to reduce illegal 

immigration, drug trafficking as well as terrorism and international crime. 

2.2.1 lmprovin~: social services (particularly in towns) 

Social services (basic education, health care, government housing, water supplies. 
sanitation and other key infrastructure) need to be improved for several reasons: 
{i) to prevent living conditions from declining (e.g. because of structurai 
adjustment, rapid population growth or a mass exodus from rural areas) and (ii) to 
prevent the economic anchoring of the Mediterranean to Europe from producing 
worse social disparities. 
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Spending ·on schools is primarily the job of the governments of the count~ie5 
themselves. However, the scale. of the financial needs and the problems th~:. 
would result fo:'tlie Community if the social situation worsened mear. tha·. i; ,,;:. 
have to help stop the decline by providing financial support. know how and 
exchanges of experience. 

Against this background. the social lot of the underprivileged (particularly youn~ 
people and women) should be given particular priority, particulariy wher: 
education and basic training are concerned. • 

::>..2.2 Promotin~ harmonious and inte~rated rural development 

<. • The balance between town and country is particularly important in th.: 
Mediterranean, a region in which a large section of the population remains 
economically and culturally attached to the rural environment and in which 
farming has a social importance which far exceeds its economic value. 

A massive and uncontrolled rural exodus could have disastrous social. political 
and environmental consequences for the countries of the region and for the 
Community. 

For this reason. the Community must take integrated steps to hack rura! 
development. Its clltlrt should include the Jinan<.:ing of agrii:ultur~il dcvelopillL'Il! 
proper, but also improvement of basic services (health care. water supplies and 
sewage, electricity and education) and the development of related activities such 
as tourism and other services. 

This aim should be reflected in the cooperation programmes agreed with each of 
the countries of the region. The Community is moreover prepared to step up the 
cooperation linking rural areas of the Community and similar areas of the 
Mediterranean countries to give the latter the benefit of its experience, 
particularly by allowing such areas to become involved in the European rural 
development network. 

2.2.3. Greater cooperation jn fisheries 

Over-Jishing and a deterioration or resources arL' threatening the prosp<:c~ ,,r 
conserving fish stocks in the Mediterranean. As a result, the Commission is tryin:;. 
to encourage a policy or cllicient Jishery managemclll in the region. 
Implementing such a policy would require evaluation and monitoring of shared or 
jointly fished stocks in the form of measures such as biological studies and joint 

· action by the countries of the Mediterranean, plus the establishment of a joint 
scientific monitoring centre. 
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2.2.4. Environment 

Given the environmental interdependence of the Mediterranean countries. and the 
interdependence of environmental and other policies, this is naturally a priorit; 
area for the development of stronger links between the Community and other 
countries in the region. The fact that the environmental situation continues w 
deteriorate in spite of everyone's best efforts makes it even more imperative that 
we focus very strongly on this area. It is in the vital interests of all concerned that 
we step up our efforts to reverse the current trend and work together to secure 
sustainable development throughout the region .. 

To that end, the Community must encourage those concerned to give priority to 

the rapid introduction of appropriate environmental policies and to incorporate 
em·ironmental issues into all sectoral policies. It must strive to improve the 
effectiveness of all actions and to achieve a more visible impact on the wellbeing 
of the people concerned. In practical terms, the following guidelines are proposed: 

the Community must promote the adoption of a programme of priority 
action for the short- and medium term; 

financial support in this area must focus on these pnonty actions. 
Investment through long-term, subsidized loans should be encouraged:· 

a mechanism should be set up to monitor the implementation of the 
programme; 

in some areas (e.g. clean air), environmental legislation measures should 
be adopted by all countries of the region; 

to pave the way for the longer term, action in the fields of training. 
education, networking and environmental data should be stepped up: 

full use should be made of the existing institutional 5tructurcs, particularly 
those covered by the Barcelona Convention of 1975 and the 
Mediterranean Action Plan (MAP), with a view to the development of 
joint approaches and improved monitoring of their implementation. 

2.2.5. Contribution ofcjyjl society to development 

In 1992 the Community introduced decentralized cooperation with civilian 
bodies, aimed at building networks linking institutions and organizations on both 
sides of the Mediterranean. 
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This cooperation must continue and improve in all sectors in which direc. 
cooperation among such bodies is appropriate. for example universities. the 
media, research and municipal authorities..' 

The Community will give particular attention to the role that might be played b: 
migrants in the development of their countries of origin. 

Thes.e actions, and others like them, will not only increase European awareness, of 
the challenges facing the peoples of the South. but will also lend impetus le• 

North-South relations by encouraging the direct participation of key playero 
among those peoples. 

~.2.6. Integrated development of human resources (particularly education and 
vocational trainin~) 

Education in all its aspects (including science and technology) is one of the major 
levers of development. A special effort must be made to improve primary and 
secondary education, and to restructure higher education systems. 

In the field of vocational training, particular care must be taken to improve the 
quality and flexibility of existing training systems by encouraging the integration 
of young people, especially women, into the labour market. 

The Community is happy to put its experience at the disposal of its Mediterranean 
partners, while taking care to ensure that the partners' cultural identities are 
mutually respected. 

2.2.7. ConsoUdation ofdemocracv and respect for human rights 

The Community must step up the dialogue on democracy and human rights. 

An appropriate dialogue conducted not only with governments but also with 
representatives of civil society, coupled with technical and financial assistance for 
specific operations, will help achieve this objective. 

2.2.8. Support for cultural exchanges 

The Community must endeavour to foster mutual understanding on both sides of 
the Mediterranean by encouraging dialogue and exchanges between artists and 
cultural associations and networks. 

It is also important to step up information and communication activities in the 
Mediterranean region. 

i.e. the MED-URBS, MED-CAMPUS, MED-INVEST and MED-MEDIA 
programmes. 
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2.2.9. Co-operation imd technical assi<tance in order to reduce illecal immi~ration dru0 
traffick in~ as well as terrorism and international crime 

The Community should widen the dialogue and its assistance in fields ha\ in~ ar. 
·impact on migratory flows as well as on the light against terrorisn. ~r .. : 
international crime. Administrative and technical co-operation will cow: 
exchange of information. compatibility cif data. development of legal systems and 
respect for international agreements. Upstream acti\·ities such as agricultur ~: 
diversification as far as concerns fight against drugs should also be en\"lsaged. 

These activities will be integrated in the concrete actions described in the present 
chapter. 

2.3. Support for re~ional jnte~ration 

There can be no question of creating a Mediterranean economic area in any real 
sense without a major integration drive among the Mediterranean countries 
themselves, not to . mention greater integration between Europe and those 
countries. 

The Community will give priority to improving communication and cooperation 
links between border . regions on each side of the Mediterranean, seeking 
synergies with cross-border and decentralized inter-regional cooperation 
instruments already available to the Community. 

The association agreements concluded with the Community must therefore be 
followed by similar agreements on free trade and cooperation among the countries 
concerned. 

The Community should support this process in two ways: 

by providing encouragement and assistance as appropriate for the creation 
of regional cooperation structures;' .. 
by providing EIB loans and budget resources to finance the economic 
infrastructure that is essential if regional trade is io be stepped up. 
especially in the field of transport, communication and energy. 

The Community should also promote increased cooperation with the Gulf 
countries in its activities in the Middle East. 

• 
• • 

The discreet and indirect Community assistance that led to the introduction of 
economic cooperution between Egypt, Israel, Jordan and the Palestinians W'ould 
be a good example to follow. 
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.' 1:-ISTRUME'\TS. IMPLEME'iTr'\G PROCEDl'RES A'\D ELIGIB!LIT'_ 

~.1. I nstrumcnts 

The Community has two main kinds of instruments to achie,·e the objectives 
outlined ahovc, namely. budget resources and EIB loans. 

These instruments should be use in such a way as to ensure optimum consistency 
and synergy: 

Contributions from budget funds should focus on support for the pri\'ate 
sector (consultancy, credit lines, microbusinesses). technical assistance. 
studies, social .infrastructure and support for cooperation activities 
launched by civilian bodies. 

EIB loans should primarily be used to finance "bankable" operations. e.g. 
long-term loans for economic infrastructure projects and production. 

The two instruments should combine to eo-finance projects wherever 
possible and wherever synergies can be achieved. Examples would 
include feasibility studies, project preparation and technical and 
management assistance for projects financed by the EIB. Some types of 
infrastruCture projects (e.g. in the environmental sector) could also benefit 
from interest rate subsidies. 

The EIB could combine risk capital and own resources in its support for the 
private sector, using the former to bolster companies' equity and the latter to 
supplement the loan package of investment projects. 

3.2. Implementation procedures 

• 

From 1997, most cooperation activities are due to come under a single budget 
heading, 87-410, which will thus take the place of the financial protocols that 
expire on 31 October 1996.4 

Experience shows that the implementation procedures of these financial protocols 
need to be improved by: 

selling scctoral amounts and priorities for shorter periods (currently live 
years); 
promoting genuine debate .on strategy; 
targeting Community cooperation more on civilian bodies such as 
companies, federations and NGOs; 
making programming more flexible and hence more efficient and more 
transparent. 

. With the exception of Malta and Cyprus, for which new financial protocols have 
recently been negotiated for the period I 995-99. 
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In future, project selection under the Euro-Mediterranean partnership should be 
more flexible. This greater flexibility should also be used to allow partners 
making good progress on economic reform or making efficient use of their fundo 
to derive greater benefit from the programme. With the same aim in mind, regular 
evaluations will be conducted with the recipient countries to ensure that the 
Community's activities suit their needs. 

The task of financial management will be considerably lightened and made more 
transparent by having only one budget heading. to administer for the entire 
Mediterranean, rather, than the plethora of items currently involved. 

' 
The replacement of a contractual .financial relationship (protocols) by an 
independent financial. system should not entail the abandonment of multiannual 

. programming with the beneficiaries. On the contrary, it is vital to give our 
Mediterranean partners the advance information that will allow multiannual 
operations to be financed. This is why it is so important to set an indicative 
multiannual figure for our panners as a body, as the Commission has proposed for 
the period 1995-99 (ECU 5 500 million). 

The Commission therefore proposes to join with the EIB' in consulting our 
Mediterranean partners to establish a flexible multiannual programme allowing 
for the adoption of coherent action programmes in the priority areas selected. 

I . 
To improve the efficiency of cooperation, the Commission proposes that the 
annual meetings of the cooperation councils should henceforth be held at 
technical level, while: at political level the Community and the body of MNC 
should hold an annual 'ministerial meeting covering issues of common interest. 

And if possible with the. Member States and other donors 
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3.3. Countries elifiible 

3.4. 

In respect of budget funds. all MNC with which the Communitv has concluded 
association or cooperation agreements would be eligible. and would thus be 
covered by the MEDA programme from 1997. The same will apply to the 
Occupied Territories. while Israel. Cyprus and Malta will be eligible for th<> 
decentralized cooperation (MED-CAMPUS etc.), regional and environmental 
components of the MEDA programme. 

As regards EIB resources, all Mediterranean non-member countries with which 
the Community has concluded association or cooperation agreements will be 
eligible. as will the Occupied Territories . 

· The Commission also believes it would be appropriate to extend some 
decentralized cooperation projects to the non-Mediterranean Arab countries. 
especially those of the Gulf Cooperation Council, subject to their making a 
financial contribution covering the cost of their participation. 

Financial resources and indicative allocation 

In its Communication of I 9 October 1994, the Commission indicated that, in 
view of the challenges facing our partners to the South. if the MNC were to 
succeed in their transition to a free trade area, manage their interdependence and 
promote regional cooperation, it was essential that the Community provide 
sufficient financial backing to ensure that the programmes adopted had a real 
impact on social and economic development in the countries concerned. 

The Commission gave ECU 5 500 million as an indicative amount in budget 
funds for the period 1995-99. 

This input must be supplemented by a substantial increase in EIB loan guarantees. 
When determining the size of the guarantees and the procedures governing them, 
account would have to be taken of existing budget constraints and the Essen 
European Council's wish to share out the Community's financial commitments in 
a geographically equitable manner. 

The Commission is of the opinion that budget funds should be used to target 
projects accompanying economic reforms, and those aimed at education, health. 
social infrastructure and the relief of poverty. 

The table in the annex shows the proposed allocation of budget funds on a 
sectoral basis. 
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3.5. Coorojnatjon with the Member States and other donors 

To send a positive signal to operators active in the Mediterranean region, it would 
beid~ifotherdonors: 

' 

could adopt indicative financing programmes for 1995-99 along with the 
Community; 
and, especially in the case of the Member States, could agree a coherent 
strategy for the medium term. 

• • 
• 
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The Commission, convinced that both donors and beneficiaries would greatl: 
benefit from improved strategic and operational coordination. will sed~ 

energetically to promote that objective. 

The Commission is firmly of the opinion that the line of action proposed in its 
Communication of 19 October 1994 and set out in more detail in this paper is 
indispensable if the Community is to help its Mediterranean partners to establish 
an area of peace and stability. This approach will also give impetus to rapid anc 
harmonious economic and social development in the countries concerned. thus 
closing the "prosperity gap" between the north~rn and southern shore,; ,,f th: 
Mediterranean.This is a major, long-term challenge, that. can be taken on onl: 
through the adoption of a concerted policy that is both dynamic and commined. 

The Commission believes that this Communication could serve as ·a useful basis 
for the Barcelona Conference, which should consolidate Euro-Mediterranean 
partnership and lay the found,ations for a permanent forum for dialogue. 

The resulting operational guidelines and recommendations are that: 

• 

• 
• 

the indicative amount be ECU 5.5 billion, as approved by the Commission 
on 19 October (COM (94) 427 final). The amount was decided on while 
negotiations regarding alteration of the Financial Perspectives to cope 
with enlargement were in progress. and is to be updated in the light of the 
outcome of those negotiations (while still, as agreed, striking a balance 
between the regions considered by the Commission to be priorities): 
the sectoral priorities be as given in Annex I; 
the Commission and the EIB be called upon to report to the Council on 
the possibilities of allocating to the MNC an amount comparable to that 
proposed by the Commission for 1995-99, from the Bank's own resources, 
with appropriate guarantees from the budget, taking account of existing 
budget constraints and of the principles of geographical balance set out by 
the Essen European Council. 

The Commission consequently requests that the operational guidelines and 
recommendations be confirmed. 
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Al\~EX l 

FT\ANCIAL COOPERAI!OJ\ WITH THE MED!TF:RRA1\EA1\ COL:\"TRIES 
!Chapter 87-40.41. 71l 

ECU million at current prices 

1995' 1996 1997 1998 1999 1995-99 

549.4 700 1045 1442.6 1763 . 5 500 

• Subject to the budgetary authority adopting the I 195 supplementary amending budget 

SECTORAL PRIOR!TIES FOR THE MEDITERRANEAN REGION 1995-99 

bmion 

1. Support for economic tramitiop 

- Business sector (MSE) 
expertise for modernization, reconstruction. 
privatization (incl. improving the regulatory 
framework) 
risk capital 
vocational and management training 
long-term loans 

- Structural adjustment 
-Infrastructure: transport, energy, telecommunications 

2. Supj)Ort for better aocio-ecooomic balance 

-Social infrastructure (water, sanitation, electricity, etc.) 
-Education 
- Population and health 
- Rural development 
- Environment 

3. Support for regional integration 

- Decentralized cooperation 
- Other regional projects 

TOTAL 

NB: this amount will be supplemented by EIB own resources. 
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2.3 

1.4 

0.7 
0.4 
0.3 

0.5 
0.4 

2.6 

1.0 
0.4 
0.3 
0.6 
0.3 

0.6 

0.3 
0.3 

5.5 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

FINANCIAL STATEMENT 

TITLE OF OPERA TIOI'i 

Strengthening the Mediterranean policy of the European Union: towards a Euro
Mediterranean partnership 

BUDGET HEADING li'iVOLVED 
(1995 BUDGET NOMENCLATURE) 

87-40,87-41, 87-71' 

LEGAL BASIS 

All the legal bases are given in Chapter 87-40, 

4. DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION 

4.1 General objective 

Assistance for economic transltlon (to back up the process of 
modernization and restructuring in the economies of the 
Mediterranean non-member countries, with a view to gradually 
establishing a free trade area, and to promote direct investment in 
the region by establishing joint ventures [MED-INVEST, ECIP 
and risk capital]); 

Assistance with achieving a better socio-economic balance (chiefly · 
by helping to improve social services. promote harmonious and 
integrated rural development, involved vi! society in development. 
support education and cultural exchanges, consolidate democracy 
and respect for human rights and protect the environment); 

Backing for regional integration, mainly in the form of promotion 
of regional cooperation in fields including the environment 
(regional projects, decentralized cooperation programmes and 
cross-border cooperation with the Mediterranean regions of the 
European Union) and backing for the Middle-East peace process. 

4.2 Period covered and arrangements for renewal or extension 

The New Mediterranean Policy currently in force covers the period 1992 
to 1996. The policy should be strengthened for the period 1995 to 1999. 

Article 87-70 I is due to disappear in 1997 as it contains only payment 
appropriations, and the last of these are due in 1996. 
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5. CLASSIFICATION OF EXPENDITURE OR REVENUE 

5.1 Compulsory/l'ion-compulsory expenditure 
Depends on the budget heading. 

5.2 Differentiated appropriations 

5.3 Type ofrevenue involved 

None, except in the case of risk capital (if the operation financed is a 
success). 

6. TYPE OF EXPENDITURE OR REVENUE 

. I 00% sub.ridy: in the case of the major portion of the measures planned. 
the operational expenditure of a project or programme is covered by a 
100% grant. 

Subsidy for joint financing with other sources in the public and! or private 
sector: provision has been made for eo-financing with other donors, 
NGOs and the private sector. 

Interest-rate .rubsidies: interest-rate subsidies on ElB loans may be 
possible in certain cases. 

Should the operation prove an economic success, is there provision for all 
or part of the Community contribution to be reimbursed? Yes, if 
operations using risk capital prove a success. 

Will the proposed operation cause any change in the level a,( revenue? No. 

Reuse: None. 

7. FINANCIAL IMPACT 

7.1 Method of calculating total cost of operation 

The indicative multiannual financial programming (details attached as an 
annex) rellects the need to step up the activities or the European Union in 
the Mediterranean in the light of the problems facing the MNC. 

Relative to their needs, the financial resources which the MNC need to see 
through their economic reforms remain fairly limited, even if substantially 
higher than current levels (this is largely the result of a low st;;~rting 
figure). Subject to the outcome of the annual budget procedure, the 
Commission has proposed the allocation to Chapter B-40 (Cooperation 
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with Mediterranean countries) of ECU 5 500 million foi the period 1995 
to 1999. 

7.2 Itemised breakdown ofcost 

The precise breakdown will be determined b) detailed proposals 
submitted by the Commission as time goes ori. The following can be taken 
as a -rough indication of the distribution by broad area of acti,·ity. 
however: 

Assistance for economic transition 
Assistance with achieving 
a better socio-economic balance 
Backing for regional integration 

ECU 2.3 billion 

ECU 2.6 billion 
ECU 0.6 billion 

ECU 5.5 billion 

7.3 Operational expenditure on studies, meetings of experts, etc. falling 
under Part B 
(see Annex Ilia to the Commission communication of 22 April 1992. 
attached as Annex VIII) 

cnmmitutcnt apfll<lpri:uion-. irr miii1•HI ~-~.:u, 

Br~akdown 95 budget 96 PDB var %1 

-studies 
-meetings of experts 
-conferences 
-information and publications 
TOTAL 

• 

7.4 Indicative schedule of appropriations 

· c:ommitmcnt appropriations in million etu!> 

Accumulated 1995 1996 INDICATIVE PLAN 
position Budget' PDB 
end 1994 

·_ 1997 .1998 1999 2000and TOTAL 
subs. yrs 

549.4 700 1045 1442.6 1763 p.m. 5500 
SubJeCt to adoption b) the budgetary authonty of the supplementary arnendms budsct ( 1/95) 
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8 FRAUD PREVENTION MEASURES; RESULTSOF MI:ASURES TAKEN 

The ·projects and programmes financed as part of cooperation with the MNC will 
be regularly followed up and audited by the Commission (or agents appointed by 
it) and by the Court of Auditors. · 

9 ELEMENTS OF COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS 

9.1 Specific and quantified objecth·es; target population 

Specific objectives: links with general objecTive: Against the 
background of the general objective descried in paragraph 4.1. the 
action taken under this Chapter will seek to finance (wholly or 
partly) programmes with the following main aims: 

• to help economic transitiOn by encouraging the 
establishment of a free trade area between and among the 
countries of the Mediterranean by 2010, and by backing. 
economic and social reform for the modernization of firms 
(promotion of the private sector), with the accent on: 

improving competitiveness; 
support for SME and job·creation: 
encouraging private investment; 
improving economic infrastructure (primarily 
communications networks); 
establishing a suitable regulatory framework; 
modernizing the way in which economic 
institutions operate (particularly the financial and 
taxation systems); 

• to bring about a better socio·economic balance, with action 
focusing on the following, in the interests of coping with 
new challenges: 

improving social services (education, health care, 
government housing, water supplies.· etc.). 
particularly in towns, and particularly for the most 
underprivileged (especially young people and 
women); 
promoting harmonious and integrated rural 
development (going beyond agricultural 
development to cover improvement of services (e.g. 
health care, education, water supplies (sanitation), 
electricity and the development of associated 
activities such as tourism); 
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consolidation of democracy and respect for human 
rights; 

: invo.lving civil society in dcv.:lormcnt throu~L · 
decentralized MED cooperatilln programmes: 
support for education (primary. secondary and 
vocational). with the emphasis on integration into 

. the world of employment: 
promotion of cultural exchanges. encouraginJ; 
dialogue at all levels: 
protection of the environment by promoting 
investment for that purpose (long-term loans with 
interest-rate subsidies) and by encouraging transfers 
of know-how (dialogue with the countries' 
environmental agencies aimed at the introduction of 
appropriate legislation and backing the 
development of alternative sources of energy): 

To back regional integration using projects and activities 
which arc of interest to scvernl Mediterranean countries and 
cooperation with contiguous areas of both sides of the 
Mediterranean, and by supporting the Middle East peace 
process. 

Final beneficiaries: The final beneficiaries will vary according to 
the project or programme. 

9.2 Grounds for the operation 

Needfor Community financial aid 

The Corfu and Essen European Councils emphasized the need to 
strengthen the European Union's Mediterranean policy in order to 
promote peace and stability in a region which is of strategic 
importance to it. 

Because the MNC need to devote substantial energy to economic 
reform, substantial extra assistance from the European Union will 
be needed to ensure that a free trade area is gradually established. 

Choice of ways and means 

The methods used in the programme of cooperation with the MNC 
will vary according to the situation of each country and sector. 
Detailed identification and feasibility studies will be carried out on 
the activities to be financed. 
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Main fac/ors of' uncerlainly which could affix/ I he specific resu/1s 
ofihe opera/ion 

The process of economic reform due to be implemented or 
intensified is unpredictable because of social risks and the course 
of the world economy. Political developments in the region will 
inllucncc the progress of reform and the extent of regional 
cooperation. 

9.3 Monitoring and evaluation of the operation 

Cooperation with the MNC is closely monitored by the Commission 
departments in Brussels and the delegations in the countries themselves·. 

A computer system (RAP) has also recently been installed to carry out 
such monitoring. 

In addition, each programme is audited on a regular basis by independent 
experts from the technical and financial points of view and from that of 
impact on the target population or groups. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

I. As pointed out by the Lisbon European Council in June 1992, the southern and 
eastern shores of the Mediterranean, as well as the Middle East, are geograph1cal 
areas in relation to which the Union has strong interests in terms of security and 
social stability Consistent with this view, the Corfu European Council of June 
1994 and the subsequent Foreign Affairs Council invited the Commission to 
submit guidelines for the short and medium-term strengthening of the Union's 
Mediterranean policy for peace, stability, security and the soc1o-econom•c 
development of the region. The Council should consider the possibility of a 
Euro-Mediterranean Conference in 1995. 

2. The present communication responds to this request. lt represents a contribution 
to discussion at such a Conference. It deals primarily with relations with the 
Maghreb and Mashrak countries and Israel, while noting the imponance of the 
Community's panicular relations with Turkey, as well as those with Cyprus and 
Malta in the perspective of their accession to the Community Relations w•th 
the countries of the . former Yugoslavia are beyond the scope of this 
communication 

3. Since 1989 the Community has focussed its attention on policies towards Central 
and Eastern European countries (CEECs) and towards the Mediterranean region. 
Relations with each region are based on its specific n_eeds and capacities The 
pre-accession strategy with the CEECs in no way interferes with the 
Community's commitment towards the Mediterranean region. 

4. There are many areas of Euro-Mediterranean interdependence, notable
environment, energy. migration, trade and investment. The Community has a 
vital interest in helping Mediterranean countries meet the challenges they face. 

5. The objective should be to work towards a Euro-Mediterranean Pannershir 
This would start with a process of progressive establishment of free tradt. 
supponed by substantial financial aid. lt would then develop through closer 
political and economic cooperation, towards a close association, the content of 
which will be jointly defined at a later stage. 

6. Progress towards a Euro-Med1terranean zone of peace and stability Vluuld be 
initiated through ~!osc political dialogue based on respect for democracy. g'x'd 
governance and ft•mJn rights The dialogue should be extendecl to secc:rir·.
,,,u~s. leading tc tLe tntrvduction of measures to consolidate peace 

7. In th·~ economic srhere the Commdlitiy should promote, in the framework of th•· 
WTO. free trade wit!, ir.Jiv1dual Mcd;terranean panner countries, which v- .Ju! j 
require the countries to eml:>ark en a process of modernisation of their eco.-om'e~ 
:.r.d ii:~reased cornr?.titi·.·eness. This process would require :. lonh, tra..~.si·.lv~ ar;·..:. 
t~•: willingness oC the Community to off,•r help, particularly in terms of aic' fur 
structural a-ijustment and econorn;c restructuring. In the long-term. this would 
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lead to the establishment of the largest free trade area in the world. covering the 
enlarged Community, any Central and Eastern European countnes not by then 
Members, and all Mediterranean non-Member countnes 

8 Beyond free trade, the Community should be prepared to enter mto wide-rangm!; 
areas of cooperation with Mediterranean countries, to be defmed JOintly with 
them. These could cover industrial cooperation, energy, environment. 
information and communication technologies, services, capital. science and 
technology, decentralised cooperation, drug trafficking, illegal immigration. 
tourism. 

9. Operational conclusions should cover: 

early conclusion of negotations underway with Israel, Morocco, Tunisia and 
Turkey; 

- increase in technical and financial assistance, inlcuding the establishment of 
an overall MED aid programme, requiring total resources of 5,500 MECU 
for 1995-99; 

- encouragement of private investment; 

economic policy dialogue; 

measures to promote regional cooperation (intra-regional trade, cumulation of 
origin rules, Community support for sub-regional groupings). 

I 0. The Commission endorses a Euro-Mediterranean Conference in 1995 to agree on 
political and economic' guidelines for future relations, which could lead to setting 
up an institutional framework. 

,. 
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lntmdurtion 

The Lisbon European Council of June 1992 stated that "the southern and eastern 
shores of the Mediterranean, as well as the Middle East, are geographical areas 
in relation to which the Union has strong interests in terms of security and social 
stabiltty". Consistent with this view, the conclusions of the Corfu European 
Council gave "a mandate to the Council to evaluate, together with the 
Commission, the global poltcy of the European Union m the Mediterranean 
region and possible initiatives to strengthen this poltcy in the short and medium
term, bearing in mind the possibiltty of convenmg a conference attended by the 
European Union and its Mediterranean partners" 

Following up these conclusions, the Foreign Affairs Council on July 18, 1994, 
invited the Commission to submit guideltnes for the short and medium-term 
strengthening of the Union's Mediterranean policy for peace, stability, security 
and the socio-economic development of the region This should enable the 
European Council in Essen to adopt a common stand on the future of Euro
Mediterranean relations The Council would consider the possibility of holding 
a Conference in which the Union and its Mediterranean partners would 
participate 

The present communication responds to this request It deals primarily with 
relations with the Maghreb and Mashrak countries and Israel, while noting the 
importance of the Community's particular relations with Turkey, as well as those 
with Cyprus and Malta in the perspective of their accession to the Community 
Relations with the countries of the former Yugoslavia are beyond the scope of 
this communication. 

2 Smce 1989 the Community has as a result of rapid geo-political changes, 
focussed its attention on the policies needed to support economic development, 
both in Central and Eastern Europe, and in the Mediterranean region. It has 
assisted the CEEC's in their efforts to progressively integrate their economies into 
those of Western Europe and into the. world market economy 

The Commumty's policies towards central and eastern Europe on the one hand 
and towards its southern partners on the other spring from different geographic, 
historical, political, economic and cultural circumstances. It is the Communlly's 
policy to base its relations with each region on its specific needs and capacities. 
This communtcation demonstrates that the pre-accession strateh'Y the Community 
is pursuing with countries in central and ea~tern Europe in no way interferes 
with its commitment to developing closer ties with its Mediterranean neighbours 



3. This communtcation will 

set out the challenges and the Community's interests in the area (Annex I) to 
which the Commission already drew attention in 1989 1 

recall the achievements and short-comtngs of the present Mediterranean policy 
(Annex 2); 

set out the Commission's long-term vision of the future relationship between 
Europe and its southern neighbours m the Mediterranean and propose 
guidelines for its implementation; 

make operational recommendations for short and medium-term actions for that 
vision to be progressively turned into reality by the early 21st century. 

11. Challenges and Priorities 

4. The Mediterranean basin constitutes an area of strategic importance for the 
Community The peace and stability of the region are of the highest priority to 
Europe. 

To consolidate that peace and stability in the region, a number of challenges 
have to be faced. notably 

to support political reform. respect for human rights and freedom of 
expressiOn as a means to contain extremism; 

- to promote economic reform, leading to sustained growth and improved living 
standards, a consequent diminution of violence and an easing of migratory 
pressures 

The CommunitY and the Mediterranean partners share many areas of 
interdependence: nowhere is this more evident than in the safeguarding of the 
environmental hcritag~. Europe's interests in the region arc vr.~r)' varil~d. r~Ulging 

among sectors such as energy supply. migration, trade and investment (Annex 4). 

As a further example, the problems caused by the production, trafficking and 
abuse of illicit drugs also require to be addressed cooperatively since there is a 
risk that they can give rise to mutual recrimination. 

Instability in the region would have negative consequences for all Umon 
countries. The population in the Mediterranean non-Member countries could 
reach 400 million by the year 2035 with an increasing income gap (see Annex 
I), if present demographic developments are not rapidly counter-balanced and 
contained by a fast economic take-off and adequate population policies. The 
required economic take-off supposes substantial efforts to be accomplished by 
these countries by liberalising and restructuring further their economies as well 

--··---·-····-
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as the implementation by the Community of policoes aidong them to meet the 
political, economic and demographoc challenges they face 

. A high proponion of the exostmg ommigrant populatoon m the Communt[\ 
originates from the area. with wh.ich they often m:11ntaon close links and tn 
whose economies they contribute through remittances If mogratorv pressures ar·: 
not carefully managed through planned cooperation with the countnes concerned 
they could all too easily give rise to friction, damaging both to mternattonal 
relattons and the immigrant populattons themselves 

On the other hand, all Member States would benefit from greater stabiltty and 
prosperity in the region This would multiply trade and investment opponunitteo 
and reinforce the base for cooperation in political and economic fields More 
panicularly, at a time of globalisatton and reinforced reg10nalism in None 
America and in Asia, the Community cannot renounce the benefits of integratmg 
its southern neighbours under commonly accepted rules Integration must take 
account of the need's of the Community's own poorer regions many of which are 
in the Mediterranean. 

At a moment when the peace process in the Middle East is progressing, whtle m 
Algeria stability has been undermined by political violence, it is timely to set out 
the possibtlities for developing peace through cooperation, dialogue and mutual 
understanding 

Time is pressmg, not only from a political but also from the economic point of 
vtew It is, therefore, in the Community's vital interest to direct its effons 
towards aiding these countries to meet the challenges they face 

5 The Communtiy has already undenaken significant pohcy actions to suppon the 
Mediterranean region as a whole, which were reinforced by the new 
Mediterranean policy for the years 1992-96 (for the evaluation of these actions 
see Annex 2) 

The Commission has set out a strate!,')' for the Community's policy towards the 
Maghreb L. the Mashrak and Israel 1 and to suppon the Middle East peace 
process • With regard to the latter, three main elements are imponant: 

a ftve year programme of support for the Occupoed Territories, consisting of 
500 MECU in grants and EIB loans; 

an offer to upgrade the Communtiy's bilateral relations with all the countries 
concerned. 

--------· 
'sE.C(92)40 Final of 30 April1992. 

3 
COM(93)375 Final of 8 September 1993. 

•cOM(93)458 Final of 29 September 1993. 
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support by the Community for regional cooperation, notably m the conte\t o! 
the Union's chairmanship of the Regional Econom1c Development WorkJnf 
Group of the multilateral track of the peace process 

6 The evaluatiOn of the overall Mediterranean policy so far shows that the result> 
are mixed. Free access to the Community market for industrial products has had 
positive . effects, particularly m those countries which have successfully 
implemented economic reforms. However, even, these countries have not so far 
been able to take advantage of the full integration of the1r economies into the 
global labour market, since many sectors have been sheltered behmd high levels 
of tariff protection. 

The results of financial cooperation have similarly been m1xed Support for 
structural adjustment has had a significant effect in responding to specific needs, 
but has not been suff1cient to make a major overall impact Actions aimed at 
linking the North and the South of the Mediterranean, so far constituting only a 
small proportion of the cooperation effort, have been widely welcomed and need 
to be reinforced. Experience has shown that the instruments used and the 
policies pursued have been too narrow in scope and insufficiently effective in 
comparison with the needs of the region. The resources placed at the disposal of 
the Mediterranean policy have fallen well short of responding to the' challenges 
(for comparative figures, see Annex 3). 

Ill. Guidelines for Future Relations 

7. The Community's Mediterranean policy should be multi-dimensional and should 
encompass the many areas of interdependence. Its actions in the economic field 
need to be seen in the context of its political objectives. 

What is required is a long-term strategy. The Euro-Mediterranean Partnership, 
which must be thought of as an evolving framework, is a long-term objective 
which the elements presented in the present communication will bring closer to 
reality lt IS urgent to make a start now. 

The Union's policy should be directed towards support for establishing a zone of 
stability and security and creating the conditions for lasting and sustainable rapid 
economic development in the Mediterranean countries. With a clear 
commitment to economic reform, the countries concerned could achieve h1gher 
levels of employment and reduce the prosperity gap with the Community. This 
could best be facilitated by the progressive creation of a Euro-Mediterranean 
Economic Area, comprising as its main features progressive establishment of free 
trade and closer economic integration, accompanied by adequate support from 
the Union for the economic and social adjustments which this process will entail. 
as well as closer cooperation in the political and security fields 

(i) Towanls a Euro-1\teditemmean 7..one of Political Stabili!) and Securi!) 

8 The pnncipal thrust of the Union's Mediterranean policy is to achieve peace and 
staoiiJty in the regJOJJ This ~;oal should be pursued through all the means at the 
1Jn10n's disposal mcludmg the common foreign and sccunty policy To he 
cffcct1vc the Union should, to the greatest extent possible, act as a whole rather 
than through isolated initlatnics. 
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9. As stated m the conclusions of the Lisbon European Council of June 1992, "the 
southern and eastern shores of the Med.iterranean as well as the M1ddle East are 
geographical areas, m relation to wh1ch the Un1on has strong interests, both 1n 
terms of security and soc1al stability" At present politiCal, economic and soc1al 
condit1ons in a number of these countncs arc sources of instab1hty leadm,: In 

mass migration, fundamentalist extrem1sm, terronsm, drugs and orgamsed cnme 
These have a harmful effect both on the region itself and on the Union 

I 0. The Un1on has an interest m cooperating w1th the countnes concerned to reduce 
these sources of instability More generally, the Union should seek to pro.mote a 
relationship of good neighbourliness, avoidmg deepening the north-south gap 
between the EU and 1ts Mediterranean partners and instead bringmg the 
countries and peoples of the region closer together 

A priority is to promote poliucal d1alogue between the Umon and Its 
Mediterranean partners, ba~ed on the respect of human rights and the principles 
of democracy, good governance, the rule of law which constitute an essential 
element of their relationship 

As far as the common foreign and security policy is concerned, the L1sbon 
European Council identified the southern and eastern shores of the 
Mediterranean as a priority area for joint action. The new possibilities offered 
by the CFSP and by supporting Community activities should enable the Union to 
work together effectively with Mediterranean partners to improve stability and 
security in the region 

11. In the field of security, the proliferation of non-conventional weapons is a maJor 
cause for concern. Taking into account the Middle East peace process and the 
need to eliminate remaining threats to the security of countries in the regiou. the 
Union should make efforts to persuade all Mediterranean partners to renounce 
non-conventional mihtary optiOns 

The political dialogue with the Union's Mediterranean partners should be 
reinforced and extended to secunty issues. As stated by the WEU ministers in 
the Kirchberg declaratiOn, such a d1alogue, already initiated with the Maghreb 
countries, should be further developed and expanded to Egypt and gradually to 
other non-WEU Mediterranean countnes. 

12 A code of conduct among Mediterranean countries for the solution of disputes 
would also be a useful initiative which the Union should discuss with 
Mediterranean partners Other confidence-building measures in the political an 
military spheres could be developed in liaison with the WEU and transatlantic 
partners The Ell could offer 1ts good off1ccs in case of persistant conflicts 

Together with the WEll and mtcrestcd Mediterranean partners, the UJ should 
develop a capacity to detect sources of instability and potential conflict at early 
stage With the support of the Union, cooperation in the Mediterranean has 
consistently been an important issue in CSCE follow-up meetings and seminars 
and will be an i·mportant theme at the Budapest review conference and summit 
in December 1994. Further developments could ·be envisaged in the course of 
the General Mediterranean Conference to be held in·1995. 



I J. Important progress towards stabd1ty in the region has already been ach1eved in 
the framework of the M1ddle East Peace Process, which enables the Union and 
its neighbours in the eastern Mediterranean to develop the1r relationship by 
helpmg to create the econom1c and social condi!lons for achieving lasung peace, 
sustainable development and political stability 

ii1 Towards a Euro-Meditemmean Economic Area 

14. The achievement of the objectives of the Commumty's Mediterranean policy 
requires a much w1der and more act1ve Community involvement m the SOCIO

economic development of the partner countries 

The Community's pohc1es as regards the trading rela!lonship and economic and 
financial cooperatiOn with the Mediterranean countries need to be framed with 
this m mind. 

(a) Free Tr.~de 

IS The risks of econom1c d1sorder and socio-economic destabdisation appear to be 
greatest in the forthcoming years in the Mediterranean lt is natural that both the 
Community and its Mediterranean neighbours should be looking for appropriate 
policies to tackle their problems of economic and political reform 

Indeed, the rationale behind the negotiations or exploratory talks that have been 
going on for the last two·years with Morocco and Tunisia, Egypt and Algeria, is 
to integrate those countries more closely into the emerging pan-European free 
trade network and by way of that process to 

streamline their regulatory and economic pohcy framework; 

raise their long-term competitiveness; 

attract substantially more private direct investment, especially from Europe; 

improve mutual understandmg and awareness; · 

and, most important, accelerate sustainable econom~e and soc1al development 

The challenge for the Mediterranean. countries, in particular those of the 
Maghreb and Mashrak, is particularly difficult and complex especially for four 
reasons 

their overall level of development is notably low (see Annex-4 for 
comparisons): 

they have to cope with high population growth (more than 2% p a , wh1ch 
implies a doubling over around JO years), which aggravates the burden of 
existing high and structural under-employment, as well as increasing social· 
costs (education, health ), 

they do not dispose of a well-trained, sophisticated labour force, a sizeable 
portion of their populatiOn continuing to be illiterate; 
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• cultural and social traditions wh1ch 111;1kc .ttlc proCL'SS of r.:hangl.: more diff11..:ult 

16 In order to be able to enter progressively into free trade with the Union and to 
take on board a wide range of trade-related Community regulations (customs. 
standards, competition, intellectual property protection, liberalisatron of services. 
free capital movements etc ), the Mediterranean countries, whrch will have to 

bear the cost of adjustment needed to cope with the challenges of free trade. 
insist on four fundamental aspects for them: 

the need for long transrtional mechanisms and secure safeguards, 

the need to obtain improved access for their agricultural exports. 

the need for increased financial flows from public and private sources to 
boost their economies, 

the possibility to count on the Community's help to accelerate the 
modernisation of their social and economic systems. 

17 Provided developments unfold as they are presently envisaged, Europe and the 
Medrterranean will he heading, in conformity with the WTO ohli;:atio:·,s, toward> 
a vast Euro-Mediterranean free trade area, to be completed by about 20 I 0. 

It will provide for 

reciprocal free trade in all manufactured products between the enlarging 
Union and most Mediterranean countrieS. 

·preferential and reciprocal access for agricultural products of interest to both 
parties; 

> and free trade among Mediterranean countries themselves. 

The Euro-Mediterranean zone will constitute the biggest free trade area m the 
world, covenng 600-800 million people and some 30-40 countries 

Its constitution will be progressive, flexible and voluntary. 

The process is already under way, with Israel being the most advanced in the 
completion of free trade with both the Community and EFT A countnes and 
having imtiated talks with certain Central and Eastern European countries 
Negotiations on free trade between the Community and Morocco and Tunisra 
have begun, to be followed by others in due course The dead I ine for Customs 
Union with Turkey rs 199~ 

Israel and Turkey are likely to be the first of the Mediterranean countries to conclude a free 
trade agreement between themselves. 
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As far as Cyprus and Malta arc concerned, they are engaged in a process of 
accession to the Umon 

The progressive completion of a Euro-Mediterranean free trade area will g1ve a 
powerful boost to trade both between all of Europe and the Mediterranean 
countries and at least as important, between Mediterranean countr~cs themselves 
with, as European experience has amply demonstrated, far-reachmg trade 
liberalisation acting as an engine for more and deeper cooperation withm the 
7.one. 

Inter-industry cooperation and a much h1gher level of joint ventures between 
Europe and the Mediterranean will boost the competitiveness of the Industrial 
and business sectors of the two regions and 1mprove their position in the global 
market-place 

Particular attention will have to be paid to encouraging stronger links between 
our partners and the poorer Mediterranean regions of the Community to promote 
mutually reinforcing development 

(b) Financial Assistance 

18. The Commission considers that a substantial increase in financial support for the. 
Mediterranean countries is necessary to achieve the objectives of its 
Mediterranean policy and to help the countries concerned to meet the challenges 
they face. The Commission proposes that the Commumty's financial support 
should focus on the following five priority objectives 

support for the process of economic modernisation and restructuring of those 
countries prepared to open their markets in the context of new Association 
Agreements; 

support for structural adjustment in countries less far advanced in this process 
with a view to preparing them for entering into free trade with the Union; 

support for regional cooperation, particularly in the environment, 

strengthening of North-South economic and financial cooperation, and among 
southern and eastern Med1terrane;m countries themselves, particularly through 
programmes of decentralised cooperation linking key actors 111 the cultural. 
social and economic fields (businesses; universities, research centres, local 
government, media, non-governmental organisations, ... ), 

support for the Middle East peace process. 

19 The Commumty cannot, of course, tackle all these tasks alone. However, given 
the major interests at stake in this region, a strong and credible assertion of the 
Union's presence is required. The financial resources which the Community can 
place at the disposal of the countries concerned, even after substantial increases, 
will remain limited in comparison with their needs. For the present, the 
Commission submits the following guidelines for consideration 
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introductiOn of a substantive economiC policy dialogue with the COUntries of 
the regiOn to id-entify their sp~~iflc n~cds, and determine pnoritles and 
instruments for action by the Commun1ty; 

strengthening of mechanisms for coordinating the Community's action 
(including that of the EID) with the activities of relevant tnternatlonal 
financial inst1tut1ons (particularly the World Bank and the IMF); 

strengthenmg of coordination between the Community and the Member 
States, 

evaluation of the possibilities for coordination of all the Community's 
financial instruments (including loans) to meet the spectfic objectives and 
needs of each country 

(c) Coopenttion 

20. Beyond the establishment of a free trade area, the partners in Europe and the 
Mediterranean should be prepared to move to a closer relationship in a wide 
range of sectors. It IS too early to define the precise content or forrn of this 
relationship, which will need to emerge from consultations with the partner 
countries themselves The Community's should, however, already make clear it' 
willingness to emhark on a dynamic process Possibilities for closer cooperation 
include moves to: 

engage in constant dialogue and concertation on a wide range of trade- and 
investment-related matters (indirect taxation, standards, customs procedures, 
investment guarantee schemes, etc.); 

intensify their industrial cooperation (sub-contracting, technological transfer. 
training, joint ventures, etc.); 

reinforce their cooperation m energy 
networks, ·energy-saving technolob'Y. 
resources; 

matters, e.g 
development 

inter-connection of 
of solar energy 

raise the social dimension education, low standards of workmg condttions. 
health and safety at work require an immediate and comprehensive approach 
of the Union to Improve law, industnal relations policies and social prnted1n11 
ISSUes; 

strengthen their cooperation in the environmental field to safeguard the 
Mediterranean Sea and intensify efforts to preserve renewable resources and 
to combat pollutiOn, erosion. desertification, etc; 

mtensify efforts aimed at promoting sustainable development by addressing 
issues such as integrated management of water resources, energy supply and 
conservation, populatiOn growth and urban concentration; 

strengthen their exchanges and cooperation with reference to the information 
society, in parttcular in specific areas like the regulatory framework, 
standardisation, mfrastructures and new mformation and communication 
technologies; 
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cooperation between regions, local authorities, c1t1es and towns. 

broaden their cooperation beyond trade mto other areas l1ke tran>pon and 
related infrastructure, banking and other services, 

liberalise movements of capital~ 

engage in closer scientific cooperation. 

tackle on a cooperative basis issues that are of mutual interest to the partners 
WJthin the reg1on (e,g tourism, illegal migration, terrorism and organ1sed 
crime)~ 

recognise the need in bilateral agreements for cooperation m the area of 
production, traffJckmg and abuse of illicit drugs; such cooperation would be 
enhanced if it were to be pursued as part of a Euro-Mediterranean Partnership. 

Europe and the Mediterranean countries will, therefore, increasmgly find 
themselves in a prncess of inter-action, interdependency and mutual assoc1ation 

Conclusions: the Eum-l\1editemmean Partnership 

The Communty's long-term strategy of creating a Euro-Mediterranean 
Partnership, comprising a zone of peace and stability embracing the Un1on. 
Central and Eastern Europe and the Southern and Eastern Mediterranean, implies 
a close and continuing dialogue between those concerned. 

For its part, the Union should be prepared to conduct a regular political dialogue 
with its Med1terranean partners on the respect of human right, and the principles 
of democracy and good governance which constitute an essential dement of th~" 
relationship. This dial/>gue would accompany the intensif1cat1on of rdat1ons in 

I 

the economic. financ1al and social fields. 
I 

The Community shoJid encourage regional cooperation 
countries and should lbe ready to enter into a dialogue 
group which may be formed. 

I 

among mediterranean 
with any subreg1onal 

At the same time, the I' Union will need to implement a wide range of policies m 
the fields of econom1c, financial and social cooperation. 

I 

When making its pro~osals, the Commission will reconciliate the imperatives of 
the Common Agncultural Policy with the international obhgations of the 
Community, includmglthose within the framework: of the WTO. · 

I 

To th1s end, th~ Commission 
recommendations, whkh huild on 
towards the Mctht<'Jr:u;can ,·.nunlries: 

I 
I 

submits the following operational 
the Community's long-standing approach 

In the short-te.rm, the ('ommissinn hopes In rap1dly conclude the negotiations fo1 
new Agreements wllh !Israel, Morocco and Tunis1a, as the first step towards the 



establishment of a free trade area in the region, and pursue discussions with 
other countries wishing to enter into new contractual arrangements Th1s will 
require some degree of flexibility on the part of the Council, in particular as far 

as agricultural trade and fmancial support are concerned. The Commission also 
emphasises the urgent need to finalise, before the end of 1994, the on-going 
talks v:ith Turkey on the full implementation of Customs Union, which would 
represent a qualitative change in relations between Turkey and the European 
Community 

24.2 In the rnedium-term, turning the Mediterranean into a zone of relative prosperity 
and stability, with a h1gh degree of regional cooperation and free trade with m 
the Mediterranean as well as with Europe, will require a substantial increase in 
technical and fmancial assistance by the Community to the Mediterranean 
countries. 

In the Commission's v1ew a major effort will be necessary to support the 
sustainable socio-economic development of these countries, aid their structural 
adjustment and encourage regional cooperation. Particular emphasis should be 
placed on those countries prepared both to undertake far-reaching modernisation 
of their economic and social systems and willing to cooperate with the 
Community in the management of the interdependences that tie both sides of the 
Mediterranean. To this end the Union will need to put in place an overall MED 
programme of cooperation, as was done in Central and Eastern Europe by the 
PHARE programme. 

24.3 The Euro-Mediterranean free trade area will succeed with mutual benefit if 
private European direct investment is stepped up substantially in the years ahead. 

To that end, the various support programmes for joint ventures between 
European and Mediterranean enterprises (MED Invest, ECIP, risk capital 
operations) will be re-enforced. 

24.4 In order to facilitate the necessary economic adjustments, and to contribute to 
the identification of needs and of the appropriate instruments of trade, economic 
and financial cooperation, the Commission is prepared to enter irito substantive 
economic and industrial policy dialogue with all the countries with whom 
Association Agreements are concluded. 

24.5 Regional cooperation among Mediterranean countries will require sustaint>d 
support from the Union. 

The following practical steps should be taken whenever feasible: 

- Mediterranean countries having concluded Association Agreements with the 
Union should he encouraged · to negotiate similar agreements among 
themselves in order to increase. intra-regional trade, which presently amounts 
to only about ~% of their total foreign trade, and thereby attract substantially 
more private investment to the region; 

- cumulative rules of origin could apply to trade among the Mediterranean 
countries and between them and the Community; 
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the Community should continue its active support of sub-regional groupings 
in the Mediterranean, in particular through appropriate. fmancmg of regronal 
institutions and infrastrucfur~ programmes and through promoung dlaiogu-..: 

and cooperatron with these groupmgs 

24.6 The Commrssi.on behews that the appearance of a theoreuc,i amour;. rn " 
financial statement should not affect the fate of the propo;ai Th< Counc.: anc 
Parliament will hove to juggle figures (while keepine to the terms of rr.~ 

financial perspecti·. es) once they have examined the pr~posals fo; Cen:rai anc 
Eastern Europe and fdr the Mediterranean The financial statements are mtend~.:: 
to be pan of the body :of information passed to the Council and Par!Jarnent 

24.7 

The Commission also considers that the final outcome mu~t reflect an 
appropnate balance ~etwecn the two regions which constrtutc the great,"! 
priority for the European Union and must allow the policy in question to be 
strengthened .. thus pro:viding an adequate response to any needs whrch emerge 
once the pohcy 1s actually m place. lt must, furthermore, have cred1btli!y wrth 
the Union's partners. 

Against this background, the Commission considers that in order to implement 
I 

the wide range of policies invoked above, an indicative figure of around 5,500 
MECU of budgetary r&sources for the period 1995-1999 will be required for ~11 

I 
Mediterranean non-member countries (not including Albania and ex-
Yugoslavia).' This would be in addition to Increased lending from the EIB and 
other international financial institutions, bilateral assistance from the Member 
States and greater levels of private sector investment in response to the 
improvement of the economic and political environment. 

' 

The Commission endo!ses the idea of a MED-Conference to be held in 199) 
I 

' 
Such a Ministerial Conference should offer a platform for discussion of the long-
term prospects of a Euro-Mediterranean partnership for economic and political 
cooperation, along the !ines set out in this communication. 

I . 

All the Mediterranean fountries, i.e. those bordering the Mediterranean Sea, plus 
Jordan, having concluded agreements with the Union should be invited to such a 
Conference The Conference should reach agreement on a series of economic 
and polrtical guidelines for Euro-Mediterranean polrcy into the next century, 
which could be set out in a new Charter. Such a Charter should be compatible 
with efforts supported by the Union in ·the CSCE. It could be followed up in an 
institutional framework~ drawing as appropriate on the experience of the CSCE 
process. 

The Conf~rence should thereby contribute to creating a larger awareness, among 
political and business leaders throughout the world, of the Mediterranean being 
ready to embark upon a courag~ous journey wh1ch will progrcssrvcly transform 
it into a region of stl1bility and peace, rapid econon11c dcvcl<>prncnt. social 
change and, last not least. political pluralosm 

The Commission will make detailed proposals en the priorities, conditions and instruments for 
financial coop~rat1on in due lime. 

, . 
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25. The Commission calls on the European Council in Essen to endorse these 
guidelines and operational recommendations to serve as a basis for the Union's 
long"term Mediterranean policy. 

These guidelines should be reviewed .once a year by the Foreign Affairs Council 
in the light of progress achieved . 
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--~~~~<-~==~~=~===~=-===~=-
ECONOMaCDEVELOPMENT 

IN THE MIDDLE EAST AND NORTH AFRICA 

HORIZON 20!0 

In the margin.s of the Regional Economic Development Working Group 
.(REDWG) of the Middle East PeaCe Process, the World Ban.k:' produced an 
assessment of what progress could be achieved in the region during the next 20 
year.;. 

2. Drawing upon its experience from within the region and on d1e basis of past 
performances, the World Bank proposed a "challenging and yet feasible 
sceo.ario"; specifically to seek a doubling ofregional GPP bv 2010._ To re~ch this 
goal the necessary increase jn<lDP was evaluated at 3%-jn 199012000 :inn 5% in 
200012010. . 

] . This scenario would suppose : 

a peaceful environJllcnt (which would be tr~nslmed into the redu..:tion ur 
milira.ry e>;peoditures); . 
implementation of a wide range of economic policies; 
effective regional coopen:lion in all fields ofconunon imero:st; 
in the short lenn, exicmal assist~nce (public·aid) to offset the negative 
effects of the costs of economic. reforms for reasons of social ana political 
f=ibility; 
in the medium term, appropriate financiul flows (domestic savings. 
workers remit!aDces, foreign direct investment and commercial lu:JJlS). 

4. Uuforrunateiy, because of the popul!!tion factor, the ~tilting GDP per c~pi_t~ 
would remain di.scOi.u:aging_ The wea!d1 gap separating the European Union from 
the Maghreb and Mashraq countries, 1\ihich presently stands at a level of"one ro 
ten", ~ou!d be-on its way to reaChing the level' of"one to tw~ruy". 

S. This gap would .also be increasing bctwun Israel :~nd its .'\rab neighbours. 
lsrael's.GDf per.,capita would be 251imeshigher. Its global GDP for 7 million 
people, would be equivalent to the ODP of 134 millioo·people ·living in the. 
neighbourhood. 

!i. These goals, demanding· though they may be, are ioadequat.:. ·nH:_dynanJic . 
created by the progressive opening up ·of the Middle E.:'!Stem and North A!iican 
economies to the competitive European Union economy is I he ai:Jdli ional factur 
which could bring a critical change: tu !.his equation. 

-----·-· 
Economic and Sod.11 Dcvdopznenl in.l.lic Middle Emtt and NortJll\.liic:J. Discussion Papt'r ~ries n"3. 
October 1992 -lsh•c Oiwan, Senior Economist znd Lyn Squiro. Cl1icf Economist 
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POPU!.A T!ON (millions) I --- r·· REGION 1990 2010 increase I . -

MAGHREB 58 90 +55% 
MASHRAQ 83 134 + 6: e;o 

ISRAEL s 7 +40% I 
I 

TOTAL !46 231 +58% i 

GDP (US S billions) 

REGION 1990. 2010 I incrc:\S(' 

MAGHREB 82 !58 + 93% 
MI\SHRAQ 6g 12(, + ~;n;-t 

!SI{A£L 53 i l g + 12Jo/c 

GDP PEH CAPITA (US S) 

REGION 1990 2010 incrc.:~sc 

MAGHREB 1410 1750 + 340 
MASHRAQ 810 940 + 130 
ISRAEL 10600 16860 .;- 6260 
EUROPE 16000 24000 I +8000 

• 



.t,.nnex 2 

THE STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES 
OF THE EC'S CURRENT MEDITERRANEAN POLICY 

I. BACKGROUND 
The Community began establishing contractual links with most of the 
Me{jiterranean non-member countries during the sixties. In their initial form, 
these agreements were essentially confined to trade matters, providing for free 
access for industrial goods and for specific concessions for some agricultural 
products. They were expande{j in the seventies to include economic and financial 

. cooperation intende{j to back economic development and establish links through 
cooperation between the two shores of the Mediterranean. Relations are goveme{j 
by Association Agreements with Turkey, Malta and Cyprus (leading to a customs 
union) and by cooperation agreements with the other Mediterranean non-member 
countries (MNC), Greece having joined the Community in 1981 ana Spain and 
Portugal having joined in 1986. There has been free trade in industrial goods 
between the Community and Israel since 1989. Under the terms of the overall 
Me{jiterranean policy of the seventies, concessions for the countries of the 
Maghreb and Mashreq have remained unilateral. 

Additional protocols were conclude{j with the MNC in order to mitigate the 
effects of the accession of Spain and Portugal; these improve{j the concessions 
grante{j for agricultural products. 

Until that stage, the Community's Mediterranean policy had followe{j a traditional 
pattern of combining trade concessions on the one hand with financial cooperation 
on the other. The latter operate{j largely through conventional aid/project 
arrangements. 

At' the end of 1989, as a result of its assessment of the Community's 
Me{jiterranean policy and of the geopolitical change wrought by the fall of the 
Berlin Wall, the Commission produced a report on the state of relations with the 
MNC at the time, and proposed ways in which those relations could be update{j 
(Redirecting the Community's Mediterranean Policy, SEC(89)1961 final of 23 
November 1989 and SEC(90)812 final of 1 June 1990), taking account of the 
challenges facing Europe and its partners to the south. 

The New Mediterranean Policy adopted by the Council in December 1990 
reinforced existing efforts and introduced new features to make relations with the 
MNC more dynamic, backing the Community's action chiefly by using assistance 
with economic reform to encourage the process of opening up to the outside and 
structural reform which was under way in some of the MNC. 

The introduction by the New Mediterranean Policy of regional cooperation and 
cooperation covering all of the MNC (particularly decentralize{j cooperation) 
signaJJe{j the advent of a true partnership (something hitherto missing from 
relations with the MNC) and constitute{j the Policy's major qualitative innovation. 

' 
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In the interests of giving due consideration to sub-regional characteri~ .1 

Commission produced proposals on the future cf relations w:rr, tht M' 
SEC(92)40 final of 30 April 1992 ) and relatio~s wnt. the Mas'-.r.:. 
COM(93)375 final of I September 1993 ). In these communications, the 
Commission proposed that Europe and the Maghreb and Mashreq be more 
economically intertwined. This resulted in the negotiations planned or already 
under way with a number of MNC (most significantly Morocco, Tunisia and 
Israel) for agreements which will rest on four principles : political dialogue, free 
trade in industrial goods, economic, social and cultural cooperation and 
appropriate financial cooperation. This is undeniably a further development of the 
partnership approach introduced by the New Mediterranean Policy. 

Lastly, in September 1993, the Commission produced a communication on EC 
support for the Middle East peace process ( COM(93)458 final of 29 September 
1993 ) which emphasized the need for Europe to help the Palestinians progress 
towards autonomy' for changes to be made to the. bilateral cooperation 
agreements and for regional cooperation in the Middle East to be promoted. 

~ 

These advances have brought relations which are closer and qualitatively better 
than before, paving the way to establishing a genuine European/Mediterranean 
area. 

2. ASSESSMENT 

2.1. Trade 

Free access · for industrial goods to the Community market" has 
undoubtedly held advantages for the economies of the MNC. Between 
1979 and 1993, the overall share of total MNC exports to the European 
Union occupied by manufactures rose from 28% to 54%. This average 
does however conceal variations in performance. In the Maghreb. 
Morocco and Tunisia, which both introduced successful economic reform, 
pushed up exports of manufactures from 24% to 66% (Morocco) and from 

' 40% to 77% (Tunisia). In 1992 Turkey and Israel also leached or 
exceeded rates of 70%. 

The fact that the external protection of most of the region's economies is 
still quite high means that exports are not diversified enough and the 
MNCs' trade balance with the European Union still displays a major 
structural deficit. MNC exports often focus on a small number of fields 
(or products), increasing their vulnerability considerably in the medium 
term. 

It is worth pointing out that the voluntary restraint arrangements for some 
textiles and clothing have not been a major obstacle to our MNC partners, 
since flexible administration and progressive liberalization over the years 
has increased their share of the Community market more than is the case 
with countries gov~med by the MFA. 

I 



··.:.~ : ;s to the Community m::.:ke: for agricultura: products has 
5ubstantially improved oyer ,the past two decades. There has been a 
gradual elimination of customs dutie5 on major agricultural products from 
the MNC (this has been within the bounds of tariff quota; :~ the case of 
sensitive products). Even considering the presence of quot.,·,. :he products 
have been admitted at preferential rates of duty.· 

This is not in itself indicative of a problem. Quite the opposite: as 
development progresses, agriculture loses ground to manufactures. 

Viewed against the background of the MNCs' own imports, trade in 
agricultural products demonstrates the failure of efforts at diversification, 
since in the case of most of the countries self-sufficiency in food 
commodities has not increased. Dependence on imports from the 
Community remains the rule. 

Although it has increased in absolute terms, the share of exports occupied 
by agricultural products is on the decline. Only in the cases (Jf Morocco 
and Turkey does that share exceed 15% of total exports to the European 
Union. 

2.2. Financial and technical cooperation 

Community aid from the budget accounted for 0.1% of GNP, while EIB 
loans accounted for 0.3% of GNP. Such aid addressed important sectoral 
needs (vocational training, rural development, etc.) but did not have a 
significant macroeconomic effect. In some ca;;es, administration of the aid 
was adversely affected by political circumstances or red tape. · 

The New Mediterranean Policy has greatly increased European Union 
assistance (EIB loans and funds from the budget). Traditional cooperation 
projects in priority areas (training, rural development, etc.) have been 
supplemented by support for structural adjustment producing rapid 
disbursement of funds to help (in however small a way) with economic 
reform. These activities have also made it possible to bolster welfare 
policy (health care, education and low-income !rousing), usually using 
counterpart funds. This kind of assistance remains inadequate relative to 
the financial needs of heavily indebted MNC, however. 

The fact remains that some of the MNC in which adjustment programmes 
agreed with the World Bank and IMF are under way have made 
substantial progress with economic reform since the eighties. This is 
particularly true of Morocco, Tunisia, Jordan and Turkey. They continue 
to have highly protected economies, however, and much remains to be 
done to secure liberalization. There are other countries in which reform 
will be longer in coming because they began restructuring their economies 
later and since problems tend to be magnified over time, the difficulties 
will be greater. 

' 



Using funds from the budget headin.~ for structu!dl ac'; ' .,. 
(ECU 300 million) the Community h'" trie( t•' r ak" 2 

contribution to bacldng structural adjustm-''lt '" L c~".; ·~·'e '"h'·:!". :,_ 
embarked on economic reform. Counterpart funds have been earma.rke(. 
for import programmes, social services (education. health c.1.re, housinr. 
etc.), but the limited amounts available made it impossible to produce " 
significant effect. 

Although it is another important innovation introduced by the New 
Mediterranean Policy, cooperation covering the MNC as a whole has had 
a more variable success rate. Programmes of decentralized cooperation 
directed at key players in civil society do seem to have sparked 
considerable interest in local communities and universities. 

Initiatives aimed at bringing economic operators (especially SME) into 
contact with each other, backed by Community initiatives like MED
INVEST, are growing in number. This is an important development. 

The unstable political situation has, however, meant that regional 
cooperation proper has remained embryonic, but the success of the Middle 
East peace process means that the future looks hopeful. 

The progress of cooperation in recent years has obviously benefited from 
an increase in the number of .channels for assistance, but aid from the 
Community budget nevertheless accounted for an average 3% of total aid 
to the Mediterranean region between 1989 and 1992. 

The record of the Community's activities remains mixed, despite the 
progreh made since the advent of the New Mediterranean Policy. 
Considering the challenges which our partners will face in the coming 
years and the political and socio-economic implications for Europe, 
special attention is needed, along with commensurate financial support. 

I • 
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Annex 3 

FORECASTS OF COMMITMENT APPROPRIATIONS IN THE COMMUNITY BUDGET 
FOR CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE AND THE MEDITERRANEAN 

(ECU million)1 

- -- - --

1991 . 

. _· . ·- ·-· . i992 _-.-.-.. -.-_ ···•••·. < )-i ·. -. . -· . 
J993· .... -.-- .• ·_--· .. ---_·.·· ..• --_ .. 1994 

TOTAL MED 327 419 407 473 

under 87-40 217 326 364 450 

C&EEUR 760 1000 1036 985 
(B7-60) . 

, 

Rounded up or down. 

-

, 
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FINANCIAL COOPERATION TO DATE 
WITH MEDITERRANEAN NON-MEMBER COUNTRJE<: 

I. Since 1978, the Mediterrane<111 non-member countries linked to the 
Community by association or cooperation agreements have been 
covered by five-year financial protocols earmarking for them both 
budget funds and EIB loans. The fourth generation of these financial 
protocols runs from 1992 to 1996. 

2. Between 1978 and 1991, the countries of the Maghreb and Mashreq 
received ECU I 337 million in budget funds and ECU I 965 million 
in EIB loans overall (the figures include Israel, which, because of its 
level of development, only receives EIB loans). 

i • 

The fourth financial protocols with the MNC (which cover the period 
1992 to 1996 and are therefore still running) allocate 
ECU I 075 million of budget funds (including ECU 300 million to 
back structural adjustment in the countries which have embarked on 
economic reform) and ECU I 300 million of EIB loans. 

3. In addition, as part of the New Mediterrane<111 Policy, an allocation 
(it is estimated that ECU 230 million will be needed for 1992 to 
1996) is set aside for measures targeting the MNC as a whole. 
Similarly, the EIB has an allocation of ECU I 800 million .of loans 
for regional (ECU I 300 million) and environmental 
(ECU 500 million) measures. 

4. The countries of the northern Mediterrane<111 (Cyprus, Malta· and 
Turkey) have received ECU 672.5 million of budget funds and 
ECU 262 million of EIB loans over the period from 1965 to 1993. 

S. It should be noted that the EU is the largest donor of assistance for 
Palestinians in the Occupied Territories, having given approximately · 
ECU 100 million in 1993 and approximately ECU 86 million in 
1994. . 

6. Measures targeted at the MNC can also draw limited amounts from 
a combination of budget headings for such fields as population, 
migration and the environment. · 

• 
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Annex 4 

TABLE ILLUSTRATING INTERDEPENDENCE 
BElWEEN THE EC AND THE MED COUNTRIES 

AND COUNTRIES OF CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE' 

I. Population 

million inhabitants 1992 2010 

EC 347 376 

MED 209 304 

C&E EUR 110 116 

Source: Population Reference Bureau, Data Sheet 1992 

2. Gross domestic product CGDPl by region 

billion USD 1992 

EC 6677 i 

MED 332 .. 

C&E EUR. 212 

Source: World Bank Development Report 1994 

3. · Per capita gross domestic product CGDPl 

USD 1992 

EC 19242 

MED3 1589 

C&E EUR 1927 

. 

MED=Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Ubya, Egypt, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Syria, 
Turkey. 

1992 per capita GDP for Maghreb and Mashreq countries only: USD 993. 

' 
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4. EC trade with the Med countries and countries of Central and Eastern 
Europe' 

(ECU million) 

1990 1993 

EXPORTS MED 
Total 36.2 45.6 
Agric.2 4.6 4.7 
Manuf.' 28.5 37.4 

C&E EUR 
Total 12.1 26.1 
Agric. 1.5 2.9 
Manu f. 9.6 21.4 

IMPORTS MED 
Total 34.5 33.2 
Agric. 3.4 3.3 
Manu f. 11.9 14.0 - .. 

C&EEUR 
Total 13.0 20.3 
Agric. 2.7 2.6 
Manuf. 8.0 15.2 

TRADE MED +1.7 +12.4 
C&EEUR - 0.9 +5.8 i 

BALANCE 

MED=Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Libya, Egypt, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, 
Syria, Turkey . 
.C&E EUR=Poland, Hungary, Czech Republic, Slovak Republic, Bulgaria, 
Romania, Albania. 

Definition of "agricultural products" aggregate: CTCI 0+ 1 +2+4-27-28 

Definition of "manufactures" aggregate: CTCI: 5+6+7+8-68 

' 



5. Energy dependency of the EC 

·•· •. '>;;"''" ;.• 
.,_ .. .---. -_,._, __ , ., ' 

' 
·Percentage of total irriporu' 1992 

TOTAL ENERGY MED 24 
C&EEUR I 

NATURAL GAS MED 32 
C&E EUR 0 

. 

OIL MED 27 
C&E EUR 0.5 

Source: Eurostat 

6. Direct EC foreign investment fl992l 
. 

in: - • 
million ECU 

MED 751 

C&E EUR 1612 

Source: Eurostat 

7. Immigrants by nationality in the EC fl992l 

in: million 

MED 4.6 

C&EEUR 0.7 

Source: Eurostat (figures rounded up or down) 

• = net imports (imports less exports) 

' 
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT 

I. TITLE OF OPERA TJON 

Strengthening the Mediterranean Policy of the European Union: Establishing a 
Euro-Mediterranean Partnership 

2. BUDGET HEADING INVOLVED 

87-40 

3. LEGAL BASIS 

All the l~al bases quoted in Chapter 87-40 

4. DESCRIPI'ION OF OPERATION 

4.1 General objectiye 

- to promote the socioeconomic development of the Mediterranean non-
member countries (MNC); 1 

- to support the modernization and economic restructuring process in the 
MNC with a view to the progressive establishment of a free trade area 
(FT A); 

- to promote direct investment in the area via joint ventures (MED-INVEST, 
ECIP, risk capital); 

- to encourage job creation, particularly the setting up of SME; 
- to promote regional cooperation in all fields including the environment 

(regional projects, decentralized cooperation programmes, specific 
environmen!·related operations); 
to support ~e Middle East peace process. 

4.2 Period covered and arrangements for renewal or extension 
I 

The current Mediterranean policy covers the period 1992-96. This policy 
should be extended for a further five years until 200 I, subject to renewal of the 
financial perspective. · 

4.3. Target population 

The population of all MNC linked to the European Union by Agreements. 



S. Classification or expenditure or revenue 

'• 5 .I Compulsory/non-compulsory expenditure depending on the different budget 
headings. .,, 

5.2 Differentiated appropriations 

5.3 Type of revenue involved: none 

6. Type or expenditure or revenue 

- 100% subsidy: many of the planned operations take the form of a 100% 
subsidy of a programme or project's operational expenditure. 

- Subsidy forjoint financing with other sources in the public and/or private 
sector: joint financing with other donors, NGOs or the private sector is also 
envisaged. 

- Interest subsidy: in some cases interest subsidies ori EIB loans co-uld 'be 
considered. 

- Should the operation prove an economic success, is there provision for all or 
part of the Community contribution to be reimbursed? No. 

- Will the proposed operation cause any change in the level of revenue! No. 

- Re-use: none. 

7. FINANCIAL IMPACT 

7 .I Method of calculating total cost of operation 

The indicative multiannual ,financial programming given in the Annex 
reflects the need to step up European Union activity in the Mediterranean in 
the light of the challenges facing the MNC. 

Despite the increase over the current levels - from a very low starting point, 
however, the resources required by the MNC to accomplish their economic 
reforms remain fairly modest in relation to their needs. The Commission, 
subject to the annual budgetary procedure, proposes an indicative amount of 
ECU 5 500 million for Chapter B7-40 "Cooperation with Mediterranean 
countries· for the period 1995-99. 

7.2 Itemised breakdown of cost 

The breakdown will depend on the Com.mission 's subsequent detailed 
proposals. 
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7.3 Indicative schedule of awrquiations 

See table in the Annex. 

8. FRAUD PREVENTION MEASURES; RESULTS OF MEASURFS TAKE.lli 

The projects and programmes financed as part of cooperation with the MNC are 
subject to regular monitoring and systematic audits by the Commission or its 
authorized agents and the Court of Auditors. 

9. ELEMENTS OF COST-EFFECI'IV~S ANALYSIS 

9.1 Specific and quantifiable objectives· target OOJ!Ulation 

- Specific objectives: links with general objective. In the context of the 
general objective described under point 4.1, the purpose of the measures 
taken under this heading is the total or partial financing of programmes in 
the following areas: ~. 

- modernization or restructuring of the MNC induSirial fabric; 

- aid for the private sector, especially SME, and investment promotion; 
' 

- modernization of institutional economic structures, particularly rynancial 
and fiscal systems; 

- development of a social protection net and job creation measures designed 
. to combat poverty; 

- c:Qntribution to higher economic levels via measures to improve economic 
and social infrastructure; 

- support for measures to protect the·Mediterranean environment; 

- promotion of regional cooperation between MNC; 

- support for the creation and development of decentralized cooperation 
networks, particularly involving civil society; · 

- support for the Middle East peace process, for example in the context of 
the Working Party on regional economic development and the programme 
to assist the Palestinian population of the Occupied Territories; 

- Target population: distinguish as applicable for each objective; indicate the 
end-beneficiaries of the Community's financial contribution and the 
intermediaries involved. ' 

Th~ end-beneficiaries of aid to the MNC are the people concerned by the 
vanous programmes and projects. 
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9. 2 Grounds for the operation 
. - - ' ' . • ·~,-. : .. "¥ ' . ' •, ' -- . . {-:,' 

- Need for''Community financial aid · 

- The Corfu European Coundl'und~rlined theneed to strengthen the 
European Union's Mediterranean policy in order to promote peace and 
stability in an area of strategic impoitance. 

- In view of the enormous efforts required by the MNC in terms of 
economic reforms, they need considerable support from the European 
Union in order to establish the FT A. 

- Choice of ways and means . . 

- The ways and means used for the MNC coo\:>eration programme will vary 
according to the situation in each country and sector. EU financed 
operations will be preceded by identification and feasibility studies. 

- Main factors of uncertainty which could affect the specific re!Uits of 
the operation · 

- The economic reform process to be undertaken or stepped up is subject to 
uncertainties in the form of social repercussions and .the international 
economic climate. The progress of reforms will also remain dependent on 
political developments in the region. . . i . , 

9.3 Monitoring and evaluation of the operation 

- Cooperation with the MNC is monitored very closely by the Commission 
in Brussels and the delegations in the MNC. · 

- A computerized system (RAP) recently came into use to monitor · 
operations. 

- Each programme is also subject to a regular audii by independent experts, 
covering both technical and financial aspects. 

' ( 



FINANCIAL COOPERATION 
WITH MEDITERRANEAN NON-MEMBER COUNTRIES 

(Chapter ~7-40) 

(ECU million at current values) 

1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 1995- I 
' 

1999 I 
427 4925 700 1080 ' 1495 1733 5500 I 

I 

I 
' • '! 

1995PDB. 

, 
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INTRODUCTION: 1HE MED-2000 REPORT 

On numerous occasions and in various fora in late 1993 and early 1994, the Italian 
Prime Minister and Foreign Minister underlined the need to relaunch and strengthen 
cooperation between the countries of the European Union and those on the southern shore of 
the Mediterranean. Their views merged with those of both the French and Egyptian 
governments, and have led to two initiatives: 

(a) An informal meeting (based on what is known in Community diplomacy as the 
"Gymnich model") between the foreign ministers of those countries which are 
currently interested in resuming dialogue on Mediterranean cooperation (i.e. Southern 
European countries, Turkey, and North African countries, with the exception of 
Libya). This meeting will be held in Alexandria, Egypt in July 1994. 

(b) The drafting of an "Agenda for Partnership",in consultation with a group of 
independent experts from the Mediterranean, aimed at identifying feasible directions 
for political, cultural and economic cooperation in the current context. 

In order to draft the Agenda for Partnership, the Italian Government commissioned the 
Istituto Affari Internazionali (IAI), Rome, to undertake an independent study on 
Mediterranean cooperation, which has been called the "Med-2000 Project". This project is 
evidence of a flrm conviction held by both the Italian Government and the IAI: that society 
at large and the private sector can and must play an important, irreplaceable role in the 
promotion and achievement of international cooperation in the Mediterranean. 

The MED-2000 Project was divided into two stages: drafting the Agenda for 
Partnership; meeting with a group of independent experts from the Mediterranean (MED-2000 
Group) in order to discuss and enhance the draft Agenda. The fmal version of the <<Agenda» 
benefltted from comments by the Med-2000 Group, but the IAI takes sole responsibility for 
the text, which is presented in Part 1 of this Report. The document presented in Part 2, on the 
other hand, is the product of discussions by the Med-2000 Group, based on many of the 
conclusions in the IAI Agenda. The Report closes with an Appendix in which the W outlines 
some of the most feasible actions indicated in the Agenda and in the document by the Med-
2000 Group. 

The Project was organized by a task force set up by the W and including the 
following staffv members: 
Roberto Aliboni Director of Studies 
Gianni Bonvicini 
Laura Guazzone 
Paolo Guerrieri 

Cesare Merlini 
Stefano Silvestri 

Director 
Head of Mediterranean and Middle East Studies 
Senior Fellow, IAI and Professor of Political Economy, University of 
Naples 

President 
Vice President 

Drafting of the Agenda was coordinated by Roberto Aliboni. The following contributed 
to the sections in parentheses: 
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Roberto Aliboni & Stefano Silvestri, IAI (political cooperation); 
MassinwBagarani, Professor, Faculty of Agriculture, University of Campobasso (food and 
agriculture); 
Paola Biocca, Head, Mediterranean Project, Greenpeace (environment); 
Marcello Colitti, Chairman, Enichem (energy & industrial development); 
Laura Guazzone, IAI (cultural cooperation); 
Giuseppe Pennisi, Head, Italian Office, International Labour Organisation (employment and 
emigration). 

The MED-2000 Group, coordinated by Cesare Merlini is made up as follows: 
Prof Mahmoud Abdel Fadil 
University of Cairo, Cairo 
Prof Duygu Bazoglu Sezer 
Bilkent University, Ankara 
Mr. Robert Bistolfi 
Counsellor, Directorate General for External Economic Relations, Commission of the 
European Communities, Brussels 
Prof Sa/vino Busuttil 
Director, Foundation for International Studies, Malta 
Prof Theodore Couloumbis 
President, Hellenic Foundation for European and Foreign Policy, Athens 
Ms. Assia Djebar 
Novelist, Paris 
Dr. Salah Eddin Hafez 
Associate Editor "AI-Ahram", Cairo daily newspaper, Cairo 
Ms. Nezha Lahrichi, 
Vice President, GERM-Groupement d'Etudes et de Recherches sur la Mediterranee, Rabat 
Amb. Umbeno La Rocca 
President, SIOI-Societa per l'Organizzazione Internazionale, Rome 
Prof Bernabtf Lopez Garcia 
Dept of Arab and Islamic Studies, Universidad Autonoma, Madrid 
Mr. Eric Rouleau 
Former Ambassador of France and journalist, Paris 
Pro! Habib Slim 
Director, CERP-Centre d'Etudes, Recherches et Publications, University of Tunis, Tunis 
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PART 1 - MED-2000, AN AGENDA FOR PARlNERSHIP 

Interdependence and Cooperation 

The Mediterranean, a place where different regions and interests converge, can be the locus 
of greater cooperation among countries which are profoundly different but closely linked. But 
it is also an area of instability, significant risks and unsolved problems. Though the countries 
lying along its shores are highly interdependent in many fields (e.g. trade, energy, security 
and migratory flows),this interdependence is not managed by an equally high level of 
cooperation. Thus it can easily become a source of friction, hostility and international 
instability. 

A closer examination of the northern and southern shores of the Mediterranean (not 
the Asian shore, which poses different economic, political and strategic problems) reveals that 
40 percent of the total population is concentrated on the southern shores but generates only 
6 percent of the total GDP. The average per capita income of the inhabitants of the northern 
shore is approximately 11 times that of their southern counterparts, a ratio which has not 
changed significantly in the last 25 years. 

This gap is exacerbated by the difference in the population growth rate: while almost 
zero in the north, it is very high in the south. The European population currently represents 
61 percent of the total population of the Mediterranean area. If the present growth rates are 
maintained, however, that percentage will have dropped to less than 54 percent by the year 
2000 and to approximately 47 percent by 2015. Over the same period, the population of the 
12 European countries will increase by 13 million, while that of the Mediterranean countries 
will grow by more than 170 million. Egypt, Algeria, Morocco and Turkey will have a total 
population of 270 million persons, mostly young city-dwellers. 

According to an econometric model, a very high GDP growth rate is required to 
prevent an increase in unemployment in Southern Rim countries: 12.2 percent in Algeria 
(where it has been constant at 2.5% for the last three years); 8.8 percent in Tunisia (now 
3.3%); 12.7 percent in Morocco (now 2.3%) and 11 percent in Egypt (now 4.2%). In the last 
three years, growth rates have been well below expectations in all of these countries, even in 
the more modern and industrialized sectors which have shown above average growth (3.5%, 
4.5%, 4.2% and 5%, respectively, in the countries mentioned). The result has been strong 
migratory pressure and high conflict potential within the countries. 

We are faced with the prospect of a complex multidimensional crisis in the countries 
and societies of both the northern and southern shores of the Mediterranean~ Political, cultural 
and religious factors combine with economic and strategic factors in generating processes of 
delegitimation of the governments and of cultural and institutional identities. Thus, domestic 
political consensus, which is threatened by various forms of fragmentation (ethnic, religious, 
linguistic or nationalistic), must be reestablished. 

Attempts at renationalization of international policy aggravate the situation by giving 
credit to the simplistic idea that international relations are a zero-sum game among participant 
states, in which each gains only that which the other loses. Protectionist and mercantilist 
pressures are adding to political, social and cultural tensions, driving governments towards 
conflictual choices, with the illusion that they can govern the effects of global processes 
which are actually beyond the control of single nation states. 
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A Pragmatic and Flexible Line 

The exceptional changes that have taken place in the former Soviet bloc have ushered in a 
new era of hope. But this new era calls for a greater effort on the part of the international 
community, both in terms of economic and financial resources and in terms of political and 
security commitments. Europe is deeply involved in the process of change which now 
predominantly claims the attention and activity of many international organisations and 
alliances, both global and regional. The Mediterranean, on the other hand, despite its strategic 
importance, receives much less attention and resources. 

This is not to draw a parallel between the East and the South (or between Central
Eastern Europe on the one hand and the southern and eastern Mediterranean countries on the 
other). We should remember that the Eastern European countries are undergoing a momentous 
change, involving their political and institutional systems, economic models, and international 
alliances. Nothing similar is going on in the Mediterranean, with the possible exception of the 
eventual consequences of a successful peace process among Arabs (especially Palestinians) 
and Israelis. Still, the Mediterranean suffers from instability and important risks which could 
give rise to fragmentation and confrontation. Thus, it deserves no less attention than the 
former. 

In the Mediterranean, as in Europe and the rest of the world, the best policies and 
instruments needed to manage interdependence have not yet been found. Nor has the problem 
of effective management of the North-South relationship been solved. This calls for a 
pragmatic and flexible regional cooperation policy, with objectives that are complementary 
for the African and European shores. In Africa, some important social and economic causes 
of domestic instability and the delegitimation crisis must be dealt with, while the distinctive 
role and the values of these societies in the global framework must be confirmed and 
emphasized. In Europe, instability must be contained, the risks deriving from the gap between 
economic and demographic factors reduced, and transformation of the Mediterranean into a 
new conflictual frontier avoided. 

The common objective is to ensure greater stability and security in an interdependent 
framework so that the necessary process of change and growth can continue. Stability requires 
a positive link between internal and external factors: the formulation and constant assertion 
of a common set of values and priorities related to the domestic perceptions of Mediterranean 
societies. 

International cooperation and the process of reconstruction and strengthening of 
consensus are two sides of the same coin: in a period in which direct military threats to 
national security seem relatively less important, security also depends on the concrete capacity 
to deal in a timely manner with risks arising from political and economic divergences and 
systemic crises, without increasing international divisions. 

Important undertakings must be devised and begun in the fields of economy and 
development, politics and security. But in order to produce greater international cooperation, 
they must be set in a more general framework of political cooperation and must deal with the 
basic cultural dilemma of living with the inevitable dialectics arising from the clash between 
the specificities and deep roots of the various historical, cultural and religious heritages on 
the one hand, and the progressive globalization of the economy, politics, communications and 
security on the other. These dialectics can result either in harsh conflict, throwing the 
Mediterranean into a period of instability and creating a serious fracture to the south of 
Europe and to the north of the Arab world, or in a new process of international cooperation 
and coexistence. 
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Much attention has already been directed at the problem of what is needed to achieve 
cooperation in the Mediterranean. But cooperation is stagnant nevertheless and the attempts 
made at the beginning of the 1990s to reorganize it have failed. The little that exists today 
is the result of isolated initiatives and fragmentary policies. The proposals that have already 
been put forward must be reviewed, in order to establish a line of action based on feasibility 
and pragmatism. In particular, the overly ambitious objectives and abstractions of the past 
must be avoided. 

A Wealth of Studies and Proposals 

Several initiatives for multilateral collaboration have been made, over the years: the EC 
Mediterranean policy, the Euro-Arab dialogue and the proposal for a Conference on Security 
and Cooperation in the Mediterranean and the Middle East (CSCM), and various bilateral 
policies in different sectors. Unfortunately, this wealth of ideas and proposals has not been 
sufficient to neutralize the conflictual processes under way. Given the important changes that 
have taken place on the interoational scene and in the Mediterranean it is useful to draw on 
these ideas and proposals in view to stimulate new undertakings and to gain insight into ways 
to strengthen initiatives already in progress or to avoid some of the errors that prevented their 
complete implementation. Rather than ignoring the past, the Agenda, proposed here, will try 
to benefit from it. 

The Mediterranean Forum, an initiative by the Egyptian government--not unlike the 
ideas put forward by the Moroccan government at the end of the same year--has the 
advantage that it is an open and flexible, only slightly institutionalized formula. It should aim 
more at pursuing feasible projects than at building consensus. It should not be an alternative 
to other existing proposals or cooperation schemes. 

Like Europe, the Mediterranean is a region in which the governments of many 
countries, even those lying beyond its littoral, have vital interests. All of them have good 
reason to be active in the region and, just as they could be drawn into conflictual situations, 
they have the right to be involved in possible cooperation schemes. The countries situated on 
the Mediterranean--a crossroads of various regions and experiences--cannot be forced to 
accept common views and interests that are quantitatively or qualitatively different from 
(much less superior to) those that originate in their respective geo-strategic, geo-economic, 
cultural and religious positions. Interdependence and the importance of inter-Mediterranean 
economic and political links does not justify such a loss of identity. Thus, progress must be 
empirical, step-by-step and by small groups of countries at a time. Only concrete results can 
gradually strengthen the force of cooperation. In this way, the institutionalization of 
cooperation can be extended to the countries and sectors which seem ready for it, neither in 
opposition to external factors, nor dependent on the will of external factors and other 
interlocutors not directly involved. 

The above involves not only countries and their governments, but also their citizens. 
This is particularly true of the Mediterranean area, in which civilian society has always 
demonstrated a concrete capacity for cooperation, a generosity and an inventiveness often 
lacking at the official level. Indeed, the very concept of a "Mediterranean" culture or society 
continues to exist (almost despite rather than thanks to the states that lie along the sea's 
perimeter) as a result of the free and inexorable process of meetings and exchanges among 
individuals. 

To this must be added the growing importance of the activity of countless non-
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governmental organisations (NGOs), research centres, and above all entrepreneurs and 
workers, whose mobility (South-North, but also North-South) has continued to grow. 
Governments must support and reinforce the initiatives of these organisations, but without 
infringing on their autonomy 

Essential Elements of Cooperation 

The essential points of the line of action proposed by this Agenda are the following: 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

a framework for cooperation among the Mediterranean countries must be set 
up and given a light and flexible institutional form in order to ensure better 
conditions for multilateral cooperation; 
cultural. and economic cooperation between the societies and the states in the 
Mediterranean must be intensified; this should generate greater political 
interaction, strengthening the mechanism of the (more or less) formal political 
cooperation underlying this process; 
without closing the door to further membership, cooperation must be launched 
by those Mediterranean countries that have currently shown a priority interest 
of doing so, namely Algeria, Egypt, France, Greece, Italy, Malta, Morocco, 
Portugal, Spain, Tunisia and Turkey; 
Mediterranean cooperation requires a specific institutional framework within 
which the Community countries of Southern Europe can take on a special 
responsibility towards both their partners on the Southern Rim and northern 
European countries. Whatever its degree of institutionalization, this framework 
must be linked to the European Union's Common Foreign and Security Policy 
(CFSP); 
the institutions for political cooperation must pursue two main objectives: 
a) to increase the coherence between the consensus-building mechanisms 

in individual countries and international cooperation so that better 
management of interdependence and global economic, social and 
cultural processes may be achieved, thus attenuating and solving 
possible crises and reducing risks; 

b) to establish the type of dialogue required to bring the Mediterranean 
area into the processes of globalization, thereby reducing tensions 
between globalization and specificities; the human dimension is bound 
to be predominant in Mediterranean cooperation; 

public and private policies for cultural cooperation and dialogue must be 
worked out. More solid channels for communication and exchange between the 
two shores of the Mediterranean will play an all-important role in the 
implementation of this project; 
more generally, while the role of intergovernmental cooperation is essential in 
providing momentum and coordination, the concrete development of 
multilateral cooperation depends largely on the broadening of non
governmental actions and initiatives; constant and effective interaction between 
the official and the private/non-governmental levels is required; 
economic cooperation among Mediterranean partners must be concentrated on 
fundamental problems, namely the huge gap separating the South from the 
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* 

North and the latter's responsibility in dealing with the problem with adequate 
"vision"; this vision must be supported by three fundamental pillars: the 
opening of the European market, immigration policy, and European 
responsibility in ensuring sustainable growth and environmental protection; 
alongside the strengthening of non-governmental action and society's various 
levels of autonomy, the accent in the field of economy must be put on the 
rebirth of decentralized institutions, competences and actions. A long period 
of centralization of decision making and resources at state level has hindered 
the spread of a sufficiently flexible economic structure in society, weakening 
other important factors (crafts, trade, state property). The current lack of 
flexibility of the economies in the southern Mediterranean is a significant 
factor contributing to their underdevelopment. 

Political Cooperation 

A flexible and pragmatic process calls for a minimal, but coherent and effective level of 
institutionalization, aimed at managing the dialectics between globalization of the processes 
of the economy, information, society and communications, and the specificities of domestic 
political consensus, cultural and religious identity, development models and, in some cases, 
security. The institution must provide two things: the political cooperation needed to 
determine and strengthen common values and priorities, deal with crisis situations and reduce 
risks; and the instruments needed to implement specific cooperation policies or projects. We 
will call this institution Mediterranean Political Cooperation (MPC). 

MPC should not be seen as one complex, multi-faceted institution, but rather as a body 
endowed with "light" institutions which can be adapted to circumstances and requirements and 
kept in line with the level of possible cooperation. It should be able to link up in different 
ways with the other existing international organisations and multilateral cooperation activities 
when the latter involve important interests or commitments in the area or for specific 
initiatives. 

The MPC' s tasks should be dialogue and consultation among governments and the 
organisation of multilateral communication between the public and private spheres. Ideally, 
the CPM should set up a list of priorities and objectives to serve as a stimulus and guideline 
for all cooperation (whether bilateral or multilateral, public or private). It should constitute 
a useful institutional interlocutor and a possibl~ instrument for verification of progress in the 
desired direction. 

Various types inter-Mediterranean cooperation have been advanced in the past. Of 
particular interest is the proposal for a Conference on Security and Cooperation in the 
Mediterranean (CSCM), especially the version set down in the Final Document adopted at the 
1992 Malaga meeting of the lnterparliamentary Union. However, the time is still not ripe to 
take up such a broad and ambitious proposal. In particular, some of the major issues defined 
in the document, such as international crisis management and aspects linked to military 
balances and threats, must be reviewed in the light of possible developments in the United 
Nations, the course of the Middle East Peace Conference and the solution of the many 
problems in the Balkans. It will also depend largely on the evolution of the strategic picture 
in the former Soviet Union (including all the independent republics bordering on the Middle 
East to the west and the Caspian Sea to the east). The point of view of the present Report is 
that attention must be focused on political dialogue. 
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The institutional framework of MPC could, therefore, be based to some extent on the 
proposals for the CSCM set down in the Malaga Final Document While concentrating 
initially on establishing and strengthening political dialogue, it should be open to the inclusion 
of institutions for crisis management and military aspects in the future. 

Political dialogue should be characterized by various levels of commitment: 
governmental and non-governmental, public and private. MPC can hardly be formalized in 
the same forms and with the same substance as Atlantic or European cooperation, but it must 
be given depth, relevance and above all continuity. 

From this point of view, the MPC must be equipped with a permanent network for 
consultation (with special technical equipment) among participating countries. Another 
permanent network can be envisaged for exchange of information between countries not 
involved in cooperation. Both would be linked to the European CFSP. These networks could 
also be integrated by periodic meetings at different levels and ad hoc meetings. This effort 
would integrate the proposal put forward in the European Union by the Italian and British 
governments to associate Central-Eastern European countries to the CFSP. While full 
association can only be open to other European countries, a greater Mediterranean reach of 
the CFSP would be a concrete way of stressing the strategic and political importance of this 
area for the EU. 

MPC would also include multilateral consultations on the more general issues of 
global security (proliferation of weapons of mass destruction) and other issues that go beyond 
foreign policy, so as to touch upon politically important subjects like the legal matters dealt 
with by European cooperation, the fight against organized crime and international terrorism, 
and other aspects of government policies. 

In order to be fruitful in the long term and to lead to more intense cooperation in a 
context of greater political consensus, dialogue at the governmental and non-governmental 
(parliamentary bodies, professional associations, etc.) levels should deal with the problem of 
the relationship between Mediterranean cultures and the social and human dimension. MPC 
should be seen as a twin exercise, governmental and non-governmental, at two autonomous 
but mutually supportive levels. The participation of parlamentarians and diplomats to the non
governmental level would be one of the ways to link the two. A starting discussion point will 
be the eight principles set down in the Malaga Final Document mentioned previously. The 
objective should be to verify the extent to which those principles pertain to the actual 
situation, and to consider how they could be improved and more generally respected. 

Cultural and economic cooperation should receive special attention and should be seen 
as a preferred instrument for implementation of political dialogue. 

MPC should be equipped with the instruments needed to establish direct and regular 
contacts with the NGOs that play or will play an important role in the development of 
cooperation in the area. It should also be able to mobilize the necessary financial resources. 

MPC could support periodic publication of a Mediterranean Report on the state of 
cooperation and conflict in the area, and the measures to be taken to improve and strengthen 
cooperation. Drawn up by private sources, it would not be attributable to any government. 
This report could provide the basis for discussion at an annual intergovernmental meeting like 
the one held in Gymnich, and could stimulate continual interaction between the two levels. 
The report could be initiated by the international studies institutes of the countries in question, 
as they have already set up significant independent channels of communication and scientific 
collaboration in the framework of groups such as the Mediterranean Study Commission. 
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Sectors for Cooperation 

The various frameworks for cooperation and related activities reflect different levels of 
development and elaboration. Consequently, policy guidelines and recommendations are bound 
to vary. Economic cooperation is very structured at both the bilateral and the multilateral 
levels and is based on a vast body of knowledge and study. Environmental cooperation is 
structured at the multilateral level and has benefitted from the framework established by the 
197 5 Barcelona Convention and the Mediterranean Action Plan. Government action is 
preeminent and decisive in both fields. Cultural cooperation is more significant at the bilateral 
level and represents a less crowded field than the other two. Private action is already 
widespread in this field, though it still lacks coordination. These inequalities are reflected in 
the proposals for action listed below. 

Cultural Cooperation 

Before appropriate policies may be formulated, the people in the countries concerned must 
recognize their common historical and cultural background. This is a prerequisite for the 
development of cultural cooperation. Attention must be drawn to shared events, the lives of 
historical figures significant to both shores of the Mediterranean, the history of Mediterranean 
cities and the crossroads of the region, and common artistic traditions. The critical role of 
women in the development of Mediterranean culture must be stressed. The emergence of a 
Mediterranean image could form the basis of a shared identity .. Such an identity is 
indispensable for the growth of dialogue and cooperation in the cultural domain. This 
objective cannot be pursued through a specific policy, but must be implicit in all the policies 
which are called for in this section. 

Mediterranean cultural cooperation should be concentrated on lines of action that 
correspond not only to the common needs determined by governments, but also to the areas 
of convergence that have emerged independently in the respective societies. These two lines 
of action should give rise to initiatives aimed at enlarging these areas of convergence between 
the societies, thus multiplying the possibilities for collective action by the states based on 
common needs. 

Cultural cooperation should meet the following criteria: synergy between the public 
and the private sectors, continuity, visibility and decentralization. The three main areas in 
which it should operate are (a) common development needs, (b) exchanges between civilian 
societies, (c) expansion of areas of convergence. It is in these three main areas that strategic 
sectors in which to concentrate efforts will be identified. 

Strategic sectors of common development needs in the cultural field are the 
enhancement of human resources, especially women and the young, and the promotion of 
research and development capacities. Channels for formal education can make an appreciable 
contribution in this direction, but their ability to adapt and create synergies must be 
adequately stimulated and supported. 

Possible actions in education: 

* establishment of a programme for trans-Mediterranean mobility for university 
studies, benefitting from the experience and linked to the existing programmes 
of the European Community in this sector: Erasmus (intraCommunity) and 
Tempus (EC-Central and Eastern Europe). Parallel to the EC programme 
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* 

* 

Avicenna, for scientific and technological cooperation, this programme (which 
could be called Averroes) should not be limited to the movement of students 
and the enrichment of their pre-doctoral education (for which Erasmus has 
become well-known in Europe); taking the specificities of Mediterranean 
intercultural relations into consideration, it should also promote the mobility 
of teaching staff, thereby contributing to filling the gaps in the curricula of 
Mediterranean universities. 
transformation of the EC's Med-Campus programme into a permanent 
cooperation programme (the current project undertaken in the framework of the 
Mediterranean policy will end with the 1995-96 academic year), increasing the 
programme's financial resources and revising the mechanisms for participation 
so as to provide more support for non-governmental research centres. 
creation of a "Mediterranean Phd", that is, a doctoral programme common to 
all Mediterranean countries. This would make use of the educational facilities 
offered by the various universities, making them available to students from 
countries in the area. Students would receive academic recognition that would 
be valid in the participating Mediterranean countries. This project would 
create a high level of integration and dialogue, as it does not merely imply 
transferring knowledge from the North to the South using northern resources, 
but rather making resources from the South available to the North. This project 
is feasible almost immediately, as it can be worked out in keeping with the 
proposal of UNIMED's Mediterranean Universities consortium at limited cost 
(essentially required to permit the mobility of the students and the teaching 
staff). 

Government initiatives are not a driving force in cultural cooperation in the 
Mediterranean. Far more important is the network of private initiatives: twinship between 
cities and schools; direct collaboration between research centres, trade unions, and 
professional associations; and joint actions in the field of art, entertainment and sport 

This level of cooperation is implemented by a sector that is strategic for cultural 
cooperation: the so-called civil society, whose wealth and autonomy provide a fundamental 
guarantee of cultural pluralism. Civil society in Mediterranean countries also constitutes the 
most important laboratory for promoting a dialogue to overcome cleavages between global 
trends and distinctive identities -- a laboratory where cultural borrowing and delocalization 
has the greatest possibility contributing to economic and artistic production and social 
solidarity. 

The rich flow of non-governmental cooperation does not need to be directed towards 
specific objectives. What is required is support and reinforcement by national governments 
and, above all, by regional and local governments, private foundations, and international 
organisations such as the EC and UNESCO. The most useful kind of support in this non
governmental sector is in the circulation of information on activities already under way so as 
to avoid duplication and to facilitate synergies and information on public and private channels 
willing to provide financing. 

Possible actions by non-governmental organisations include the following: 

* organisation of top-quality cultural events specifically dedicated to the 
Mediterranean or extended to the Mediterranean, following the example of the 
"RomaEuropa" Foundation Festival, Montpellier Festival, etc.; 
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* establishment of a centre for Mediterranean initiatives which would create: a 
directory of regular cooperation activities (festivals, networks, fairs, etc.); a 
directory of regular sources of financing (foundations, bilateral and multilateral 
intergovernmental agreements, awards, etc.); and up-dated databases on 
activities and financing in each sector; 

* adaptation of the experience gained by the EC Med-Invest and Med-Campus 
programmes to Mediterranean cultural cooperation. The programme should 
provide incentives for association between private and public institutions in 
preparing, implementing and financing projects in entertainment, cultural 
tourism, publishing and the fashion industry; 

* establishment of Mediterranean Consultative Groupings (including women, 
trade unions, publishers, local authorities, etc.) on various aspects of 
cooperation (e.g. human rights, primary education, etc.) to give independent 
opinions on the lines of cooperation to be pursued and the instruments required 
to do so. These consultative groupings should also be integrated into the 
decision-making process of intergovernmental cooperation. Elected 
representatives of the associations involved would participate in these bodies 
on a rotational basis. 

The actions explicitly aimed at expansion of areas of cultural convergence among 
Mediterranean societies are the most important for cooperation. Formal and informal 
education and the media (particularly television) are strategic sectors in which to concentrate 
action. 

Possible actions in this sector include: 

* 

* 

* 

* 

use of Mediterranean university cooperation programmes (see above) and/or 
the creation of ad hoc chairs to fill the gaps in the humanistic curricula of 
Mediterranean universities with courses on comparative study of Mediterranean 
history, in particular, studies of the contributions of pre-Islamic Mediterranean 
civilizations (Egyptian, Phoenician, Greek-Hellenist) to the Arab-Islamic 
civilization; studies of the contribution of Arab-Islamic civilizations to 
European culture (history of science, history of philosophy; history of art) and 
that of the Ottoman culture; 
joint preparation and administration of educational units for the pre-university 
teaching of the history and geography of Europe and Arab countries; these 
educational units could be used for preparation of a "Mediterranean Day" to 
be held annually in primary and secondary schools in selected regions (on a 
rotational basis) in the participating countries; the preparation, up-dating and 
teaching of these units could become a part of teacher- training programmes; 
joint preparation of information units (orientation to history, doctrine, law, 
customs and habits) on the three great Mediterranean religions (Judaism, 
Christianity and Islam); after adaptation to the various national situations, the 
units could be brought into the training courses (and exams) for professionals 
in the social services (nurses, social workers, police forces); 
joint preparation of information units on human rights, particularly women's 
rights, to be integrated into the formal and informal education mentioned 
above. All units should be the product of cooperation among the interested 
professional associations (teachers, social workers, etc.), public and private 
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* 

* 

* 

* 

research centres, competent local and national institutions; 
revision of history textbooks to reflect a common perception of historical and 
cultural events in the area; 
promotion of collaboration and development in the field of electronic 
information systems; 
rationalization and strengthening of existing bilateral and multilateral initiatives 
in support of the coproduction of fiction and nonfiction for cinema and 
television. For example, actions to strengthen support for decentralized 
cooperation, following the EC Med-Media model; bilateral agreements among 
public television corporations of the interested states for planning of quotas for 
Mediterranean products (whether coproductions or not). It is very important for 
people to see that cooperation initiatives are linked to concrete images of 
Mediterranean cultural solidarity. To this end, it would be useful, as has been 
said, to produce documentaries on common historical events, the lives of 
historical figures significant to both shores of the Mediterranean, the history 
of Mediterranean cities and crossroads, and shared artistic traditions; 
more translations and a wider circulation of the masterpieces of the 
Mediterranean literatures (such as the works of the Andalous writer lbn Hazm 
or Cervante's Don Quixote). 

Emigration and Employment 

The problem of emigration is economic, social and cultural. Migratory flows are part of a 
broader movement of persons which is not necessarily economically motivated (e.g. refugees). 
Policies concerning these movements of people are bound to play an important role in the 
future of cooperation relations in the Mediterranean. Therefore, the priority given to this 
problem in the overall strategy of Mediterranean cooperation will be important and will 
constitute a decisive security and confidence-building measure. 

From a socio-cultural point of view, the continuing absence of any kind of common 
European Union policy is far more negative than any restrictions that such a policy could 
have. What is urgently needed is a common European policy concerning the entry of citizens 
from outside the Community, their treatment and their rights. 

The overall policy and strategy response within the European Union to growing 
migratory pressure has been to give priority to regulation and control of inflows of non
European Union workers and to insist upon non-discrimination between workers from the 
European Union and "legal" non-European Union workers in terms of placement, work 
standards and social security. These policies should be accompanied by measures aimed at 
providing better guarantees for the personal dignity and respect for the culture of immigrants, 
assigning them a more precise role in the host societies and providing them with prospect for 
political integration. 

A relaxation of the regulation and control policy is desirable, but it is feasible only 
in a context of greater expansion of job opportunities in the Southern Rim--the only long-term 
remedy to growing labour market tensions in the region. Employment growth has not been 
the primary focus of structural adjustment policies, strategies and programmes. This approach 
must be reversed: structural adjustment plans should be devised and assessed on the basis of 
their capacity to create and sustain productive employment. Therefore, changes should be 
made in structural adjustment policies, in the sectoral emphasis and contents of investment 
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programmes, and in project appraisal and selection criteria. The countries of Southern Europe 
should urge the European Union to adopt this approach in its cooperation policy. 

The employment and migration ramifications of a more clearly focused EU 
Mediterranean policy will only be felt after several years. In the short term, the following 
recommendations of the International Labour Office scheme to identify employment creation 
strategies and programmes should be among those implemented to stem migration from the 
Southern Rim countries to those of the Northern Rim: 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

to improve training and credit schemes to help establish youth cooperatives 
and make them operational; 
to develop supporting infrastructures to promote "industrial districts" in 
internationally competitive sectors; 
to establish funds to guarantee migrant workers' deposits and help channel 
their remittances towards small and medium-size enterprises preferably 
organized in "districts"; 
to strengthen micro-enterprises emerging in the informal sector so that they can 
develop into small and medium enterprises, preferably organized into 
"districts"; 
to: improve infrastructures, credits,· marketing and living conditions in the 
agricultural sector, which is expected to continue to provide work for over 25 
percent of the labour force of the Southern Rim countries in the first decades 
of the next century; 
to retrain returning workers and create institutional mechanisms to help 
channel their savings and remittances toward productive job-creating 
investments; 
to study the feasibility of introducing common EU quotas to regulate seasonal 
migrant workers. If "migrant worker quotas" are introduced by major labour 
exporting areas, they ought to take account of the long-standing links and 
relationships within the Mediterranean Basin and of the strong interdependence 
between the Northern and the Southern Rim. 

' 

Food and Agriculture 

Despite strong constraints, there has been intense growth in the agricultural sector of the 
countries of the southern Mediterranean. Nevertheless, this sector, as strategically important 
as it may be for the development and security of the countries involved, is still very weak. 
In addition to traditional actions (creation of infrastructures, land improvement, adaptation of 
crops, etc.), the strengthening of the sector calls for the adoption of varying degrees of action 
and, therefore, cooperation, including the following: 

* 

* 

struc~ural actions aimed at changing market conditions by eliminating prices 
controls, as well as restrinctions on the choice of crops, and on international 
transactions (short-term negative effects on the socially weaker strata of the 
population may be contained by special social support policies); 
actions to strengthen the competitiveness of enterprises, train businessmen and 
upgrade the agronomical knowledge of farmers. 
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Whereas the institutional and operational framework in the field of food and 
agriculture is already working, technical assistance and cooperation can be improved. 

Crucial for the strengthening of the food and agricultural sector in the Southern Rim 
is the strengthening of infrastructures for the conduction and regulation of water. The new 
technologies available allow for highly efficient investment in this field. In the context of 
broader industrialization, water is a sector in which current efforts are insufficient and must 
be strengthened and concentrated. 

Even if pursued successfully, a strengthening of the agricultural sector will not be able 
to achieve self-sufficiency in food production in southern Mediterranean countries. Thus, 
satisfying food requirements will call for expansion of export capacities to provide fmancing 
for food imports. 

While the countries in question have adopted policies liberalizing trade in their 
markets, the European Community continues to have measures that limit entry into the market 
and, therefore, the export possibilities of southern Mediterranean countries in the agricultural 
sector. 

The lack of positive prospects in this sector is contributing to urbanization and, 
therefore, to unemployment and emigration from the cities. Opening up the European market 
must be considered a medium-term measure to strengthen employment in the Southern Rim 
countries and contain migratory flows. Thus, it is crucial in the framework of North-South 
cooperation in the Mediterranean. Like emigration, it must be central in Europe's vision of 
North-South relations and must contribute to confidence building. 

The plan to set up free trade zones between the European Union and some North 
African countries now under consideration must envisage total liberalization of the agricultural 
sector and leave behind the protectionism and closure found in present trade agreements. 

Energy and Industrial Development 

Energy, water and chemicals constitute the pillars of an industrial development strategy that 
can offer Western, Arab and international capital interesting investment opportunities. It can 
also serve as the basis for widespread growth throughout the territory. The lines of a possible 
concerted economic programme for the North African countries must have the following 
objectives: 

* 

* 

* 

* 

to increase the supply of cheap energy in the form of gas and/or electricity to 
the coastal cities of the southern Mediterranean to promote industry and the 
crafts and to improve the well-being of the population; recent calculations 
carried out by the Observatoire Mediterraneen de I' Energie suggest that the 
converting natural gas into electricity could have an exceptionally low cost; 
to create new infrastructures for exporting energy (gas or electricity) to Europe 
through new gas pipelines and an electrical network; 
to implement a water project benefitting from the new available technologies, 
to revitalize agriculture and to force back the desert; 
to launch a chemical industry programme to transform in situ the existing 
feedstocks, and/or to transport them to Europe, and to produce non 
conventional fuels for transport and combustion in order to free oil for export. 

This project should be implemented without government-to-government aid, which would 
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simply goes to subsidize basic consumption. Efforts must be focused on specific investment 
projects to be implemented through joint ventures with Western companies, and money must 
be provided to set up the local share of the equity of these projects (it is important to note 
that foreign financing stimulates local capital investments in a ratio of 5 to 1). 

Under these conditions, full cooperation of the international financial system and the 
oil-rich Gulf countries can be obtained. This could be important both for finance and for the 
gas pipeline programme. 

Environment 

Strong investment in the sectors in which North African countries are naturally endowed 
immediately raises the issue of sustainable development, that is, development compatible with 
the protection and conservation of the environment. 

The main recommendation of the Blue Plan--to incorporate territorial and 
environmental policies into development strategies--has not been respected to date. Individual 
Mediterranean countries have passed quite different environmental legislation. The European 
Community has dedicated more attention to the environmental problems of Eastern and 
Central Europe than to those of the Mediterranean. But in spite of everything, and thanks 
above all to the Mediterranean Action Plan, a framework for international environmental 
cooperation has been set up and could be strengthened relatively easily. In fact, actions aimed 
at implementing the recommendations of the Rio de Janeiro Conference (the Agenda 21) in 
the Mediterranean are already under way. 

Ensuring sustainable development and adequate environmental policies in the 
Mediterranean is to a large extent the responsibility of the European Community, the most 
important partner in the development of the countries of the southern Mediterranean. This is 
a medium-term action which must be central to the EU's "vision" for the area. 

In the short term, useful actions for cooperation in the environmental field can be 
worked out at multilateral, bilateral and subregional levels. At the multilateral level, 
suggestions include establishing a Mediterranean centre for "clean" productions, the extension 
to the Mediterranean of the Memorandum of Understanding on Port State Control (already 
in force in the European Union), application to the Mediterranean of the UNECE/per esteso 
programme "Efficacite energhique 2000". The technical and political foundations for these 
projects have already been laid; there is also interest in the industrial world. 

Bilateral or subregional initiatives could involve the launching of a navigational aid 
system (YTS) in some areas with particularly high risk of accidents, or the development of 
alternative technologies in the refrigeration ("Greenfreeze") and lighting (high-efficiency 
lights). A closer look at some of these programmes is in order. 

The UNEP and UNIDO support the setting up of Regional Clean Production Centres 
(RCPCs). One of these should be situated in the Mediterranean. The RCPC project arose from 
a desire to encourage the introduction into national development planning of technologies and 
production processes with zero environmental impact. In the Mediterranean area, such 
productions could play an important role, particularly in agriculture, the pulp and paper 
industry, refrigeration and chemicals (especially the chlorinated solvent sector). 

The Memorandum of Understanding on Port State Control lays down and implements 
a navigational aid system for ports. It also provides a databank service (based in France) 
regarding the state of the fleet, the outcome of inspections, etc. Extending this service to the 
major Mediterranean oil terminals could be done at relatively low cost and could contribute 
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significantly to containing'the risk of acCidentS at'sea .... ·\· " 
The navigational aid system (YTS) has already been set up in France and Canada in 

some areas of particularly high risk of accident, and is almost in place in the Straits of 
Messina. Together with the Memorandum of Understanding on Port State Control, the YTS, 
for which know-how and equipment are available, could bring about a considerable 
improvement in maritime traffic conditions around huge terminals such as those in Egypt, 
Algeria and the Suez Canal (soon to be expanded). 
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PART 2- MED-2000, AN AGENDA FOR PARTNERSHIP 
SUMMARY BY THE GROUP OF INDEPENDENT MEDITERRANEAN EXPERTS 

The objective of this Agenda is to facilitate the search for greater stability and security 
in the Mediterranean within an interdependent framework. Developing international 
cooperation and strengthening domestic consensus in the process of change are two sides of 
the same coin: the search for and assertion of common values and priorities related to the 
domestic perceptions of Mediterranean and European societies; and the launching of important 
initiatives in the field of international economy and development. 

Taking into account the different economic realities, regional cooperation will, in the 
long term, be essentially shaped by the decisions of the European Union. The prospect of EU 
enlargement toward the East increases the need for the Union to make its nearest southern 
region a priority. 

Mediterranean cooperation will be an open and flexible initiative, with a "light" 
institutional structure, aimed at concrete implementation of common policies and projects. It 
will not be an alternative to other proposals or cooperation schemes. It will involve not only 
the governments, but also the society, particularly non governmental organisations. 

This Agenda will be launched by those Mediterranean countries that currently have 
shown a priority interest of doing so, though future wider membership is not excluded. It will 
aim at increasing the consistency between the consensus-building mechanisms in individual 
countries and international cooperation so that better management of interdependence and 
global economic, social, and cultural processes may be achieved, thus attenuating and solving 
crises and reducing tensions stemming from cultural or national specificities. 

Public and private policies for cultural cooperation and dialogue must be worked out, 
and more solid channels for communication and exchange must be established. Public 
policies with clearer objectives and better defmed means must be found. While the role of 
intergovernmental cooperation remains essential, the concrete development of cooperation will 
depend on the broadening of non-governmental initiatives. Constant and effective interaction 
between these two levels must be sought. 

Economic cooperation must concentrate on bridging the enorinous North-South 
disparity; addressing the problem with mutually compatible "visions" on matters such as free 
markets, immigration, and employment, in order to ensure sustainable growth and 
environmental protection. The accent must be put on the revival of decentralized economic 
institutions, competencies and actions. 

During this process, to sustain and complete its development, a framework for political 
cooperation among the participating countries must be set up. It should be linked with the 
political cooperation of the European Union and should encourage the development of other 
integration processes. 
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Political Cooperation 

This Agenda calls for a minimal, but coherent and effective level of institutionalization 
providing two things: the political cooperation needed to determine and strengthen common 
values and priorities; and the instrument to implement specific cooperation policies and 
projects. This exercise will be called Mediterranean Political Cooperation ( MPC). 

MPC should be seen as a body endowed with "light" institutional links which can be 
adapted to circumstances and requirements. It should be seen as a twin exercise, one at the 
governmental level and one at the non-governmental level. The two levels will progress in 
parallel and be mutually supportive, but each will be autonomous. The governmental level 
could initially be defined by the forthcoming meeting of the Foreign Ministers of a group of 
Mediterranean countries (to be held in Alexandria, Egypt, in July 1994). The non
governmental level should establish regular membership representing the fields of education, 
media, business, as well as institutes of international affairs and other research centres. It 
could be linked to the governmental level through parliamentarians and diplomats. 

The task of the MPC should be dialogue and consultation among governments; and 
the organisation of multilateral communication between the public and private spheres. It 
could constitute a useful institutional interlocutor and a possible instrument for verifying and 
monitoring the decisions made. It could include multilateral consultations on general security 
issues (e.g. arms proliferation, terrorism, etc.) and other issues that go beyond foreign policy 
as such, touching on various aspects of government policies and concerns. It should foster a 
governmental and non-governmental dialogue between Mediterranean cultures on the social 
and human dimensions, and on the process of democratization and human rights, with the aim 
of strengthening the rule of law and economic and political pluralism--a base that is necessary 
in order to foster cooperation in all fields and to involve other international actors and 
interests. 

While concentrating on establishing political dialogue, the MPC should be open to the 
discussion of crisis management and security aspects, with the aim of preventing crises and 
helping to establish a framework of greater transparency, confidence-building and more secure 
and stable relationships. At the governmental level, it should be equipped with a permanent 
network for consultation among participating governments, which could be envisaged so as 
to include other countries and institutions. MPC should benefit from the full participation of 
the European Union, and there should be periodic meetings between MP and the political 
cooperation of the European Union. 

The MPC could support the periodic publication of a Mediterranean Repon on the 
state of cooperation and conflictuality in the Mediterranean, and on the measures taken to 
improve the situation. This will be the responsibility of the non-governmental level of MPC 
and could be coordinated by the international studies centres of the countries in question. This 
Mediterranean Report could provide the basis for an annual informal discussion among 
governments (on the Gymnich model). 

Cultural cooperation 

Mediterranean societies enjoy a rich heritage of cultural and historical traditions. The 
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objective of the countries that are participating in the Mediterranean cooperation process is 
to promote the awareness of this heritage, encouraging the freedom of cultural and intellectual 
exchanges. This is aimed at attenuating the tensions between the competing trends toward 
globalization and cultural specificity, and at the long-term attainment of understanding and 
collaboration. 

Three lines of action are central to Mediterranean cultural cooperation: promoting 
mutual development; encouraging exchanges between members of the different civil societies; 
and increasing common ground. Concrete efforts along these lines must be made to foster the 
emergence of common values and priorities. Specific cooperation policies must place priority 
on enhancing the value of all aspects of the historical heritage of the Mediterranean, and 
should be aimed both at the elite and at public opinion. 

Concrete actions in the field of cultural cooperation must include the following: 
promoting greater inter-university cooperation sustained by specific funds for the creation of 
a doctorate in Mediterranean studies; supporting private and local initiatives, such as the 
development of tourism focused on cultural interests (particularly among students); 
establishing twinships between cities; organizing high-quality cultural events; creating 
educational units on the three great Mediterranean religions and on human rights to be used 
in pre-university teaching and in the training of social workers, nurses, etc.; commissioning 
more translations and promoting wider circulation of the masterpieces of the literary traditions 
of the Mediterranean countries; supporting Mediterranean eo-productions of films and 
television documentaries. 

The development and implementation of cooperation initiatives should be conducted 
in concert with specialized international and regional intergovernmental organisations (e.g. 
UNESCO) and private centres (e.g. major cultural foundations), according to their respective 
competencies. 

Economic Cooperation 

Economic cooperation among Mediterranean partners must be concentrated on the huge gap 
separating the South from the North, and on the responsibility of the latter in dealing with the 
problem with adequate "vision". This vision must be supported by three fundamental pillars: 
the opening of the European market; immigration policy; and European responsibility in 
ensuring sustainable growth and environmental protection. 

The role of the European Union and initiatives of non-governmental organisations are 
of primary importance for the fulfillment of these objectives. 

Eonomy and trade 
In a EU Mediterranen policy which aims both to address particular sub-regional needs 

(in the Maghreb, Near East, etc.) and to account for the overall strategic importance of the 
Euro-Mediterranean relationship, it is important to examine the following questions pertaining 
to the Euro-Mediterranean relationship. 
* what is the current situation in the field of tariffs and trade following the Uruguay 
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* 

* 

:' r-

Round of the GATI negotiations? 
what are the advantages of the southern shore of the Mediterranean as a result of the 
process of delocalization (the new division of labour between the northern and 
southern shores)? 
what are the conditions and instruments necessary to intensify economic exchange and 
cooperation among the countries of the southern shore of the Mediterranean? 

An assessment must be made of the implications of agreements to create a free trade 
area or a customs union proposed by the EU to its Mediterranean partners. In particular, more 
ambitious goals must be set regarding the opening of the Community market to agricultural 
products for which the Mediterranean partners have a clear comparative advantage. 

Economic/Financial Partnership 
The countries of the Mediterranean are involved in processes of structural adjustment 

aimed at revitalizing the bases for their development The extent of the required adjustments 
and the social upheaval associated with the transition call for a more decisive European 
commitment in two areas: cooperation to facilitate and accelerate the adjustment process; and 
intervention to attenuate the associated social costs. 

Increased employment levels must be the pnonty goal of structural adjustment 
policies, strategies and programmes. There must be a common effort to ensure that this is 
reflected in EU cooperation policy. 

In order to launch eo-development initiatives, it must be recognized that this is a 
strategy aimed at reinforcing the effects of economic exchange between countries of different 
levels of development. Mutual opportunities and direct investments are the driving forces of 
interdependence, and these must be strengthened within the framework of the partnership. 

In this critical phase for the partners of the southern shore, the financial efforts of the 
European Union must be comparable to those directed toward the East. This is necessary for 
the emergence of a financial partnership able to sustain the development of a partnership in 
production. Considering the limits of multilateral financing, local credit institutions must be 
strengthened in order to ensure better channelling of funds toward new private initiatives at 
the local level. 

Migration Flows 

Though emigration is associated with social problems, it also contributes significantly to the 
economic and financial life of many Mediterranean countries (through remittances of 
emigrants). Whatever the projected demographic fluctuations, however, employment and 
emigration will continue to be problems in the Southern Mediterranean. 

In light of this situation, the European Commission proposed that the EU undertake 
an immigration policy on three main issues: entry regulation; integration of immigrants into 
the receiving countries; cooperation with a view to the development and creation job in the 
countries of emigration. 
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Of these three issues, it is important that "entry regulation" does not prevail over the 
th ' ' o ers. I! 

' 
It is also important that migration flows be managed through more open collaboration 

between the Union and its Mediterranean partners. Such openness should not raise unfounded 
expectations about the northern shore's capacity for substantially increasing the numbers of 
immigrants it can accommodate; rather, it should allow for greater flexibility in managing the 
existing migration flows toward Europe and in strengthening a spirit of eo-development aimed 
at creating jobs in the So.uth. 

Environment 

The main aim is to incorporate territorial and environmental policies into development 
' . strategies. In the medium term, the European Union must ensure both sustainable development 

and adequate enviromnental policies in the Mediterranean. ' ,. 

' 
At the multilateral level, suggestions for the short-term include the following: 

* 

* 

* 

establis~ing a Mediterranean Centre for. Clean Productions (along the lines 
established by UNEP and UNIDO); 
extending the Memorandum of Understanding on Port State Control to the 
M d. ' e 1terranen; ' _, 
applying the UNECE programme E.ffii:aCire Energetique 2000 to the 
Mediterranean 1 

' ' 
Bilateral or subregional initiatives could involve: 

* 
* 

launching a navigational aid system (VTS) in areas at risk; 
developing alternative technologies in refrigeration (Greenfreeze) and lighting 
(high-efficiency light). 
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APPENDIX - SOME FEASIBLE ACTIONS 

In light of the work by the Istituto Affari Internazionali on the "Agenda for 
Partnership" and the discussions in the MED-2000 Group, the IAI has selected a number of 
feasible actions. Suggestions pertain to both the framework of political cooperation, and to 
concrete actions to be taken in the main fields of cooperation: culture, economy, and 
environment. The IAI believes that there is significant potential for such actions, and that they 
may be rapidly achieved. They could be placed on the government agenda in a short time so 
that necessary common policies may be formulated. 

Political Cooperation 

* 

* 

* 

Creating a flexible and pragmatic institution of political cooperation: a Mediterranean 
Political Cooperation (MPC). The MPC should be endowed with "light" 
institutions. It should be able to link up in different ways with the other existing 
international organisations and multilateral cooperation activities, particularly with the 
European Union's Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP). The MPC would 
integrate the proposal put forward in the European Union by the Italian and British 
governments to associate Central-Eastern European countries to the CFSP. 

The tasks of the MPC should be dialogue and consultation among governments 
and the organisation of multilateral communication between the public and private 
spheres. Ideally, the MPC should set up a list of priorities and objectives to serve as 
a stimulus and guideline for all cooperation (whether bilateral or multilateral, public 
or private). While concentrating initially on establishing and strengthening political 
dialogue, it should nevertheless be open to the inclusion of institutions for crisis 
management and military aspects in the future. 

Creating regular exchanges between the governmental and non-governmental levels. 
MPC should be seen as a twin exercise, one at the governmental level and one at the 
non-governmental level. The two levels would progress in parallel and be mutually 
supportive, but remain autonomous one from the other. The non governmental level 
should seek permanent members from the academic and business world, the media, 
international affairs institutes and other research centres. The participation of 
parliamentarians and diplomats would be one of the ways to link it to the 
governmental level. 

Supporting the periodic publication of a Mediterranean Repon on the state of 
cooperation and conflictuality in the Mediterranean and the measures taken to improve 
the situation. Drawn up by private sources, it would not be attributable to any 
government. This report could provide the basis for discussion at an annual 
intergovernmental meeting like the one held in Gymnich, and could stimulate 
continual interaction between the governmental and non-governmental levels. The 
report could be initiated by the international studies institutes of the countries 
concerned, as they have already set up significant independent channels of 
communication and scientific collaboration in the framework of groups such as the 
Mediterranean Study Commission (MeSCo). 
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Cultural Cooperation 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

Setting up an "Averroes" programme for trans-Mediterranean mobility for university 
studies. Benefitting from the experience of and linked to the existing programmes of 
the European Community (Erasmus, Tempus and, to a more limited extent, Avicenna), 
it would favour the mobility of students and the enrichment of their pre-doctoral 
education (it should also contribute to filling gaps in the curricula of Mediterranean 
universities). 

Creating a "Mediterranean Phd" common to all Mediterranean countries, according to 
the proposal of UNIMED's Mediterranean Universities consortium. This would make 
the educational facilities offered by the various universities, available to students from 
countries in the area. Students would receive an academic recognition which would 
be valid in the participating Mediterranean countries. 

Transforming the EC's Med-Campus programme into a permanent cooperation 
programme (the current project undertaken in the framework of the Mediterranean 
policy will end with the 1995-96 academic year). Expanding the EC's Avicenna 
programme, increasing financial resources and revising the mechanisms for 
participation so as to provide more support for non-governmental research centres. 

Encouraging interested professional associations (teachers, social workers, etc.), 
public and private research centres, competent local and national institutions to prepare 
educational units for secondary school instruction in the following: history and 
geography of Europe and Arab countries; the three great Mediterranean religions 
(Judaism, Christianity and Islam); human rights, particularly women's rights. All of 
these are to be integrated into formal and informal education. 

Promoting the publication of a "History of Women in the Mediterranean", along the 
same lines as the "History of Women in the West", by Georges Duby and Michelle 
Perrot, published by Laterza. 

Emigration and Employment 

* 

* 

* 

Studying the feasibility of introducing common EU quotas for of seasonal migrant 
workers. If such quotas are introduced, account must be taken of the long-standing 
links and relationships within the Mediterranean Basin, as well as of the strong 
interdependence between the Northern and the Southern Rim. 

Promoting "industrial districts" in internationally competitive sectors by developing 
necessary infrastructures; such districts should contribute to strengthening the micro
enterprises emerging in the informal sector so that they can develop into small and 
medium enterprises and youth cooperatives. It should also serve to attract local savings 
and migrant workers' remittances; 

Improving training facilities and credit schemes to help put youth cooperatives into 
operation and retrain returning workers; 
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Energy and Industrial Developmeili· · ·~ '-. 

* 

* 

* 

* 

<'e 

·Increasing the supply of cheap energy in the form of gas and/or electricity to the 
coastal cities of the southern Mediterranean to promote industry and the crafts and to 
improve· the well-being of the population; 

Creating new infrastructures for exporting energy (gas or electricity) to Europe 
through new gas pipelines and electrical powerlines; 

Implementing a water project that benefits from new technologies, to revive 
agriculture and to force back the desert; 

Launching a chemical industry programme to transform in situ the existing feedstocks, 
and/or to transport them to Europe, and to produce non conventional fuels for 
transport and combustion in order to free oil for export. 

Environment 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

Establishing a "Mediterranean Centre for Clean Productions" (along the lines 
established by UNEP and UNIDO). 

Extending the "Memorandum of Understanding on Port State Control" to the 
Mediterranean. 

Applying to the MediterraneaJl the UNECE programme "Efficacite Energetique 2000". 

Launching a "navigational aid system" (YTS) in areas at risk. 

Developing alternative technologies in refrigeration ("Greenfreeze") and lighting (high
efficiency lights). 
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Oral Conclusions 
of the Ministerial Meeting of the Core-Group Countries 

o;' the Mediterranean Forum 
by 

H. E. Mr. Amre .M:oussa 
Minister of Foreign Affairs 

of Egypt 
. -

The Foreign Ministers of Algeria, Egypt, Franc!~, Greece, Italy, 

!\1orocco, Portugal, Spain, Tunisia and Turkey met in Alexandria, Egypt, 
,Jul ,. 3, 4 1994 to launch the Mediterranean Forum. During their stay the 

Mi 1istcrs were receiv<:d by H~E. President Mohamed Hosni Mubarak. 

The discussion; of the Mini8ters were held ln an informal, yet concrete 

and con~tructive Hmosphere and focused on how to further develop 

co"pcration among Mediterranean countries· in light of new international 

realities. To this effect, Ministers agreed to promote the development of a 

"r orum for Dialogue and Cooperation in the Mediterranean". 

It was felt th~ t the Forum should be wide-ranging enough to cover all 

areas of common concern, and ambitious enough to look well into the future 

of cooperation amor;~st Mediterranean countries. At the same time, it was 
stressed that their mdeavors should be focused and realistic enough to have 

t:,ngible effects. Th~y ~hould refrain from duplicating activities of other fora 
whenever possible. 

In pursuit of these objectives, it was agreed that it would be neces~ary 

to deYelop a process of consultations in order to establish, on an evolutionary 

!1asis, a Forum fo,- Dialogue and Cooperation which would truly respond to 

t 1e challenges of the 21st century. To this effect, they stressed the urgent 

r ced to conceive a global strategy that should take into account the 
requirements of ~t~_bility, peace, security, and sustainable development of the 

whole region. Minister-s expressed the wish that future meetin~:& might 

include the participation of other Mediterranean Countries. 
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I 

Mini~ters agreed that it was important to conduct an in-depth 
I ,, 

di.scvssion of the i~suc:; at, tile Expert and Senior Offi~)als levels in order to 
f~cil'.tate and enrich deliberations at their next MinisteriBI Meeting. They 

con~~uently decided 011 the following: 
' I 

11) 

b) 

i l 
Expert working groups, would be established 1~ deal 
political and economic and social issues. p • 

with cultural 

* 

T e 

I . 

Advation of dialogue between ciYili~ations and cultures. 
' [ I 

PNmotion of Cooperative Educational Projects. 
'\' • I : 

Preservation of the common herit~ge of Mediterranean 
11 ' 

eh ·illza tions. i 

Information· exchange programs t61 ensure greater 
ur;derstanding amongst the peoples ofthe- Mediterranean. 

~~ I 

I 
' Jhe Po!~orking Grou~ will deal with all political issues 

with implications on the Mediterranean basirL. 
"', 'l 

~~ 
, .. I 

I• 

The Jkwomic.Jnd SQ.£ial Wor.king Grou~il! deal with a.reai_ 

il,l, 

Measures to enhance Economic i Cooperation and 

l'artnership between North and South Mediterranean 
such as: Energy, Tourism, Science i ~nd Technology for 

'' Development, Environment, Migrado'n, Employment, and 
il' . 

Activation of Private Sector Interaction. 
I 

stitute for I 
Affairs of R<Jme should he taken as a basis for discussion in dealing 
with different: issues In these working groups. '~' ·' • . 

------'-------~-------------
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Countries represented at the Alexandria Meeting were invited to 
provide Egypt· with any additional suggestions· they 

regarding topics 'for consideration in these wol'klng groups. 

may have 

c) In. the light of :;uggcstions submitted to it during the coming month 

Egypt, in consultation with countries concerned, will develop a final 

list of topics to be discussed in each working group with a view to 

encouraging dialogue and at the same time specificity. Egyptwill also 

coordinate with interested countries as to the venues of the meetings of 

the expert groups. 

t) The different expert groups will submit their findings and 

recommendatio11s to the Meeting of Senior Officials to be CO!.Wened in 

Algarve, Portugal during November or December 1994. The Meeting 

of Senior Officials will submit its re<:ommendations to the ne:<t 

Ministerial Mef:tlng. 

g) The Ministers decided to hold the next Ministerial Meeting during the 

first quarter ofl995 in a Mediterranean city in Southern France. 
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t::ara<:•<n·-is•i.qu~s qui y ')!'\.'· -3•,e ,;!tenues pour le H>rum -: 

J C\ H~') ~ t.~rrCin,;~: 
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un cadre informel, souple mai~ ~fficace; 

un espate de riflexion pour l'iden~ifica~ion de secteurs 
~les ~e ~oop4ra~ion; 

un moyen des~in~ ~ l'~valua~~on de cette coop~ration; 
I 

I 

t:='J;. *:~ le dOuble 
exi:-.":.an":es ;_/ .,' . 

emploi avec d'autres 

. . . 
nr"r.r.,,.g ..,. - .. - .- .... i sa consolidation; 

un ~'orient~tions dans 

I. 

I 

Cadre du Forum de la 
1: ·' . 

Medi terrane,e 

i ' . 
Le~ Hau':~ Fonctio:-maires ont:,,souligne q·ue le Forum de la 

Medi~erranje pour~ai! refliJhir ~ur 1~~ problimes de la . I . 

r4gion rn~di~etran~en~e. ~ou~·:en perm~ttant: 
, I 

I 
i 

1' identifica~ion et la! mise en relief de valeurs. 
d 1.objectifs e! de 

Membres du Forum; 

le developpemen': o:le 

cadre~ appropries. 

prfori t:?s com·muns aux Etats 
I 

I 
I, 

' 
~pr:ojet~ spEk'ifiques dans des 

. .. / 

.. 
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Dialogue e~ coop~ration poLitique 

Les Hau:s F~nctionnaires recommandent la poursuite du 

dialogue d'une fa<;:on renforcee, comme l'intensification 

des consul ta ~ions sur des bases appropriees entre les 

Eta:s l1<::rr:bres. 

Afin d'assu~er une pr~paration effitace des r~unions 

min:.s•e:-ielle~, les P.au•.s Fonctionnaires recommandeno: de 

de l'Btablissemen': d'une upresidence 

~~ 1 'n'on ''t'n~~~ar~Ql'1·o · ··-;..~I- I'- •-- ~- ·-.- -- .... •:· 

L:?s ~au"":s Fr:-:n~~ionr~~ires on~ accue.illi. ·av€C: s-atisfac-:io:: 

la dis~~~~~ion de l'!~al~~ ~ as·su~~r c~~te responsabilit~ 

!a proc~air.e f~i~. 

L~s Mau:s Fcnr:~ionn~ir:;s se ·so.n! auss.i· mis d'ar::cord po:.;; 

que 1<= coo~erao:ion ?oli tique Hediterraneenne soi ~ a ins: 

mise en oeuvr~ au nivecu go_uver.nemen~al~: 

Renc::>:'ltre~ n?guli€!r~s de co,nsulta!ions entre les Hauto 

Fonc:ionnaires 1es. Min~st~res· des .Affaires Strang~res e~ 
fonC':ion o:les besoins et pour pr-eparer les travaux des 

reun:ons ministerielles; 

Le <:a~ 
. . . ... ecnean·., r-eunions· '"ad-hoc" . sur des quest:'.on' 

specifiques, eno:r·e ·les Hau':s fonctionnaires ou entre le' 

representants des pays membres dans.des organisations o~ 

conferences interna!ionales; 
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Dialogue et cooperation politique 

Les Hau~s f~nc:ionnaires recommanden~ la poursuite du 

dialogue d'une fa~on renforcee, comme l'intensification 

des consulta~ions sur des bpses appropriees entre les 

Eta~s He;;:bres. 

A fin d'assu~er une prepara~ion efficace des 
' 

. . reun1ons 

min:s":eriell~;;, les P.au':.s Fonc<:ionnaires recommanden~ de 
: ... 

d_'une 
inforr.1el.~e" ~U! -je~,r:-ai-: e:r~ ., a.s.-suree par le pays h0te de 
12 prQ(:!";cine :.eun:on Hin.i~ter-~_~1:1-e. 

" . .--_.~ .• .--_·.~or..,.~ .• ~,_·~ .. "--- ~n·' ar--uo' 11' ·avoc sat'sfa--~o~ r -- ..., ._, '-'1 · .. ,,·. -'-... --.!.. • - .1- \..\..1- i: 

l'! ~al::e a ::·a.s·sum'er c'e~te responsabili t~ . - .· 

le proc~aine f~i~. 

I 

Les MaU:s Fcn£;':ionna.ires ~e /.s.o_n! au~si mis t:i'ac::cord pou:

que la coope;rat;ion ?oli <:ique Hediterraneenne soi ': ains:. 

mi s:e en oeuvr~ au nJ.. veau gouv~_rnemen':al_: 

I 

- Ren<:~:Ltr~~ reguli€?r~s de c;·-o_nsultations entre les Hauts 

fonc:ionnaires des Mini$t~~~s- de~ .Affai~es Etrang~res e~ 
fonc':ion -:les besoins et pour preparer les travaux des 

reunions minist~rielleg; 

- Le cas echean~, reunions ··"ad-hoc" sur des quest:'.ono 

specifiques, en~r·e ·les Hau,!s fonctionnaires ou entre leo 

reJ:>resentan!!:' des pays mempres d.ans ·des organisations oc: 
i 

.conferences internationale·s; 

., ! 
I 
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Les Hau-t:s ronc-:ionnaires on~ aussi pris note des 

-::andida<;ures exprimees et rec ommanden t que 

l'elarg:sse~en: se poursuive sur la base du consensus. 

Conference Ministerielle Euro-Medi terraneenne 

Et-. ant: donnee 1' impor<t:.ance de la conf~rence Mi·nistE:riell-e 

F;uro-t·~~di :~!"ron~Bnn~ c;ui aura 1·ieu pendan·! la ?residence 

Haui:s Fonctionnaires recomina:tden ': 

l'a~op:~an! par le$ Kinis~re~, ~'une d~claration d'appui. 

!J.s cons::cerent que le Forum de la M9_d:i-te-rranee peut @:t:.re 

le l.i':?'J -:5' un ~":hange d.e vue_s e-t: de con!ributions 

Prcchaines reunions Ministerielles 

La fran<;aise a · confirme son in!entic-r. 

d'organis:':?J la IIg R§union }1in~steri'?.lle, erL._France, 1~-:;: 

31 Mars e: 1 Avril prochains. 

~n ce qu1. concerne une eventuelle declaration· pol! tiquc; 

de~ Hin-istres ,· J.es H·auts f·onctionnaireS ·-ont exprirn€ le'...!~ 

preference pour la formule d'Alexandrie qui consiste dan= 

l'adop,ion de conclu~ions orales. 

Proposition Marocaine 

Les Hau<:s Fonc<:.ionnaires ~e felic'iten! de l'initiative d'O 

S .M. le Roi Ha:::san II, presentee a la Conference de l ~ 

tSCS a Rome en 1993, rela!ive a la !enue au Maroc d'u::e 

confer~n':e Minis •.erielle sur Ya Meriiterranee. Ils 

.que in.i ~iat;ive soi' soumise 

, .. I 
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Cooperation Culturelle 

Les Hau':s fQn<:':ionnai'res se fe_licitent 1es resul':ats du 

Groupe de Travail Culturel. Ils considerent que l'un des 

f-:>ru:n es": promouvoir la cul':u:-e 

dar.s ses diff§ren':es composantes 

dirn~nsions e~ de ~out me~tre en oeuvre p~ur ltam~lioration 

de le. conha:"san<:e et de la· comprehension ·mutuelles ent:-e 

!es peupl~s du bas~in de la Me1~·t~rran~e. 

En r:e qt.:i ':'':lno::er::e les projets presente.~.>·4ans le cadre du 
. . . . 

G:-oupe Cul~vrel. l~s Ha'..!':S Fonc":..ionnaires_·;:r.ecomr:landent aux 

Mini~~re~ l~adon~ion de ~ous. ou de- ~~elqu~s uns des 
proje~~ ~n annexe. 

·~~uni~a ;ro~hainem~n! ~ ~ome _d~::proc~de~ =~ des compl~ments 

d' info1mat::ori ::ur les projet.S_. pre~ent:.e~. et a faire .:~ 

nouvell~s proposi~ions. 

E:n ce c;ui <:Qn<:erne le ~uiv.i .des _projets, les Hau:s 

Fonctionnair~s ·9n~ 

suivc.n":.es: 

dcnne 

- les pays coQrdinateurs 

a.-::tions nece::::saires a 

accord aux modali tes 

!ievraien t promouvoi;- les 

+a defini !ion <lu proje:, 

r~cher<:her un ~outien finantier et difi~i~ ses rigles 

de fon<: •.ionnemerit sur la ·ba,;e· d'u consensus; 

- une lis~e de correspondants· culturels a eti envisagie 

afin d'accroitre la rapidi~i et la souplesse des 

con~ac~s en~re les pays membres du Forum; 

... I 
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<:ompose de representants 

Ambassa~es con<:ernees, sera constitue ~ans chaque pays 

coordinateur, dans le but d'ob~enir une meilleure 

coo~dina~ion des projets specifiques. 

- le <:hoix du logos "ARCHIMEDE" pour 1' identification 
d~s ac~~vi~4~ cul~urell~s. du Fotu~; 

- le~ ~0lle~~i~i~~s locale$:, les Instituts dg Recherche, 

l~s un:\'~r~::§s! le~ repre;en·.':..antS de 1a soci.9t:~ 

~~~~le devraien~ ~~re i~vi:~s a ... par~iciper ~ 1~ 

p:--:-mco':!.on de la -:oopera:ion medi terraneenne dans le 

note d'une proposi:io~ 

rela~~ve ~ la ~enu~ ~ A~h~n~s ·d'une.r§union des Ministre~ 
de l' S-:ur:a~_ion ~'.: de la Cul tU.·r.e .-de:S ·'t-':-a.~s Membres du Forur.· 

o~ la ~1et;li':erranee qui aura ~ieu fin. H~i i995. 

Cooperation dans les domaines economiqlle et social 

Les Hauts ronc~ionnaires on! souligne l'importance o~ 

devel·::-ppemen': en o;ano; que facteur des~ine a promouvoi:- .. 

stabi~! te et la securi ':e e~ a·, renforcer le process"' 

demor;:-atique. Ainsi, l"! Forum ·est invite a appor~~: 

l'atteno;ion requise_ayx qU"!s':ions liees au diveioppemen:. 

Ace sujeo;, les Hauts Fonr;tionnaires se sont felicites de 

travaux du Groupe Economique et Social qui s'est reuni c 

ca::.re. 
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Les Hau~s f0nc~ionnaires ont approuvi les critires et les 

. lignes de condui~e suivan~es et suggerent leur approbation 

par les Minis~res: 

- La coopira~ion iconomiq~e devrai~ stimuler le 

developpement iconomique e~ social j~ contribuer ~ la 

ri1uc;:':ion de!' dispari tis d···ordre· ic6nomique entre les . . 
Ei:a~s N.c.:!rr.bres; 

- Les p;?je~: 'le cooperat:fdn: devr.~i~n~ engendrer 

benef:.ce!' mu':uel;;; pour 1es p'a.'rti;~ .. ipari~s. tout 

:en an': .-;omp-:e tje:;. :..n~eriet~ >des aut.re:s p~f~i.es; 

- La 'i . .;vrai ~ 

!'uscept·.i.bles ·.:· .. : 

des .. ~ -·· 

la 

1 • iil'teg.ra:.iori :' parriii les Eta~s 

Nembre:: 

rnarch~s 

e! de ;:>;omouvoir:::leur ,.in~-iora':ion · dans . . . . . ··..... . . 

globaux; ( 

- Une at:.':en~ion 

protection de 

durable ·dan!' 

coopera':ion ;· 

r-peciale .,de:vra·:(t;•' e:t:.r·e consacree il la 
·: :·. 

1' environnem~nt . ~t .··a.; un · diveloppemen ': 

diffiren~s(: sec~eurs.': et.· ·doinaines de 
.-• . 

•.'• 

.. · . 
·.:.·· 

-La coordination devrait: :eO:re:·:~ssu.tee··avec d'autres . ~ . . . 

encein!es de c<:>op.erat~or'(. ·:. i.conomiqii'~ daris. la region 

a fin d' evi ter· .~es': .doub:)..~~, em·plo·i·s::~.:.e~· ·.d' assurer son . .. . . 
. · ... . . 

: . ~: .. 

. .. / 
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- Un devraic et re mis sur la 
1' acceleration de la recherche 

':~-:::!'".nolr;giq1J~ e'"- scien~:fique, et sur la cooperation 

n4cessai.r~ unt? meilleure plus equitable 
utili~c~i~n des ressour~es de la zone mediterran4enne 
~ou~ ~?mm~ sur le~ poten~ialit~s 6ff~r!es par la 

1: e-:: h no l-?9 i ~ ; 

- Unq i~~~r~an~e par~icu~i~re devrai! §_tre accord4e aux 
asp~-:-:~ :-.u~a:r.s -=t: S:)-:iaux_ en ~e :qui concer:~e la 

e-t:r~ e.rito_ur·age a jouer son 

renforcer la cooperation 

- Les C'•rqc':i:.:;;;a\:ons nr:n gouve~!"l'=.men':~l-~;s o.eVraient etre 

encourag4oe;;: a contr!buer- _;.e": a. co_operer. d_ans leurs 

La ~oop~ra~ion en Mediter:r:"anee.: deVrait- attacher une 

irnpor~an~e ?p~ciale au soutien d~~ 4conomies des ftats 

M~mbre$, en ;'ar~icul_ier .ceux q·ui $9nt en· t:rain de' 

en oeuvre des programmes d'ajustemen~ 

si;.ruct:urel. 

Les Haut~ Fonc .. :onnaire~ pro.posen': e'" ·.· soumettent a la 

confirence Mini~~6rielle de retenir'les dom~ines suivants, 

qui meri':en':, a ce ;,':ade, une attention particuliere: 

sci~nr::e, t:e':hno.logie e-t:· i"n.formatique·.· 

Tourisme 

I 
• • • I 
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- occasion~ offer':es !!n commerce, 

ainsi que dans -le dor.~aine 

aff aires 

- M~uvemen~3 migra~oires 

-.Ressour~es hu~aines ~~ d'velopp~men! social 
- Transpor~s ~~ communica~ions. 

~ans ces se~~e~r~. les Hau:s Fonctionnaires on! pris no~e. 

ave-:: sa:~sfa--=~~r.r;, des propos\tions. fa:L<:es par certaines 

~~lega~ior.s e~ r:;~ran~ en annex~. 

I.=~ Hauoo:s f');'l':":i~r.~a::""e~ 0n': ~r..i:::; no~-: .-tl .. es r~·sul1';aT;.s d~ 

Conferenc~ i·:in.i!?~~rielle de .Tt(nis s·ur · ~j:• eri\rirOnnement 

1 --" 

He~i ~~rrc..'1.§= (;·:::c 21} ainsi. q.~-e du. doc-Umen_t:· d~ reflexion 

fc,..:rni par la 1-:?leiiat:ion 1:un-~-sienne · '=O~~e · ba~e de travail 

... 

l..es Hau•.s F'onc ': i onna ires-

sem:naire aux hommes.: .. -:1 •· af f a_i ~e-s 

renfor-::er la co0;:-eration economique_. . 
. .. 

!..es Hau~s Fonc':ionnaires .on<:": .accue.ii:d tavorablement la 

disposition de l'Egyp':e ~ coordonn~r·l~:~ecteur·''sciences 

Hau '· s 
':lesigna~:"n 

proj~t:.s et: 

e~ celle -'le ·.la .. t.uroui"e a· "r~ire de meme . . ;·. 

_par le~ pay~ de 

la ~ommun:ca~ion 

: .. 

correspond"nt~ 

de· leur.s noms 

la 

pour les 

"\JX P"YS 
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hNNEX ...,...-

EGYPT -
- "The use of Information Technology for Cultural preservation 

in the Mediterranean Region" 

-"Dialogue and Interaction between Mediterranean Cultures and 

Civilizations" 

ITALY -
- "Permanen~ Mediterranean LaUora~ory" 

- "Creation of a l·ledi terranean !~aster in UNIMED context". 

Seminar- on "Rel.igious and Cul t;Ura:l Coexistence!' in 

collaboration with Egypt and the Foreign Affairs Institute . 

• 

"Cultural Symbiosis in 111-flndalus" in coHaboratioh with 

Spain, Portugal and UN!:SCO. 

TUNISIA 

- "Itenerant Mediterranean l..,usiC·. Festival"· 

- "~lediterranean Encyclopedia'' hi, collabora1;ion with Algeria, 

f.lorocco, Spain, France at;Jd Italy • 
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TlJRKE'l 

• 
- "Academic cooperation" 

GREECE 

- "1-1~ditc!':--anean Cultl!ral Cent!:!:r in Cret~ or Rhodes" 

iai I:TifUTO AFFAP.I 
I.·.T·RN.U/JNALI-ROMA 

--·---

8 • .3Lf,..J rECA 
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PROJET DE CONCLUSIONS ORALES 

DE LA 2EME JmNCONTRE MINISTERIELLE 

DU FORUMMEDITERRANEEN 
(Sainte-Mbime, 9 avrll1995) 

Les ministres des Affaires etrangeres d' Algene; Egypte, Espagne, France, Ita!ie. 

Malte, Tunisie, Turquie, le Secretaire d'Etat aux Aflhltes. etrangeres et a la Cooperation du 

Maroc, le SecnStaire d'Etat aux Affaires eurppeetmes du Portugal et le Secretaire general du 

ministere des affaires etrangeres de la~ se sont IiuniS a Sainte-:Maxime, les 8 et 9 avrii . . . 
1995, pour la deuxieme rencontre ministeJielle du Forum medi.terraneen. . . . 

Dans la continuite avec leur premiere reunion. tenue a Alexandrie les 3 et 4 juillc1 

1994, les ministres ont reatirme la vocation~que.du.Fo=-d'etre un "cadre informe· ,;.;s:&··oij;;;:>·;a ;=;:-. .,.,....oo~_. ...... ..:. •. ,..~.: ....... ..,:.;..-_-:;:.:...~;..;.;...,;. .. "!:.-. , ••• , .. . ·. . . 

:,~~~~~~Y~.~~2!1Pf.t!~~$¥,~~~~""~~~~t~~:$i:*¥t commun". " 
Leurs debats, qui se sont deroules de fa~n. inform.el!e dans une atmosphen 

amicale et un esprit constructif, leur ont pennis d 'e"Primer Sur un grand nom bre d• 

questions des preoccupations communes telles que le r:emoreement de I'Etat de droit, 1 
respect des droits de l'homme, la lutte contre le teffi:>riime et l'extremisme, l'encouragemer 

du dialogue interculturel, !'importance du developpement tconomique en tant que facteu 

destine a promouvoir la stabilite et la ~e. et aremorcer le processus democratique. 

!.Questions politiques, c:ultureUes et ecouomt9.ues. 

Les roinistres se sont felici~ deS :travallX des ~is groupes de travail et des ha ut 

foncti.onnaires, dont ils ont approuve le rapport d~ ~these, ·~ mettant !'accent sur i 

necessite d'une approche integree et globaledesprobl~nies. . .. . .·: 

- Les miuistres sont eonvenus de Jl~~~~~'a.'u'iie:;:pourstiite et d't 

.muoreement;du:.lli:ilo ·· d.'UJli.Jlffi"ii1"7'tiJma'·~ t.tiav&s!i:les'refi\:Oritr'es regiilieres d· 

. ~;:;.-,:...t_• •. ..(~~~~----- ............ .:.~-·~ ....... ~.::lt...,,._._ •qu. , -..oP;jl£o,.-~O ,a._·:.• • • 

hairtS:functioririiUi:CS·a le cas-ecbeamoesretmi<Jns':ii:cfh~·sttt<:teS' estions ecifi es. ~·.;.~;;:-: .. -.~ ... ~~--·"·-··· '• ~ .. ., ·. .. . . .... ··~~~'="~~ ·: .. ........... ; ... ·-·~ .. --·~~-~.....:.. ... sp qu 
Ils out constate qu'il existah (:ntre lc:S pays du Forum mediterraneen la men 

volonte de construire une societ6 democ:rati.qu~ et;pluraliste dans le respect de leu 

identi.tes nationales. Ils reaffumentleur attacheinenta.la democratie·et :i la constructi( 

d'un Etat de droit iJnpliquant notamm.ent des elec:tious)i\lreS et regulieres, l'independan 

de la justice, I' equilibre des pouvoirs et le ~espeCt (ies citoits del'homme. Ils ont cepend2. 

souligne qu'il ne pouvait y avoir d~; progres vers. ~a democ~tie sans .deve!oppeme 

economique, c.ulturel et sociaL 

Ils affument leur engagement en fir;eur du Illaintien de la paix et du respect 

droit international. 

Enflll, ils ont exprime leur solidarite daris la.lutte contre le terrorisme sous tot' 

ses formes conforrnement aux resolutions des Nations Unies ainsi que leur vole 
. . •. ··•·•· .. · .... -;;-, ... ~~""1.~·'':"'"·~·~:-.• .. _,-· .... -·.-- .......... , - ·-· 

d'~er la" secUri.te et la stabilite ·des pays appaitena!lt a 1' esp3:ce .euro~mediterraneen .. 
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- Dans le dom.aiJie culturel,:_qui. ®nstitue :un volet essentiel du Forum, !'accent 

doit ctre mis sur l'~elioration.des·. perceptions mutuel.les:.entre les peuples,.sla. promotion 

d~WlC culture. med.i~enanCI:Dp,e commUDe integrant des· aspects de notre heritage et de notre 

~trim~inc ~~~ de la modemite. LeS ministreS ont donne l~ur accord a la liste des 

projets "ArcbimMe~ •. pztsartes.pal'J.e;groupe.!fe travail eul~el (en annexe), en y ajoutant le 

projet sur la traduction de mille ouvrages de reference .. .sur la culture mediterraneenne 

propose par I'Egypte. ns ont insiste sur -la E~"-~t!plesse:;des ·mOCanism~ .de 

,!§.alisation; sur le ,Rt;W~~64~oiuvo!ontaire des·membres aiiX .differents projets-et sur 

le suivi attentif et l'enrichissement de ceux-ci ·par le.·groupe culture!. A travers des 

realisations concretes et selon des modalites de mise. en o,euvre souples, les projets doivent 

viser a developper le dialogue intercul~l. a preserver !'heritage culture! mediterraneen, a 
stimuler les relations entre societes civilei,::a valoriser la;dimeilsion meditemmeenne dans 

la formation universitaire et a organiser des actions commUnes. · 

Les ministres ont souligne J.;!omoJ;tance.priinOro1aJ.e:.des:initiatives' .des acteurs des 

,~~~~~<:·-<?iy,i),~'.l(collectivites locales, insti.~ de :recherche, Organisations Non 

Gouvernemcntales, universites, associations,·~. maisons · d'edition, etc ... ) de.meme 

q}:IJJ,j,~;~~.!~?J?.M~~~;Jdontl~participation.~:ux ~ctiY'ites du Forum d~i~ ~tre 
encow:agee. Une attention particuliere est a _apportet ·a 1' ihformation des opinions publiques 

et des medias. A cet cgard, une reflexioo sur J<e.J>R.SsiJl,i.litbi .de eo-production d'emissioos 

~~~Y!s.~.;·~~:~~i'o!\:!!f9.~,IDelit~<le'~la~~<?.il ~~~~ ~operateurs . auc;!jo-visuels 

J.l!.~~~m!.Il~:est a men er par le groupe cUlture!. . 

- p~!Wo~~~oll!!!i'!!.o/ les Mini~ ont sotil.igne les orientations 

suivantes: ~161\e-dji!nire>.les<\ii~~ile:deVelopPe.m.eni:economique, d~accele;:er le . .· . 

us .. d\inie ..... non;~Oiial~ d' ·eo. ·--e;r:'la:-- .. ·.· • · "oii2Yersde:!ibre,ec""""e:- dans .. ~ .. ~"""_ .. :er- ,.. ... ~-- • • ®! .• urag :;pro~ """"'&, 

1m esprit de parteoariat et de solidaritc!, et de toujo~ ,~a;:£esprit.la·dim~on 
~1':P.~i.'!e:et.~.29!¥~J:!D3i~~loppemciili:E~ ils ont SoUngxi.e ~~!l?l~:~l~A~:~:~teur prive. , 

Les Ministres oot egalcment rea.ff!Jl1ie soleimelleinent la confiance qu'ils metten; 

clans l'avenir du developpemeot economique et de la ~peration dans le bassin de !z 

Mediterranee. ,~~~'Sal.ue.~~rppositiori~~&~on •• scientifique et 

~,?Jg.&'l%BP~C!d~!Qppementxiai)s}e)lassio~~soumise par l'Egypte e: 
,. la;~-propositio!llsd'JD.tensiDC3o0n.~)ae;:~ci>O~i:io't{';·<ies?~urs· :paves et des flm: 

,.. ~ •. ~.·i~···'".: ... _ • ...::...;..Vr ... ~....,..ow--···· .. ·--·~ . ....... ,......_ ........ '•. -. . . . . . . 

; ;;4~jn.v.estissei~;J.~nf~ijW_l%:P.afi~ji()rttigal,; L}Italie a au5si pr{ip(,se d' organiser un seminaire 
' r ..•... ,.l-.~; ~·.·:· :·· .. · .··:·,~~-" :. 

• ,sur;lidormation,pro(~onoelle, eo cooperanon avec le;~tre 9e .l'.Orf..:!-J)uin. • . ~ . 
Enfin ils ont mis !'accent sur plusieurs,sujetsAont ils ont confie L'examen at 

groupe de travail economique et social: )e to~e, ~ protection de l'enviionnement 

l'energie enfin !'augmentation de la securite. alimeofilire.":< 

2. Eiar<n<semen't~i'<'·t· 
~~~~ 

Les ministres ont evoque la questiO(l de ,l'elaigissement'du Forum mediterraneet 

Celui-ci constituc un cadre ouvert. Dans· 'cette · ·perspedtive, ils reaffirment leur volont 

d'elargir des que possible le Forum a l'e:nsembl~ ·des pa~_s_,riverains de la Mediterranee. f' 

ont demande au groupe politique de re'flei;hjr aux·modalites qui ·permettraient. sur la ba. 
. . .. 

) 
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d'un consensus,,.de procCdcr. a cet elargissement dans les plus brefs delais.,.Les Ministrc: 

invitent celui-ci a fairc · des propositionS clanS ce. sens lot'S de la prochaine reunior 

ministerielle. 

·' 

3. -~~~);)~i~~n ~naro~t; 
. Les Ministres se sont felicires de I' initiative de ~.M. le Roi Hassan II, presentee i 

la Conference de la CSCE a Rome en 1993, relative a la tenue au Maroc d'une conferenc< 

ministerielle sur la Medi.terranee. 

4. ~o~!f.~ren~~,.~uro-meditel!!J1~~~- 1 . . . . . . 
Les Ministres ont reaffirme !'importance et la volorite d~ voir !'Union Europeenn< 

reequilibrer ses priorites geographiques en direction <hi'Sud. Dans cette perspective, le 

Ministres du Forum medi.terraneen ont ~ppo!W leur i!PPcl a la pnx:haine Conference euro 

.w.eqiterraneenne q~ reun.ira, a Bareelorte, .les 21 et 2$: ~vembre;. sous la Presidence d· 
:~~>A...,._·.,·::::..:.·: .......... ,~ ~ . . . .·. . : . ..... . 

l'Espagne, les quinze membres de l'Union Europeert.ne et leurs douze partenaire 

mediterraneens tiers. Les·Ministres ·ont convenut dans.ce,<:adre,,.je se reunir a nouveau, d• 

fas~mjnformelle, a l'mVitati<m de la•Tunisie.po\ltpfeparer cette eoilference. ,. 

5. n-amsation et nounuite des. ti"l\vsliL.,. ·. ~ •.· · 
!:'.~.G..~ .... ,.;~~~'!; ... • ......,~.:QO('".h'A'ti:".!l!:ll .. ...,. . ., ~ ., ....... , .... ~ 

Les tninistres ont donne leur a~oid pour la poWsuite des reunions des groupes d 

·j travail. B.~,$.~~;;i<:~~;!F11Pr.'J19lffi~~~~~ .. ~6e:_aJa 'tunisie!'celle du group 

,i "~w~J,.~laFnu:t~Ft ~~(qrr~liJ?!!'""§~w:.a.qs~M.lll~,: ~ .1 · . 
~ ~W~~;::Jl!?Wiie;a'oi:giiiiise'I'j~~~~ffilioD: des h3uts fonctionnaires. , 

Les rninistres ont pris note de la proposition de'Ia Gr&:e.d'organiser une:ote_!l\lio 

.~~.{l'.)!!,i5\I.es .4~£.!S4ricattoii~cs Etats ~~mbres du Fo~ !Ileqiterraneen au m~ is de juill< 
f225f au large deJ1!_~[ge:peJ.os,fsur le 1heme de la "~ration educative clans le bassi 

mediterraneen". 

Enfin, les ministres sont convertus de tenir leutji!:~blline J:ellCOntre/ a l'invitatic 

:f!~'!'J~¥· au if'1~~~;~~~_:.19_9§,,J;i.l!!W~g;.nt~<b,il'Italie :issurera .·la Presidem 
inf< . --~-..-.... 1 
:""J&~~;du FJ,li)lllii.L · • ·· 
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MIDDLE EAST/NORTH AFRICA ECONOMIC SUMMIT 
(October 30- November 1, 1994) 

CASABLANCA DECLARATION 

At the invitation of His Majesty King Hassan II of Morocco and 
with the support and endorsement of President Bill Clinton of the 
United States and Boris Yeltsin of the Russian Federation, the 
representatives of 61 countries and 1114 business leaders from all 
regions of the world, gathered for a Middle East/North Africa 
Economic Summit in Casablanca from October 30 to November 1, 
1994. The participants paid tribute to His Majesty, King Hassan II; 
in his capacity as President and Host of the Conference and 
praised His role in promoting dialogue and understanding between 
the parties in the Middle East conflict They also expressed their 
appreciation to the Government and people of Morocco for their 
hospitality and efforts to ensure the success of the Summit. 

The Summit leaders feel united behind the vision that brought 
them to Casablanca, that of a comprehensive peace and a new 
partnership of business and government dedicated to furthering 
peace between Arabs and Israelis. 

Government and business leaders entered into this new partnership 
with a deeper understanding of their mutual dependance and 
common goals. Business leaders recognized that governments 
should continue to forge peace Agreements and create foundations 
and incentives for trade and investment They further recognize the 
responsibility of the private sector to apply its new international 

·. influence to advance the diplomacy of peace in the Middle East 
and beyond. Governments affirmed the indispensability of the 
private sector in marshalling, quickly, adequate resources to 



demonstrate the tangible benefits of peace. Together, they pledged 
to show that business can do business and contribute to peace as 
well; indeed, to prove that profitability contributed mightily to the 
economic scaffolding for a durable peace. 

4- The Summit commended the historic political transformation of 
the Region as a consequence of significant steps towards a just, 
lasting and comprehensive peace, based on U.N. Security Council 
Resolutions 242 and 338, a process that begun with the 1979 
Treaty of Peace between Egypt and Israel and enlarged 
dramatically by the Madrid Peace Conference, three years ago. 
That process has born fruit in Israel-Palestine Liberation 
Organization Declaration of Principles. The recent signing of the 
Treaty of Peace between Israel and Jordan gave a new dimension 
to the process. The decisions of Morocco and Tunisia to establish, 
respectively, liaison offices and liaison channels with Israel 
constituted another new positive development. These 
accomplishments and the next stages of rapid movement toward a 
comprehensive peace in the region, including Syria and Lebanon, 
need to be powerfully reinforced by solid economic growth and 
palpable improvement of the life and security of the peoples of this 
region. The Summit stressed that Syria and Lebanon have an 
important role to play in the development of the region. The 
Summit expressed a strong hope that they '<vill soon be able to join 
the regional economic effort. 

5 - In this connection, the participants noted that the urgent need for 
economic development of the West Bank and Gaza Strip requires 
special attention from the international community, both public 
and private. In order to support the Israel-Palestine Liberation 
Organization Declaration of Principles and subsequent 
implementing agreements to enable the Palestinian people to 

___ participate on equal bases in the regional development and 
··- cooperation. They stressed the equal importance of moving ahead 

on Jordanian-Israeli projects as well as on cooperative projects 
between Israel and Jordan in order to advance the Jordanian-Israeli 
Treaty of Peace. 

1 
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6 - . The participants recognized the economic potential of the Middle 
East and North Africa and explored how best to accelerate the 
development of the Region and overcome, as soon as possible, 
obstacles, including boycotts and all barriers to trade and 
investment. All agreed that there is a need to promote increased 

. investment from inside and outside the Region. They noted that 
such investment requires free movement of goods, capital and 
labour across borders in accordance with market forces, technical 
cooperation based on mutual interest, openness to the international 
economy and appropriate institutions to promote economic 
interaction. They also noted that the free flow of ideas and 
increased dialogue, especially among the business communities in 
the Region, will strengthen economic activity. In this context, the 
participants noted favourably the decision of the Council for 
Cooperation of the Gulf States regarding the I ifting of the 
secondary and the tertiary aspects of the boycott of Israel. 

7 - Based on the agreements between Israel and the PLO, it is 
important that the borders of the Palestinian Territories be kept 
open for tabor, tourism and trade to allow the Palestinian 
Authority, in partnership with its neighbours, the opportunity to 
build a viable economy in peace. 

8 - The participants paid tribute to the multilateral negotiations 
initiated in Moscow in 1992 which have significantly advanced 
the objectives of the peace process. The governments represented 
at Casablanca will examine ways to enhance the role and activities 
of the multilateral negotiations, including security issues. The 
participants noted that the progresses made in the peace process 
should go along with a serious consideration of the socio
economic disparities in the Region and require to address the idea 

, of security in the Region in all its dimensions: social, economic 
··. 
, · and political. In this context, they agreed that these issues need to 

be addressed within the framework of a global approach 
encompassing socio-economic dimensions, safety and welfare of 
individuals and Nations ofthe Region. 



9 - The participants recognized that there must be an ongoing process 
to: translate the.deliberations of Casablanca into concrete steps to 
advance the twin goals of peace and economic development and to 
institutionalize the new partnership between governments and the 
business community. To this end: 1 

~ !t I 

. • ! i 
a) The governments represented at Casablanca and private sector 

representatives stated their intentioh: to take the following steps: 
' 

- Build the foundations for a Middle East and North Africa 
Economic Community which involves, at a determined stage, 
the free flow of goods, capitall'and labour throughout the 

I 
rlj 

Reoion· b , 

- Taking into account the recon'uhendations of the regional 
parties during the meeting of the· sub-committee on finances 
of the REDWG monitoring committee, the Casablanca 
Summit calls for a group of experts to examine the different 
options for funding mechanisms including the creation of a 
Middle East and North Africa Development Bank. This 
group of experts \.vill report on .its progress and conclusions 
within six months in the light of the follow on Summit to the 
Casablanca Conference. 

The funding mechanism would include appropriate bodies to 
promote dialogue on economic reform, regional cooperation, 
technical assistance and long-term development planning; 

- Establish a regional Tourist Board to facilitate tourism and 
promote the Middle East and North Africa as a unique and 
attractive tourist destination; 1 

' ,, 

Encourage the establishment of a private sector Regional 
~.... Chamber of Commerce and a Business Council to facilitate 

intra-regional trade relations.: Such organizations will be 
instrumental in solidifYing ties between the private and 
public sectors of the various economies. 

4 
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b) The participants also intend to create the following mechanisms 
to implement these understandings and embody the new public
private collaboration: 

- A Steering Committee, comprised of government 
representatives, including those represented in the Steering 
Committee of the multilateral group of the peace process, 
will be entrusted with the task of following up all issues 
arising out of the Summit and coordinating with existing 
multilateral structures, such as REDWG and other 
multilateral working groups. The Steering Committee will 
meet within one month following the Casablanca Summit to 
consider follow on mechanisms. The Committee will consult 
widely and regularly with the private sector; 

- An executive Secretariat to assist the Steering Committee, 
located in Morocco, will work for the enhancement of the 
new economic development pattern, thus, contributing to the 
consolidation of the global security in the Region. The 
Secretariat will assist in the organization of a Regional 
Chamber of Commerce and a Business Council. It will work 
to advance the public-private partnership by promoting 
projects, sharing data, promoting contacts and fostering 
private sector investment in the Region. The Secretariat will 
assist in the implementation of the various bodies referred to 
in the present Declaration. The Steering Committee will be 
responsible for the funding arrangements, with the support of 
the private sector. 

10- The participants welcomed the establishment of a Middle 
East/North Africa Economic Strategy Group by the Council on 
Foreign Relations. This private sector group will recommend 
strategies for regional economic cooperation and ways to 
overcome obstacles to trade and private investment. It will operate 
in close association with the Secretariat and submit its 
recommendations to the Steering Committee. 

5 



11 - The part1c1pants also welcomed the intention of the World 
Economic Forum to form a business interaction group that will 
foster increased contacts and exchanges among business 
communities and s·ubmit its recommendations to the Steering 
Committee. 

12- The participants in the Casablanca Summit pledged to transform 
this event into lasting institutional and individual ties that will 
provide a better life for the peoples of the Middle East and North 
Africa. They resolved that the collaboration of the public and 
private sectors that constituted the singularity of the Casablanca 
Summit will serve as a milestone in the historic destiny that is now 
playing itself out in the Middle East/North Africa Region. 

13 - The participants expressed their appreciation to the Council on 
Foreign Relations and to the World Economic Forum for their 
substantive contribution to the organization of the Casablanca 
Summit. 

14 - The participants expressed their intention to meet again in 
Amman, Jordan, in the first half of 1995 for a second Middle 
East/North Africa Economic Summit, to be hosted by His Majesty 
King Hussein. 
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FOREWORD '-

This is the first comprehensive publication on the multilateral track of the Arab
Israeli peace process. As such it makes an important contribution in a number of 
areas. First, I am sure that it will prove to be the definitive work on the first four 
rounds of meetings of the multilaterals. Second, it provides a critical analysis of 
the multilaterals as a diplomatic process and comments on the desirability of 
change in the way that the process develops in the future. Overall, it provides an 
excellent case-study of multilateral mediation in an area which is generally poorly 
researched. In short, it should make a significant contribution to scholarship in 
this increasingly important field. 

This report is the culmination of 18 months of careful and painstaking re
search into this most inscrutable aspect of peace-making. Joel Peters, as sleuth 
and author, is to be congratulated for both his hard work and his dogged deter
mination to piece together the detail of the various working group meetings in 
the face of few written sources. Field trips were undertaken to Amman, Brussels, 
Cairo, Jerusalem and Washington, in addition to the research which was carried 
out in London. I would like to thank those senior policymakers and officials who 
were so cooperative and encouraging in the course of the fieldwork. I would also 
like to thank the members of the study group which shadowed the project. The 
study group met periodically in London both for general discussion on the 
multilaterals and to review drafts of this report. 

The Middle East Programme at the Royal Institute of International Affairs is 
committed to working on subjects which it considers to be of major importance 
but which others have consistently ignored. The May 1991 Chatham House pa
per on Turkey's relations with the Middle East was well ahead of its time. We 
have just published a second, updated, edition of the monograph by Richard 
Schofield on the Iraq-Kuwait territorial dispute. Dr Peters' excellent report on 
the multilaterals is very much part of this ground-breaking tradition. 

Mnrch 1994 Dr Philip Robins 
Head, Middle East Programme 
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I INTRODUCTION 

The Middle East peace process is best known in the form of. the bilateral negotia
tions involving the immediate protagonists in the Arab-Israeli conflict: Israel, 
Jordan, Syria, Lebanon and the Palestinians. Since the convening of the Madrid 
peace conference in October 1991, representatives of these four actors have met 
in Washington for twelve rounds of talks. Each round has been subject to intense 
scrutiny by the international media, commentators and political analysts who 
have dissected every move in the attempt to find signs of a breakthrough. In 
reality, progress since the convening of the Madrid conference has been difficult 
and was uncertain until the dramatic revelation that Israel and the PLO had been 
secretly negotiating in Oslo and had reached agreement on an interim accord 
over limited self-government for the Gaza Strip and Jericho. The perception that 
peace in the region was a real rather than an imaginary prospect was· reinforced 
the day after the signing on 13 September 1993 by Israel and the PLO of the 
Declaration of Principles, when Jordan and Israel put their signatures to a draft 
agenda for negotiations leading to a full peace treaty. 

At the same time, however, the peace process also incorporates a set of multi
lateral talks drawing on a wider set of participants and issues. These talks have 
been formally under way since an inaugural plenary meeting in Moscow in Janu
ary 1992. Since then the multilaterals have met in five separate working groups 
for four rounds of talks to discuss arms control and regional security; regional 
economic development; refugees; water resources; and the environment. Yet des
pite the fact that these multilateral talks are an integral part of the peace process, 
little is known about them. Press coverage has been meagre. Public interest has 
been thin. As a result there is little awareness of the nature of these talks, of how 
the meetings operate, and of the agendas and issues under discussion. A clear 
understanding of the dynamics and ihe content of the multilateral talks has been 
confined to a small group of diplomats. 

This absence of attention should not, however, be mistaken for a lack of 
progress. Paradoxically, hidden away from the glare of the international media, a 
number of significant developments have been made in these talks over the past 
two years, especially in the short period since the signing of the Declaration of 
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Principles. The scepticism that first greeted the multilateral track has recently 
faded, to be replaced by a wave ofcautious optimism. Few in 1992, including the 
architects of the talks and those present at the opening meeting in Moscow in 
January of that year, would have envisioned the developments and successes 
since achieved in this arena, especially in light of the glicial progress made over 
the same period in the bilateral negotiations. From dismissing the multilateral 
talks initially as an unimportant sideshow, observers have begun to place a greater 
emphasis on the value of this track and to reassess its collective contribution to 

,. . 
the Arab-Israeli peace process. . . 

' I • • " 

The aim of this report is' to promote the academic discussion and raise the 
level of public awareness of this aspect of the peace process. The report consists 
of three parts. Chapters 2 and 3 examine the aims, structure and operating proce
dures of these talks. Chapters 4-8 highlight the issues under discussion and the 
progress made in each of the five working groups. Chapter 9 evaluates the role of 
the multilateral talks in the Arab-Israeli peace process and the contribution they 
have made, and the report concludes in Chapter 10 by raising a number of ques-, 
tions about the future role, functioning and management of the multilateral track. 

A stock-taking exercise of this kind, arriving at a clearer understanding of 
these talks, is of particular value in that it may illumin~te their contribution to 
the search for a comprehensive resolution of the Arab-Israeli conflict and to the 
building of a new era of regional cooperation in the Middle East, and in that it 
may offer some directions and ideas for further progress in' this task. 

I 

'' 

" 
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2 ORIGINS AND AIMS 

The multilateral talks were designed to bring together Israel, its immediate Arab 
neighbours and the wider circle of Arab states in the Gulf and the Maghreb to 
discuss issues of regional concern. The intention was to create a framework for 
dealing with non-political issues of mutual concern, in such a way that develop
ments in these areas could also serve as confidence-building measures, that might 
facilitate progress at the bilateral level. While the bilateral talks would address 
the political issues of territorial withdrawal, border demarcation, security arrange
ments and the political rights of the Palestinians, the multilaterals would pro
vide a forum for the participants to address a range of non-political issues ex
tending across national boundaries, the resolution of which is essential for the 
promotion of long-term regional development and security. Whereas the bilater
als would deal with the problems inherited from the past, the multilaterals would 
focus on the future shape of the Middle East. The need for cooperative arrange
ments to foster economic development, to preserve and enhance the supply of 
water, and to control environmental degradation is of shared interest to all the 
states in the region. Many of these issues do not demand, nor can they await, a 
comprehensive and final settlement to the Arab-Israeli conflict before they are 
addressed. 

The idea of the multilateral track is grounded in the functionalist view of 
international cooperation and peace, whereby the entwining of the states in the 
region in an ever-widening web of economic, technical and welfare inter
dependences would force them to set aside their political and/or ideological 
rivalries. The process of continuing cooperation in areas of mutual concern would 
blur long-held animosities and would create a new perception of shared needs. 
Continuous interaction would be accompanied by a learning process which would 
foster a fundamental change in attitudes and lead to a convergence of expecta
tions and the institutionalization of norms of behaviour. From progress in the 
multilaterals would emerge a vision of what real peace might entail and of the 
benefits that would accrue to all parties, thereby facilitating progress in the bilat
eral talks. Functional cooperation would eventually spill over into regional peace. 

At the same time the addition of the multilateral track to the peace process 
was also driven by practical considerations. While the primary purpose of these 
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talks was to bring together the regional parties, a secondary aim was to draw the 
international community, which had been effectively excluded from the sponsor
ship of the Madrid conference and the substantive issues under discussion in the 
bilateral negotiations, into the process. The multilaterals were designed to mar
shal the expertise, the experience and, above all, the financial resources of the 
international community to secure the foundations for a lasting and comprehen
sive settlement to the Arab-Israeli conflict. 

These broad goals were outlined by the US Secretary of State James Baker in 
his opening remarks to the organizational rneetingin Moscow in January 1992. 

It is for these reasons that we have come together- to address those issues that are 

common to the region and that do not necessarily respect national boundaries or geo

graphic boundaries. These issues can be best addressed by the concerted efforts of the 

regional parties together with the support of the international community and the 

resources and expertise that it can provide. 

What we are embarking upon here in Moscow is in no way a substitute for what 

we are trying to promote in the bilateral negotiations. Only the bilateral talks can 

address and one day resolve the basic issues of territory, security and peace which the 

parties have identified as the core elements of a lasting and comprehensive peace 

between Israel and its neighbours. 

But it is true that those bilateral negotiations do not take place in a vacuum, and 

that the condition of the region at large will affect them. In short, the multilateral talks 

are intended as a complement to the bilateral negotiations: each can and will buttress 

the other. 

The aim of the multilateral talks was the creation of a forum which would 
send a powerful signal that all the participants, regional and non-regional alike, 
were fully committed to the ending of the Arab-Israeli conflict and to the build
ing of a new set of peaceful and cooperative relations between Israel and the 
Arab world. The addition by the United States of this track to the Madrid proc
ess was an ambitious undertaking and not without risk. The widening of the 
peace process was dismissed by many as a means to placate Israel and ensure its 
participation at the Madrid conference. Bringing together Israel and all the Arab 
states of the region to discuss the problems of mutual concern and areas of future 
cooperation prior to the resolution of the core issues of the Arab-Israeli conflict 
appeared to be as naive as it was idealistic. The multilaterals ran the danger that 
instead of serving as a forum for constructive dialogue they would be used as a 
platform for protest and polemic. Failure in these talks would have a negative · 
impact on the peace process and would result in a confidence-destroying rather 
than a confidence-building exercise. 
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. Few had any real expectations ofwhat tangible and specific benefits might 
emerge from these talks. The lack of clarity in defining the specific questions that 

. the multilateral talks would address and the vagueness of the relationship be
tween the multilateral and the bilateral tracks raised serious questions about the 
value of this exercise. The three-month delay between the Madrid conference 
and the convening of the opening session in Moscow, together with the lack of 
real preparation by the participants for that meeting, only served to underline 
these doubts. However, fears that the multilaterals would quickly collapse in 
acrimony and disarray failed to materialize. 
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3 STRUCTURE OFTHE MULTILATERAL TALKS 

The opening session of the multilateral talks was held ill Moscow at the end of 
January 1992. Invitations were issued by the eo-sponsors of the peace process, 
the United States and Russia, to Lebanon, Syria, Jordan, the Palestinians (in the 
form of a joint Palestinian/Jordanian delegation as provided for in the Madrid 
formula), Israel, Egypt, Algeria, Tunisia, Morocco, Mauritania, Saudi Arabia, 
Kuwait, Bahrain, the United Arab Emirates, Qatar, Oman, Yemen, the European 
Community (to be represented at the ministerial level by the EC Presidency and 
the European Commission), Turkey, Canada, a representative of the EFTA coun
tries, Japan and China. The proceedings were boycotted by Syria and Lebanon, 
which have regarded these talks as premature and, despite constant appeals by 
all the parties to join this process, have consistently refused to attend any of the 
multilateral gatherings, arguing that the Arab states should not discuss matters 
of regional cooperation with Israel until a political settlement is reached at the 
bilateral level. Syria, in particular, has been vehement in denouncing the talks 
and has urged the Arab states to reconsider their participation as an additional 
means of pressurizing Israel into making concessions and withdrawing from the 
occupied territories.1 A Palestinian delegation arrived in Moscow but did not 
formally attend the opening session, arguing that the Madrid formula which 
excluded Palestinians from outside the occupied territories should not apply to 
the multilateral framework. In contrast to Syria and Lebanon, however, the Pal
estinians have participated in all five working groups, although they were not 
invited to join the arms control talks until the third round in May 1993. In October 
1992 the new Labour-led coalition in Israel reversed the policy of its predecessor 
government and agreed that Palestinian delegates from the diaspora should be 
allowed to attend these meetings provided that they were not members of the 
PLO or the Palestine National Council (PNC). 

In contrast to the detailed preparation and the strenuous diplomatic efforts 
that marked the Madrid conference and the bilateral negotiations in Washington, 
great uncertainty surrounded the opening multilateral meeting in Moscow. Aside . 
from the broader goals of this track, there was little idea of what specific issues 

1 For the Syrian position on the multilateral talJcs see Foreign Broadcast Information Service (FB!S)/ 
Near East and South Asia, Daily Report, 10 May 1993, p. 5. 
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would be addressed in this forum, how the meetings would be conducted and 
how the process would be managed. Unlike the Conference on Security and Co
operation in Europe (CSCE), which was preceded by six months of preparatory 
talks (the so-called Helsinki Consultations), no clear guidelines, institutional ar
rangements or rules of procedure were drawn up prior to these talks. However, 
from this shaky foundation a clear sense of meaning and direction to these talks 
has developed, and a recognizable pattern, structure and set of procedural 
modalities has emerged. The multilateral track has generated its own dynamics, 
language, rules and procedures. 

The Steering Group 
At the apex of the multilaterals stands the Steering Group, comprising the eo
sponsors (United States and Russia), the bilateral negotiating parties, that is Israel, 
Egypt, Jordan and the Palestinians, together with Saudi Arabia (representing the 
Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC)) and Tunisia (representing the Arab Maghreb 
Union (UMA)), and the European Union, Japan and Canada as lead organizers 
of the working groups. In December 1993 Norway, as chair of the Ad Hoc Liai
son Committee, which was created after the 1 October 1993 donors pledging 
conference to promote and coordinate aid to the Palestinians, was invited to join 
the Steering Group. Places have also been reserved for Syria and Lebanon once. 
they decide to join the multilateral talks. The Steering Group has met four times 
(Lisbon, May 1992; London, December 1992; Moscow, July 1993; and Tokyo, De
cember 1993), at the conclusion of each round of the multilateral working groups. 
Its primary function is to oversee the activities of the working groups and to 
effect any changes in the structure, composition and the operating procedures of 
these talks. 

The Steering Group operates, as do all meetings within the framework of the 
multilaterals, under the principle of consensus and not that of majority voting. 
The use of consensus as a mode of decision-making in multilateral gatherings 
has become increasingly prevalent and is regarded as an important technique for 
the achievement of agreement in international negotiations. The term has come 
to mean that none of the participants opposes the agreements or outcomes reached, . 
although the degree of their support for any agreement may well vary.2 The con-

2 Consensus was defined by the CSCE process as 'understood to mean the absence of any objection 
expressed by a Representative and submitted by him as constituting an obstacle to the taking of the 
decision in question'. For a discussion of consensus and multilateral negotiations see Saadia Touval, 
'Multilateral negotiation: an Analytic Approach', NegotiAtion Journal, 5, 2, April 1989, pp. 169-71. On 
the development of decisions by consensus in the Law of the Sea Conference see Barry Buzan, 'Negoti
ating by Consensus: Developments in Technique at the United Nations Conference on the Law of the 
Sea',Amnican Journal oflnternation~~llAw, 75, 2,1981, pp.324-48. For an account of consensus decision
making at the CSCE see )an Sizoo and RudolfTh. )unjens,CSCE Decision Making: The Madrid Erperimce 
(The Hague: Martinus) Nijhoff, 1984), pp. 49-75. 
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sensus approach encourages the separation of issues into more manageable com
ponents and working for incremental agreements rather than attempting to solve 
all aspects of a complex problem within one framework. The need for consensus 
means that outcomes initially reflect the lowest common denominator in areas of 
concern among the parties, while the more contentious issues are deferred to the 
later stages of the negotiating process. It is from the ability to veto decisions that 
states derive their bargaining power in multilateral negotiations. The consensus 
approach assures the introduction of an element of formal egalitarianism into 
the proceedings. This has meant, from an Israeli perspective, that the agenda for 
the multilateral talks has not been dominated by the numerical superiority of the 
Arab states. From the perspective of the ~ab states, on the other hand, the re
quirement of consensus has allowed Israel, with the tacit support of the United 
States, to dictate the running of these talks and prevent the introduction of certain 
issues. 

Although the Steering Group is the supreme body in the multilaterals, it has 
brought about few decisions and has performed an essentially passive ceremo
nial role. At each of its meetings the 'gavel-holders' (see below) of the working 
groups have presented oral summaries of progress and developments in their 
groups. The Steering Group has merely acknowledged the receipt of these re
ports and set the dates and venues for the next round of talks. The parties have 
refrained from allowing the Steering Group to play a more proactive role in guid
ing the pace and direction of the working groups. There has also been a reluc
tance to alter either the framework or the operating procedures of the multilaterals. 
Proposals for the creation of additional groups to deal with energy, human rights, 
public health and Jerusalem have not achieved the necessary level of consensus 
within the Steering Group. Similarly, the request by the Arab states that the United 
Nations be offered a seat on the Steering Group has not been accepted. 

The Steering Group has not responded sufficiently to the expansion in the 
scope and level of activities of the multilateral talks. By the end of the fourth 
round, however, the need to create a more systematic process for monitoring and 
coordinating the activities of the working groups was becoming increasingly 
apparent. In recognition of this fact a preliminary discussion was held at the 
meeting in Tokyo on the future of the multilateral talks and on what role the 
Steering Group should play in directing the process. The parties were also en
couraged to air their views on the overall long-term objectives of these talks.' 

'For Israel's contribution to this discussion see A Vasion oft he Middle EAst Oerusalem: Israel Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs, December 1993). For a grand vision for the future from an Israeli perspective see Shimon 
Peres, The New Middle EAst (Shaftesbury: Element Books, 1993). While Peres raises many ideas for fu
ture cooperation between Israel and the Arab world, he does not suggest how these ideas might be 
realized, nor does he discuss the multilateral talks in any detail. 
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These discussions were inconclusive and did not result in the adoption of any 
concrete measures. The parties did nonetheless agree on the importance of con
tinuing to discuss these issues and met at the beginning of February in Ottawa to 
develop their ideas. 

The working groups 

The multilateral talks comprise five working groups, on arms control and re
gional security, environment, refugees, regional economic development and wa
ter resources. All five groups have met for four rounds of talks since the conven
ing of the opening meeting in Moscow. (For the dates and locations of these meet
ings see Appendix 1.) The fact that these groups meet simultaneously and that 
they are referred to collectively under the rubric of the multilateral talks conveys 
the impression of unity and complementarity. In practice, however, the working 
groups differ significantly in their internal dynamics, in their composition and in 
the level of progress achieved over the past two years. There is little coordination 
in the workings of the several groups, and developments in one set of talks have 
not resulted ir) any immediate spill-over effect. 

As noted above, the working groups operate under the consensus system of 
decision-making. The sessions have been designed to allow the parties to raise 
issues and concerns without entering into adversarial bargaining positions. Em
phasis has been placed on loose informal frameworks and consensual bargains. 
No official minutes of the proceedings have been recorded. The parties have 
been careful to avoid making .the drafting of reports and formal statements the 
primary focus of the working groups. At the conclusion of each meeting the gavel
holder produces a short statement outlining in brief the nature of the discussions 
and the principal issues raised in the meeting. These statements serve as the 
basis of the gavel-holder's report to the Steering Group and are not regarded as 
formal binding documents. Even so, the drafting of these statements has not 
always been a simple task and has entailed compromises and trade-offs being 
quietly negotiated in the corridors outside the main hall as well as resort to 
deliberately imprecise and ambiguous wording. 

The gavel-holder 
The multilaterals have developed a specific terminology to describe the various 
functions and activities which to the outside observer can appear to be obscure 
and confusing. Each working group is run by a gavel-holder, who is assisted in 
this task by two or three eo-organizers. The term 'gavel-holder' was chosen to 

convey a neutral, passive role: someone who ensures the smooth running of a 
meeting, and exerts their authority only if discussions should become too dis-
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orderly. In fact, the term is a misnomer for these talks. In reality, the role of the 
gavel-holders has extended way beyond mere presiding over the plenary ses
sions: they have undertaken many of the traditional tasks involved in the chair
ing of multilateral gatherings, such as defining the agendas for the meetings, 
preparing documentation, mediating quietly, when necessary, between the par
ties, drafting the closing remarks and coordinating the running of the inter-
sessional activities. · 

The bureau 
Each working group also a contains a bureau. The bureau comprises representa
tives of the United States and Russia (as eo-sponsors), the gavel-holder and eo
organizers of the group, and representatives of the country hosting the next 
plenary session. The term 'bureau' usually implies some permanent or semi
permanent institutional arrangement which is responsible for coordinating ac
tivities and for producing documentation necessary for the effective running of 
meetings. In the case of the multilaterals, however, it is simply an ad hoc body 
which convenes shortly before each round of talks solely to discuss the logistical 
arrangements of the forthcoming meeting. 

The inter-sessionals 
The real work of the multilaterals, especially since the third round, is not con
ducted in the plenary meetings of the working groups but has been undertaken 
in the inter-sessionals which occur between the meetings. This term <:overs a vast 
range of activities, ranging from joint visits and workshops, through to the prepa
ration of feasibility studies for various projects. 

The shepherds 
The various inter-sessional activities are organized primarily by the extra-regional 
parties who act as 'shepherds' for these projects and have taken on the respon
sibility for directing these activities.• The idea of a 'shepherd' conjures up a mixed 
set of images. Often a shepherd is seen as sitting on the sidelines quietly tending 
his flock. At the same time, his flock will only move forward once it has been 
pushed in the right direction. It is the second of these images that best conveys the 
role of the 'shepherds' in the multilateral talks. The extra-regional parties have 

• In the working group on the environment Jordan acts as 'shepherd' for environmental education in 
the region, while Egypt has taken on the responsibility for promoting the sharing of information and 
data in the economic development talks. All the other activities are shepherded by extra-regional parties. 
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played a critical role in promoting the v.lrious spheres of activities agreed upon in 
the working groups. The element of success and progress, or the lack of it, in the 
numerous projects has been a direct outcome of the commitment, effort and re
sources offered by the international community in support of these activities. 
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4 THEWORKING GROUP ON WATER RESOURCES 

It appears equally clear that along with other outstanding issues of the Palestine dis

pute - compensation, repatriation, Jerusalem, boundaries.- there is a fifth element, 

water, which must be considered as we approach a final settlement' 

In the arid, drought-prone conditions of the Middle East, cooperation over the 
management, enhancement and sharing of water resources ought to be an area 
of mutual interest to all the parties in the region. Shared water needs have not, 
however, drawn states together into cooperative arrangements. Instead, compe
tition over water has been a source of conflict in the region. From its inception, 
the riparian dispute over access to the water resources of the Jordan basin has 
been an integral element of the Arab-Israeli conflict. Given the importance of 
this scarce resource and its potential as a focus for future conflict, the issue of 
water has figured prominently in the bilateral negotiations and has warranted 
inclusion in the multilateral talks as the subject of a separate working group.• 

The United States acts as the gavel-holder for this working group, with the 
European Union and Japan serving as eo-organizers. The group has met four 
times, in Vienna in May 1992, in Washington in September 1992, in Geneva in 
April1993, and in Beijing in November 1993. The fifth round of talks, scheduled 
for late spring 1994, will be hosted by Oman. While all the parties have recog
nized that levels of water wastage in the region are high, that the supply of water 
does not match the ever-increasing consumption demands, and that water quality 
has been deteriorating, the achievements of the working group have been few. 

From the outset, the running of this group has been fraught with a number of 
difficulties. Two issues in particular have hampered progress. First, the absence 

' US Department of State Position Paper, 4 May 1953, quoted in Miriam Lowi, 'Bridging the Cap: 
Transboundary Resource Disputes and the Case of West Bank Water',lntenrationa/Serurity, 18, 1, Sum
mer 1993, p. 113. 
'For a discussion of the competition over water as a source of international conflict see Peter H. Cleich, 
'Water and Conflict',lnternational Security,18, 1, Summer 1993, pp. 79-112. For an excellent recent study 
of the Jordan waters dispute and of previous efforts to promote functional arrangements see Miriam R. 
Lowi, Water and Power: The Politics of a Scarce Resource in the Jordan River Basin (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1993). See also David M. Wishart, The Breakdown of the Johnston Negotiation< over 
the Jordan Waters',Middle East Studies, 26, 4, 1990, pp. 536-46 and Sara Rueger, 'Controversial W..ters: 
Exploitation of the Jordan River, 1950-SO',Midd/e East Studies, 29, 1, 1993, pp. 53-90. 
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of Syria and Lebanon from these talks has effectively limited the number of areas 
of potential cooperation and has precluded any discussion of the waters of the 
Jordan basin. Second, these talks have floundered over the inclusion of water 
rights as an agenda item. To the chagrin of the Israelis, the Arab states - most 
notably Jordan and the Palestinians - have insisted on addressing this question 
in the multilaterals.7 The sharp differences between Israel and the Arabs over 
this issue dominated the first three rounds and almost brought the talks to a halt 
in Geneva in April1993. It was only following quiet negotiations held in May, 
prior to the meeting of the refugee working group in Oslo, that the differences 
between Israel and the Palestinians were resolved. Irl a document signed by the 
two parties Israel agreed to the setting-up of a working group in the bilateral 
negotiations to discuss the issue of water rights. In return, the Palestinians with
drew their threat to boycott the inter-sessional activities of the water group. Even 
during the fourth round of talks in Beijing this issue continued to permeate many 
of the discussions, in spite of the agenda drawn up by Israel and Jordan, and in 
spite of the inclusion of the question of water rights in the Declaration of Princi
ples, which calls for a water development programme that will include 'studies 
and plans on water rights for each party'. 

The experience of the working group on water highlights the difficulty in 
separating the 'low politics' functional issues surrounding the use of water from 
the 'high politics' of the Arab-Israeli conflict. The riparian dispute is not simply 
about water but has become intimately bound up with the larger political con
flict. Progress towards finding solutions to the problem of water at the multi
lateral level will therefore remain problematic until a positive resolution of the 
political conflict is secured.8 

Restricted by the absence of Syria and Lebanon and hindered by the issue of 
· water rights, the working group has confined its activities to developing strate
gies for managing and increasing the supply of water in the region. In the first 
meeting in Vienna, it agreed upon four areas as a starting point for discussion: (1) 
enhancement of data availability; (2) enhancing water supply; (3) water manage
ment and conservation; and (4) concepts of regional cooperation and management. 

Enhancement of data availability 

At the meeting in Beijing agreement was reached on the need to establish a re
gional data bank to increase the availability of water data and facilitate its ex
change between the parties in the region. Several inter-sessional activities were 
agreed upon with this goal in mind: a US-EU proposal for a visit by a team of 

'For the Palestinian position on the question of water rights see FBIS/Near East and South Asia, DDily 
&port, 18 May 1992, p. 2, and 21 September 1992, pp. 5-7. 
1 For a fuller and more developed discussion of this argument see Lowi, Water and Power. 
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experts to consult on data collection issues; a study tour of river basins in France; 
and a workshop on the standardization of methodologies and formats for data 
collection. It was also decided to initiate a hydrological mapping of the sources 
of the Jordan river. 

Enhancing water supply 

A number of activities have been agreed upon in this field. Japan is conducting a 
feasibility study for a brackish water desalination plant in Jordan, while the Eu
ropean Union is undertaking a similar project in the Gaza Strip. Canada has 
produced a literature review on water technologies. An Omani proposal for a 
survey of the current status of desalination research and technology was accepted 
by the meeting in Beijing. Oman has also offered to establish a regional centre for 
research on the problems of desalination. The Beijing meeting also agreed to a 
Canadian proposal for the installation of rainwater catchment systems in Gaza. 
The installation of these systems will mark the implementation of the first concrete 
project by this working group. 

Water management and conservation 
A number of workshops have been organized in this area. Austria has run a 
seminar on water technologies in arid and semi-arid regions with special refer
ence to the Middle East, while the United States has organized two seminars on 
the treatment of waste-water in small communities and on dry lands agriculture. 
The World Bank has undertaken to carry out surveys of water conservation in 
the West Bank, Gaza and Jordan 

Concepts of regional cooperation and management 

The United Nations is organizing a seminar which will examine various models 
for regional cooperation and management, while the United States is planning a 
workshop on weather forecasting. The working group has adopted a compre
hensive plan for the training of professional water personnel in the region. Finally, 
Jordan has proposed that the working group should initiate discussions for the 
setting of a 'water charter' for the Middle East which would define the princi
ples for regional cooperation and would serve as a mechanism for resolving dif
ferences on this subject. 
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5 THEWORKING GROUP ON REFUGEES 

. The decision to establish a working group on refugees was, made shortly before 
the opening meeting in Moscow, in response to the demands of the Palestinians. 
This group is 'gavelled' by Canada, with the United States, the European Union 
and Japan acting as eo-organizers. It has met four times, in Ottawa in May and 
November 1992, in Oslo in May 1993 and in Tunis in October 1993. The fifth 
round of talks, scheduled for spring 1994, will be hosted by Egypt. 

The inclusion within the framework of the multilateral talks of a working 
group focusing on the needs of the Palestinian refugees appears, at first glance, 

;to be puzzling.9 Given the political nature of this problem, the issue can only be 
resolved in the negotiations at the bilateral level. Indeed, Article V of the Decla
ration of Principles states explicitly that the refugee question will be discussed in 
the permanent status negotiations between Israel and the Palestinians. Article 
XII also calls for the setting up of a joint Israeli-Palestinian-Jordanian-Egyptian 
committee which will decide upon 'the modalities for the admission of persons 
displaced from the West Bank and Gaza Strip in 1967'. At the same time, many of 
the issues relating to the welfare and living conditions of the Palestinian refugees 
are technical and complex and require the expertise and resources of the interna
tional community. In this respect, they can only be addressed within a multilat
eral framework. Furthermore, while the future of the Palestinian refugees can be 
decided only through direct negotiations between Israeland the PLO, the out
come of any agreements reached will affect all the states in the region. 

Not surprisingly, given the sensitivity of this issue and the widely divergent 
starting points of Israel and the Palestinians, the functioning of this working group 
has been problematic. The Palestinians saw the group as a forum for addressing . 
the substantive concerns and the political rights of the refugees. Israel, on the 
other hand, regarded discussion of the humanitarian aspects and the improve
ment in the welfare of the refugees solely as a confidence-building measure and 

'Tilis working group has focused exclusively on the question of the Palestinian refugees and has been, 
in practice, another forum for Israeli-Palestinian negotiations. It has not addressed the problems of 
other, i.e. non-Palestinian, refugees in the region, nor the wider questions of migration patterns in the 
Middle East. 
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not as a substantive issue. Controversy, especially during the opening two rounds, 
surrounded two issues: first, the participation in these talks of Palestinians from 
outside the occupied territories; second, the inclusion of family reunification as 
an item on the agenda, an issue which is central to the question of the refugees 
per se and not just to their overall welfare. Israel has regarded this item with deep 
suspicion and has viewed it as a potential back door for the discussion of the 
Palestinians' 'right to return'. 1° For the Palestinians, progress on this issue is both 
a substantive matter and an important confidence-building measure. 

The first two rounds of talks in Ottawa were plagued by a procedural dispute 
centring on the composition of the Palestinian delegation. Israel boycotted the 
first meeting because of the presence in the delegation of Palestinians from out
side the territories, which it saw as directly contravening the terms of the Ma
drid conference." Under a compromise agreement brokered by Egypt's foreign 
minister Amr Mousa at the beginning of October 1992, the new Labour govern
ment in Israel agreed to the participation of Palestinians from the diaspora pro
vided that they were not members of the PLO or the PNC and that the issue of 
the 'right to return' was not raised. To the consternation of the Israelis, the Pales
tinian delegation for the second round was headed by Dr Muhammad Hallaj, a 
long-standing member of the PNC, resulting in their boycotting the proceedings 
again. Fortunately, after a day of intense negotiations, the discovery that Hallaj's 
membership of the PNC had lapsed in 1991 brought this procedural impasse to 
an end. The delay, however, left only half a day for discussion. 

Nonetheless, in spite of these wranglings, the first two meetings succeeded in 
drawing up an agenda of seven items which have formed the basis of the inter
sessional activities of this working group. The first item focuses on the collation 
of data on refugees~ The second addresses the question of family reunification. 
The final five items relate to the improving of the welfare of Palestinian refugees: 
human resources development, job creation and vocational training, public health, 
child welfare, and economic and social infrastructure. 

Data bases 
Work in this area, which is being coordinated by Norway, arises from the recog
nition of the need to expand and update existing data bases on refugees and to 
establish well-organized, accessible and objective data on the refugee commu
nity. The provision of reliable data on the Palestinian population is essential to 
the efficient planning and coordination of policy-making studies. At the third 

1° For a discussion of the Palestinian 'right to return' see Rashid Khalidi, "Observation on Right of 
Return', Jounuz/ of Ptzleslini! Studies, 21, 2, 1992, pp. 29-40. . 
11 Israel also refused to participate in the first meeting of the Regional and Economic Development 
Working Group for the same reason. 
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round of talks, the working group received a report on the findings of a study 
undertaken in July 1992 by FAFO, the Institute for Applied Social Science in Oslo, 
on living conditions in the occupied territories. This was followed at the end of 
September 1993 by a seminar of experts held in Oslo in order to analyse the 
findings of the study and to submit a series of recommendations. Given the rap
idly changing conditions in the occupied territories, the FAFO carried out a sec
ond survey in November 1993 to update its report. These data will be made 
available to the newly established Palestinian Bureau of Statistics (PBS). The 
working group has also underlined the need for data on the living conditions of 
Palestinian refugees elsewhere in the region, especially in Jo~dan, Syria and Leba
non; and agreement has been reached, in principle, for FAFO to undertake a 
similar survey in Jordan. 

The second project in this area is the compilation by the EU of a comprehen
sive inventoty of projects relevant to refugees. 

Family reunification 
Aside from the issue of representation at the table, the main point of contention 
in the working group has been the question of family reunification. In order to 
bridge the gap between the sides, the French diplomat Bemard Bajolet visited 
the Middle East at the end of April 1993 to clarify the views of Egypt, Jordan, 
Israel and the Palestinians on this issue. Following his preliminaty report to the 
third round in Oslo, the working group issued Bajolet with a mandate to make a 
second visit to the region and to submit a set of proposals to the fourth meeting 
in Tunis. Following his deliberations, Bajolet outlined a number of recommenda
tions. These included: 

• increasing the number of beneficiaries of family reunification; 
• improvement and greater transparency of Israeli procedures; 
• measures to facilitate reunification; 
• measures to widen the field of applications for family reunification; 
• measures to prevent the appearance of new cases of family separation. 

Several of Bajolet's proposals have already been accepted by Israel. At a press 
conference during the meeting in Tunis, Israel's deputy foreign minister, Yossi 
Beilin, announced that Israel had agreed to process 2,000 cases each year, a four
fold increase: a move which will benefit 5,000 Palestinians. Israel has indicated 
that it is willing to make available texts governing its procedures and its criteria 
for family reunification. In future family reunification will apply systematically 
to spouses, children under the age of sixteen and serious humanitarian cases. 
Israel also informed Bajolet that it would reduce significantly the time taken to 
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process applications from an average of one year at present to a maximum of 
three months. 

The working group also accepted Bajolet's recommendation that an inter
sessional sub-working group, composed of jurists and relevant experts, be estab
lished to define the concept of the family within the Middle East and thereby 
assist in determining the criteria for family reunification. This group will meet in 
Tunis and submit a set of proposals to the next plenary session. 

The achievements of the Bajolet mission should not be overstated. They fall 
far short of the expectations and aspirations of the Palestinians. At the same time 
they should not be dismissed. The progress made by Bajolet reflects the benefits 

·· of 'fractionation' - breaking down problem areas into their constituent parts -
and the value of third party mediation.12 This piecemeal approach not only offers 
the parties a greater familiarity with the subject matter but also provides them 
with gradually increasing competence and confidence in the negotiating process. 

- The welfare of Palestinian refugees 
There have been few substantive developments on the final five agenda items of 
the refugee working group. Indeed, all these issues overlap directly with the 
activities of the Working Group on Regional Economic Development (the United 
States is acting as shepherd for training programmes in both of these working 
groups), as well as with the work of the World Bank Trust Fund, which was set 
up after the donors pledging conference of 1 October 1993 in order to direct 
funds and technical assistance to Gaza and the West Bank. In the field of human 
resource development and vocational training, the United States has provided 
training courses in public administration for over 100 Palestinians from the occu
pied territories. It has also provided funding for paramedical training in Gaza, 
though this was in the context of a special $1 million contribution to UNWRA for 
the West Bank and Gaza. Italy has offered to hold a workshop to assess the pri
orities and public health needs of Palestinian refugees. Sweden has agreed to act 
as shepherd in the area of child welfare, while the European Union has offered to 
host a joint inter-sessional workshop together with representatives from the other 
multilateral working groups to evaluate the economic and social infrastructure 
needs of the refugee community. 

The meagre level of activities and the duplication of efforts raise serious ques
tions about the continuing value of maintaining a separate and distinct working 
group on refugees. 

12 See ]effrey Z. Rubin, 'Third-Party Rolei: Mediation in International Environmental Disputes', in Gunnar 
Sjostedt (ed.), International Environmental Negotiation (London: Sage, 1993), pp. 275-90, and ]acob 
Bercovitch, 'Mediators and Mediation Strategies in International Relations', Negotiation /o11mal, 8, 2, 
April1992, pp. 99-112. 
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6 THEWORKING GROUP ON ARMS CONTROLAND 
REGIONAL SECURITY 

The idea of arms control is not foreign to the Arab-Israeli conflict. Throughout 
the history of the conflict Egypt, Syria, Jordan and Israel have agreed to a variety 
of arms control and confidence-building measures in respect of the disengage
ment of their forces, demilitarization, limitation of forces agreements and mili
tary-to-military contacts in mixed armistice commissions. These measures, how
ever, have been limited and modest in scope and have been applied in specific 
contexts, usually in the aftermath of hostilities between the sides. Arms control 
measures also played an integral part in developing the peace process between 
Egypt and Israel, and a number of specific provisions were incorporated to 
underwrite the Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty. 

Until recently, however, the idea of exploring arms control possibilities in a 
broader context as a mechanism for advancing regional security in the Middle 
East has been dismissed as being, at best, foolhardy and irrelevant. The political 
conditions prevailing in the region have not been regarded as conducive to the 
successful application of concepts such as mutual, collective or cooperative secu
rity. National security has been perceived as a zero-sum game, wherein gains for 
one side have been seen as a potential threat by other states. States have pursued 
their national security interests primarily through the expansion and moderniza
tion of their military forces. There has been little recognition that arms control or 
arms reductions and the search for political agreements in this area would serve 
either national or mutual interests. Arms control has been seen as a means of 
hindering the military capabilities of states and has therefore been regarded as 
potentially undermining rather than enhancing their security needs.U 

The geostrategic and geopolitical realities of the region have also been re
garded as being unfavourable for arms control. The Middle East is characterized 

"For a discussion on arms control and the Middle East see Alan Platt (ed.),Anns Control Rttd Confidence 
Building in the Middl~ Etlst (Boulder: Westview, 1990); Cerry Steinberg, The History of Arms Control in 
the Middle East', inAvi Beker (ed.),AnnsControl Without Glasnost: BuildingConfidaruitt tlrr Middl~ U.st 
Oen~salem: Israel Council of Foreign Relations, 1993), pp. 7-28; Mark Helle~ 'Middle East Security and 
Arms Control', in Steven L. Spiegel (ed.), The ATilb-lsraeli Sezzrch for Pezzce (Boulder: Lynne Rienner, 1992), 
pp. 129-38; Alan Platt, 'Arms Control in the Middle East', in Spiegel (ed.), Tht ATilb-l.<Tileli S~arch for 
P~ace, pp. 139-SO; Abdel Monem Said Aly. 'Arms Control and the Resolution of the Arab-Israeli Con
flict: An Arab Perspective', in Spiegel (ed.), The Anlb-lsrRtli S...rchfor Pezzct, pp. 151-7. 
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by a number of )ong"standing and bit,ter historicalr~~lrie~. Unlike .tile. Cpld War 
in Europe, where a clear and defined military stjtnd~off existed between the two 
military blocs, NATO and the Warsaw Pact, states in the MiddleEast fate rnulti-

. pie threats to their security from their neighbours. No single central balance of 
power exists in the region. Instead there are a number of overlapping balances of 
power at work. Consequently, states have been locked into a myriad mutually 
reinforcing conflicts. Potential political and military developments in each of these 
conflicts feed directly into the strategic calculations of all parties in the region. 
These multiple balances of power have resulted in a lack of basic parity in the 
force levels. and structures of the armies of the region an.d have led to massive 
asymmetries in the quantity and quality of weaponry possessed by states. Nor 
are. the geographical and political parameters of the region clearly defined. The 
actions of states located even at the periphery of the region, such as Turkey and 
Pakistan, have repercussions for all actors. in the Middle East.14 These factors 
have made the Widespread and systematic application of arms control measures 
to the Middle East in the past neither feasible nor desirable.· At the same time, 
they also serve to underline the pressing need to address security concerns in a 
regional context and not solely on a bilateral basis. 

The Working Group on Arms Control and Regional Security marks the offi
cial launch, for the first time in the history of the Middle East, of a regional arms 
control process. This working group is 'gavelled' by the eo-sponsors to the peace 
process, the United States and Russia, and has held four rounds of talks, two in 
Washington and two in Moscow. The fifth round, scheduled for April1994, will 
be hosted by Qatar. Unlike the other working groups, the attendance at these 
meetings of states from outside the region has been restricted. Originally, Israel 
wanted only the two eo-sponsors and the regional parties to participate. After 
the first round, the membership of the working group was expanded to include 
Australia, Canada, China, India, Japan, Turkey, Ukraine, a representative from 
the European Union and a representative from the EFTA countries. It was not 
until the third round, held in Washington in May 1993, that Israel agreed to the 
participation of the Pales~ans and a delegation from the United Nations. The 
question of allowing all the member states of the European Union to become 
members of this working group has ~een raised several times over the past two 

7 years, most recently at the meeting of the Steering Group in December 1993, but, 
so far, no agreement has been reached on this issue. Since May 1993, however, 
several European states have hosted some of the inter-sessional activities which 
have become an integral element of this working group. 

"See Geoffrey Kemp and Shelley A. Stahl, TM Control uJ the Middle E115t Anns Rllce {Washington, DC: 
Camegie Endowment for lntemational Peace, 1991), pp. lS-46 and 131-48. 
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The first two rounds of talks, held in May and September 1992, were con
ducted in seminar form and were designed to familiarize the participants with 
the general issues and the background to arms control and confidence-building 
measures, particularly in relation to the US-Soviet and European experiences. 
During these meetings the parties from the region were encouraged to air their 
general views concerning regional security and to explore avenues for potential 
cooperation. Not surprisingly, the discussions, both formal and informal, dis
played wide discrepancies between the evaluation of military capabilities and 
threat perceptions among the participants. 

From the outset the proposals and concepts presented by Israel and the Arab 
states have differed sharply, especially in respect of the question of nuclear weap
ons. The Arab states, led by Egypt, have focused on the need to address the 
problem of weapons of mass destruction in the region and have sought to place 
the question of Israel's nuclear capability on the agenda. While accepting the 
need for confidence-building mechanisms, the Arab states have argued forcibly 
that the discussion of this issue should not be ignored and have defined it as an 
important confidence-building measure.15 Israel has turned a deaf ear to this argu
ment. The Israeli approach is diametrically opposite to the Arab position and has 
centred on the necessity of developing a set of confidence-building measures 
such as the pre-notification of large-scale military exercises, the development of 
hotlines, and crisis prevention mechanisms and verification procedures. Restraints 
on strategic systems and the issue of nuclear weapons are seen as the last stage in 
the process.16 

The position of the United States, which has orchestrated these talks, has to a 
large extent mirrored the Israeli approach. In his opening address to the organi
zational meeting in Moscow in January 1992, Baker stressed the need for an 
incremental step-by-step approach to arms control, with some initial modest 
confidence-building measures. 

" For a discussion on the differing approaches of Israel and the Arab states on this question see Shai 
Feldman,"The New Arms Control Agenda', in Beker (ed.),Arrns Control Witlwut Clasnost: Building Con-
fid.mce i11 tht Middle East, pp. 3()...56and Gerry Steinberg, 'Conflicting Approaches to Arms Control and 
CSBMS in the Middle East: Finding a Common Ground', paper presented at the IGCC Conference on 
the Middle East Multilateral Talks, UCLA, June 1993. See also Yezid Sayigh, 'Middle Eastern Stability 
and the Proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction', in Efraim Karsh, MartinS. Navias and Philip 
Sabin (eds), Non-Conw11tional Weapons Proliferation in tire Middle East (Oxford: Oarendon Press, 1993), 
pp. 179-204. 
11 For the official Israeli view on the arms control talks see Yossi Beilin, A VISion of tire Middle East Oeru
salem: Israel Ministry of Foreign Affairs, December 1993), pp. 22-3. For a discussion and details of 
these talks in the Israeli press see Aluf Ben. 'A Preferred Company but in the Black Usts', Ha'aretz, 14 
September 1992; Ze'ev Schiff, 'A Test in the Red Sea', Ha'aretz, 8 September 1992. See al•o Ha'aretz, 20 
September 1992;21 May 1993; 10 November 1993. 
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In the first instance, we envision offering the regional parties our thinking about po
tential approaches to arms control. drawing on a vast reservoir of experience stem
ming from attempts to regulate military competition in Europe and other regions. 
From this base, the group might move forward to considering a set of modest confi

dence-building or transparency measures covering notifications of selected military
related activities and crisis prevention communications. The purpose would be to 

lessen the prospects fnr incidents and miscalculation that could lead to heightened 
competition or even conflict.'7 

The assessment of the United States is that the political conditions within the 
Middle East are not yet ripe, and that the bilateral Arab-Israeli talks have not 
advanced sufficiently, for securing the cooperation of the states in serious efforts 
to control the spread of conventional and non-conventional weapons in the re
gion. The raising of these issues at such an early stage in the process, it believes, 
would only be damaging and counterproductive. Accordingly it has refrained, 
so far, from introducing the May 1991 Bush arms control initiative for the Middle 
East for discussion in these talks. 

Inter-sessional activities 
During the third round of talks in May 1993 consensus was reached on the need 
to expand the scope of the working group, to increase the frequency of contacts 
in between the plenary sessions and to initiate a more focused set of activities. To 
this end, a programme of twelve inter-sessional activities was agreed upon. 

Visits have been made: 

• to observe an airbase in the United Kingdom; 
• to observe a NATO military exercise in Denmark; 
• to a military communications facility in the Hague. 

Workshops have been held on the following topics: 

• verification mechanisms (held in Cairo); 
• communication measures (with the Netherlands as 'shepherd'); 
• the exchange of military information and the pre-notification of military 

exercises (with Turkey as 'shepherd'); 

11 Quoted in Shai Feldman, The New AnnsControlAgenda', in Beker (ed.),Anns Control Witlwut Glasrwst, 
p.54. 
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• long-term arms control objectives and declaratory measures (with the 
United States and Russia as 'shepherds'); 

• on maritime measures (with Canada as 'shepherd'). 

Other activities (coordinated by the United States and Russia) have been: 

• the compilation and analysis of arms control proposals for the Middle East; 
• an analysis of the various confidence-building measures in arms control; 
• an analysis of the geographic scope of the Middle East for arms control and 

regional security measures; 
• the study of a centre for conflict prevention. 

The fourth round of talks, held in November 1993, reviewed the inter-sessional 
activities which had taken place since the previous plenary session and drew up 
a programme of further inter-sessional activities. It also decided to adopt a two 
track-approach to these activities, dividing the issues under discussion into two 
'baskets'. The first 'basket' will focus on operational activities and will include 
workshops and follow-up activities regarding communications, information ex
change and maritime measures. The long-term objectives in the realm of disar
mament, arms control and regional security, verification measures and the estab
lishment of a conflict prevention centre will be dealt with in the second 'basket'. 

The working group also agreed to pursue a further set of activities in addition 
to the ones already embarked upon. Russia offered to assist in the development 
of an arms control data bank to be made available for the parties in the region. 
The European Union offered the use of the communications network infrastruc
ture of the CSCE, located in The Hague, in order to facilitate the work of the 
group. The parties also agreed to expand their activities in the area of arms con
trol verification, including work on verification models, demonstrations and visits 
to verification facilities. 

The modest progress of the arms control and regional security working group 
has been limited by the absence of key regional actors. Syria and Lebanon have 
boycotted all the sessions of these talks. Equally important, Iraq, Iran and Libya 
have not been invited to participate in these meetings and will need to be drawn 
into the process at some point in the future. The absence of these states under
scores the embryonic nature of this process and the limited outcomes that it can 
be expected to produce at this early stage. That said, the existence of this work
ing group, which is itself an important confidence-building measure, is a signifi
cant first step in helping facilitate communication between the parties, in shifting 
long-held, ingrained attitudes and in exploring the possibilities for the application 
of arms control to the Middle East. 
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7 THE WORKING GROUP ON THE ENVIRONMENT 

In recent years, threats to, and the need to protect, environmental quality have 
moved from a rather low position on the international agenda to the forefront of 
world politics. The transborder nature of environmental issues has resulted in a 
redefinition of political space and requires the collaboration and cooperation of 
states. In response, the international community has created a number of ar
rangements and institutions and a new body of international law to manage these 
shared problems. At the national level, environment agencies have been set up 
anci environmental legislation passed, and the public have been made aware of 
the need for environmental protection. These efforts have been forward-looking 
and extensive, and have recognized the multiple interdependences between 
environmental issues. 

The creation of a working group on the environment as part of the Middle 
East peace process is a reflection of this growing international concern and a 
recognition that multilateral cooperation is essential if any headway is to be made 
on the plethora of environmental problems facing the region. Japan has taken on 
the responsibility for this group as the gavel-holder, with the European Union 
and the United States serving as eo-organizers. The group has met four times, in 
Tokyo in May 1992, in The Hague in September 1992, in Tokyo in May 1993, and 
in Cairo in November 1993. The fifth round of talks, scheduled for late spring 
1994, will be hosted again by the Netherlands. 

A shared perception of the need for collective action has resulted in these 
talks being conducted in a positive and constructive atmosphere. On the second 
day of the 1993 meetings in Tokyo and Cairo the parties convened in a series of 
smaller sessions to discuss specific areas of cooperation in greater depth. These 
informal sessions were led by the European Union on the management on the 
east Mediterranean coastal area, by Italy on solid waste management, by Japan 
on producing an environmental code of conduct, by the US on waste-water treat
ment for small communities, by the World Bank on desertification and by Jordan 
on environmental education. 

While the notion of collective goods has been apparent in these talks, there 
have also been two areas of friction between Israel and the Arab states. The first 
was the demand by the Palestinians during the first three rounds for the setting-
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up of a Palestinian agency for the protection of the environment. While Israel 
was prepared to acknowledge the need for training programmes in the occupied 
territories, it was not prepared to accept the creation of an agency, via the 
multilaterals, which would be regarded as a national authority by the Palestin
ians. A clumsily worded compromise was found whereby the working group 
noted the growing need for 'more effective and structured implementation of 
institutions and capacity building efforts by the regional parties including the 
West Bank and Gaza'. The issue ceased being a bone of contention with the sign
ing of the Declaration of Principles, which calls for the establishment of a Pales
tinian Environmental Authority (Article VII). 

The second area of controversy has centred on the desire of the Arab states, 
led by Egypt, to include radioactive waste and pollution on the agenda. Much to 
the consternation of Israel, which is unwilling to discuss nuclear issues in any 
form, this issue was raised at the meeting in Cairo. In the absence of any consen
sus and in the light of the unyielding opposition of Israel, no reference was made 
to this subject in the concluding remarks of the gavel-holder. This omission caused 
considerable disquiet among the Arab states, resulting in the final session 

. overrunning by three hours in their attempt, ultimately unsuccessful, to amend 
the closing statement of the meeting.18 

The agenda of the environment talks covers four main areas: maritime polh.i
tion; environmental management; water quality, sewage and waste management; 
and desertification. 

Maritime pollution 
At the meeting in Cairo there was strong support for an Egyptian proposal to set 
up a regional centre for coordinating marine disaster and emergency prepared
ness. As a first step it was agreed that emergency response facilities would be set 
up in the northern half of the Gulf of Aqaba in Nuweibah and Aqaba, and that 
the existing facility in Eilat would be improved. In addition Israel, Egypt and 
Jordan agreed to formulate a programme for oil-spill contingency planning. The 
preparation of this project will be funded by the European Union. The World 
Bank also reported to the Cairo meeting on an environment action plan based on. 
its study of the Gulf of Aqaba.19 

A number of other inter-sessional activities have taken place in this field. Ja
pan has run a seminar on maritime disaster prevention Gune 1993), the United 

11 For reporl• on the fourth round of talks held in Cairo see FBlS/Near East and South Asia, D4ily 
&pori, 17 November 1993, pp. 2-3 and 18 November 1993, pp. 3-4. 
"For an excellent study of the environmental problems in the Gulf of Aqaba see Protecting the Gulf A 
Region4/ EnvironmentQ/ Cluz1lenge(Washington, IX: Environmental Law Institute, 1993). 
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States has hosted a workshop on hazardous material accidents (February 1993) 
and the European Union is undertaking a project for the integrated management 
of the eastern Mediterranean coastal area. 

Environmental management 
A number of inter-sessional activities have been organized in this sphere. Japan 
has proposed drawing up an environmental code of conduct for the region, and 
a seminar will be held in Cairo for the regional parties to explore this idea. The 
United States has announced its willingness to eo-sponsor, together with Egypt, 
a workshop on environmental monitoring and quality control, while the Nether-. 
lands is preparing an environmental profile of the Gaza Strip. There is wide
spread agreement among all the parties on the need for increasing public aware-

' ness and environmental knowledge in the region, and Jordan's proposal for es-
tablishing a regional centre for environmental education has received strong sup
port in the working group. As a first step Canada has donated literature and 
educational material for this project. 

Water quality, sewage and waste management 
A number of workshops have been suggested in this field. Italy has offered to 
host a seminar on solid waste management and Japan announced that it would 
organize a workshop on industrial pollution control technologies. In conjunction 
with the working group on water, the United States held a workshop on waste
water treatment for small communities during summer 1993. 

Desertification 
During the Cairo meeting, the World Bank presented a proposal to control natu
ral resource degradation in arid lands in the Middle East. This proposal has re
ceived widespread support from all sides. In this connection Japan informed the 
meeting that it would contribute $530,000 to support this project. 

, I 
' ' 
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8 THEWORKING GROUP ON REGIONAL ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT 

The working group on regional economic development (REDWG) is the largest 
of the five groups both in terms of participation and in terms of the number of 
projects and inter-sessional activities generated. The European Union acts as gavel
holder for this group, with the United States and Japan serving as eo-organizers. 
It has met four times, in Brussels in May 1992, in Paris in October 1992, in Rome 
in May 1993, and in Copenhagen in November 1993. The fifth round of talks, 
scheduled for late spring 1994, will be hosted by Morocco. 

By its very nature this group has the widest scope for developing areas of 
future cooperation between states in the Middle East and the greatest potential 
for effecting real change in the living conditions of the peoples of the region. The 
purpose of this working group reflects most fully the long-term goal of the mul
tilateral talks, namely the creating of a new set of mutually beneficial relations 
between the parties and the building of a new era of economic prosperity for the 
region as a whole. The underlying premise for this working group is to be found 
in the functionalist thesis that the rewards of economic cooperation will drive 
the search and strengthen the foundations for political agreements. By becoming 
entwined in an ever-widening web of economic, technical and welfare inter
dependences, states are forced to set aside their political and/or ideological dif
ferences. 

Effectively excluded from the bilateral negotiations and the arms control talks, 
the European Union has been active in promoting ideas and ventures for future 
economic cooperation between the parties of the region. During the first three 
rounds of these talks a list of ten spheres of activity was drawn up and 'shep- . 
herds' were assigned to take responsibility for the running of these projects in 
these areas. (These are listed below, each with the name of the shepherd country 
in parenthesis.) In order to finance these activities, the European Community 
announced at the meeting in Rome that it would allocate $6 million for the prepa
ration of feasibility studies and other actions. The majority of these projects focus 
either on infrastructure development or on exploring areas of sectoral coordina
tion. At the same time, the European Union has taken the lead in encouraging the 
regional parties to explore ideas about the future long-term nature of their eco
nomic relations and to develop a vision of potential institutional mechanisms 
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and arrangements to foster ties and economic growth. To this end, the EC con
vened an informal session at the end of the Rome meeting for the regional parties 
to air their views. 

The fourth round of talks took place shortly after the signing of the Declara
tion of Principles between Israel and the Palestinians. In the light of the break
through at the bilateral level there was an overwhelming recognition in Copen
hagen of the need to intensify the workings of the REDWG to ensure that its 
activities would not become marginalized. Accordingly the group adopted the 
'Copenhagen Action Plan' which outlines thirty~three different ventures (see 
Appendix 2). In order to facilitate the quick implementation of this action plan 
the European Union allocated a further $9.2 million for ·the preparation of stud
ies and the running of workshops. 

While the primary focus of the working group has been on fostering coopera
tion at the regional level, it has also been an important forum for addressing the 
economic needs of the Palestinians. At the Paris meeting in October 1992, in res
ponse to an initiative by the European Community, the World Bank was asked to 
produce a report on the economy of the occupied territories and to draw up a list 
of priority projects to overcome the infrastructural restraints to cooperation in 
the region. After a year of intensive consultations involving several visits to the 
region, the World Bank submitted its findings to the meeting in Copenhagen.20 It 
is noteworthy that the report on the occupied territories, which now forms the 
basis for directing $2.4 billion of financial aid pledged to the Palestinians by the 
donors conference held in Washington on 1 October 1993, was commissioned 
within the context of the multilateral talks and not the bilateral negotiations. The 
mechanism for directing this assistance to the Palestinians has been a source of 
friction between the Europeans and the United States, the latter wishing the World 
Bank to have exclusive control of the aid plan. The unilateral calling of the do
nors conference by the United States, combined with the desire of Americans to 
remove the economic development of the occupied territories from the remit of 
the REDWG, was seen by the Europeans as usurping their role in the peace proc
ess. After intense discussions a compromise arrangement was drawn up. The 
secretariat of the World Bank in Paris was chosen as the headquarters for guid
ing operations in this sphere, but its work will be supervised by an ad hoc liaison 
committee composed of the United States, Russia, Japan, the European Union, 
Canada and Norway, with Egypt, Israel, Jordan, the PLO, Saudia Arabia, Tunisia 
and the United Nations as associate members. The ad hoc liaison committee is 

"'The World Bank presented two reports to the Copenhagen meeting. See World Bank, 'Developing the 
Occupied Territories: An Investment in Peace', November 1993, and 'Economic Development and Co
operation in the Middle East and North Africa', paper prepared by the World Bank for the Regional 
Economic Development Working Group. 
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formally part of the multilateral framework and reports directly on its activities 
to the Regional Economic Development Working Group and the Steering Group. 

Activities and projects 
Communication and transport (France) At the meeting in Copenhagen, France 
presented a set of proposals for interlinking the national transport systems in the 
Middle East. It also announced that it will organize a workshop for transport 
officials from the region to identify future priorities. The European Union is con
ducting two feasibility studies: for a road linking Amman to Jerusalem via Jeri
cho, and for a road from Aqaba-Eilat across the Sinai to Egypt. 

Energy (EU) Anumber of potential projects are under discussion in this field. 
The European Union and Austria are examining the regional interconnection of 
electricity grids and will convene a workshop on this question. The European 
Union has proposed a study of potential hydroelectric power on the Dead Sea, 
while Italy offered in Copenhagen to carry out a pre-feasibility study of an Egypt
Gaza pipeline. 

Tourism (japan) Japan has taken responsibility for promoting tourism in the re
gion and has presented a study outlining possible avenues for realizing the poten
tial of regional tourism. As part of its activities in this sphere it offered to organ
ize a workshop, to be held in Cairo, which will involve both the government and 
the private sector. The European Union and the United States have proposed 
holding a seminar for their tour operators in conjunction with the Japanese ini
tiative, while Switzerland has offered to provide training in hotel management. 

Agriculture (Spain) Spain has sent two missions of experts to the region to assess 
the potential for agricultural development, The European Commission is examin
ing veterinary issues and will host a workshop of veterinary officials which will 
draw up a list of proposals for creating collaborative networks for joint vaccination 
and other disease control systems. 

Financiizl markets and investment (United Kingdom) As part of its activities over
seeing this field, the United Kingdom is producing a report examining avenues 
for greater cooperation among stock markets in the region, and will be hosting a 
conference organized by the Royal Institute of International Affairs on financial 
markets at the end of April1994. 

Trade (Germany) Germany is producing a study of potential avenues of regional 
cooperation in the trade of goods and services. The European Union has offered 
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to organize a workshop on suggesting ways of overcoling administrative 
obstacles in order to facilitate the movement of goods. 

Training (United States) The United States has completed, two activities: public 
administration training for Palestinians and a regional serr\inar on agriculture. It 
announced in Copenhagen four new initiatives: a busirie~s development round 
table, a symposium on education, a seminar on animal health and a workshop on 
water management systems. 

I. 
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9 EVALUATION 

The multilateral talks have been the poorrelations of the Ari,\b-Israeli peace proc
ess. Over the past two years attention has been focused almost exclusively on the 
series of bilateral negotiations held in Washington. Reports about developments 
in the multilateral track have been scarce and uninformative. As a result, there is 
little awareness either of the nature of these talks or of the issues under discus
sion. The inattention to the multilateral track has been accompanied by a poverty 
in the analysis of its role in and contribution to the peace process. The absence of 

. interest has been mistakenly equated with a lack of significance. While the multi
lateral talks are not characterized by the same immediacy and importance as are 
the questions at the heart of the bilaterals, they have nonetheless, and contrary to 
all expectations, performed a valuable part in moving relations between Israel 
and the Arab world along the path from enmity towards amity. Moreover, they 
have not only reflected the changes within the Middle East but have also helped 
foster the conditions for a new era of cooperation in the region. 

Much of the progress made during the first four rounds of the multilateral 
talks cannot be translated into any immediate or identifiable impact on the daily 
lives of the people in the region. A large part of the talks so far has dealt with 
procedural rather than substantive issues. Considerable time and energy have 
been devoted to questions of participation and representation in these talks, es
pecially in respect of the composition of the Palestinian delegation. Several of 
these issues, such as the participation of all twelve member states of the Euro
pean Union in the arms control talks and the inclusion of the United Nations 
within the Steering Group, remain unresolved. Consensus has been achieved 
around the agendas for discussion and the areas for information-gathering and 
feasibility studies, and in the willingness of the parties to participate in a variety 
of workshops and inter-sessional activities. The talks have not reached the stage 
of assessing the details and the implementation of any specific project. 

While Israel and the Arab states have been formally sitting around the table in 
the multilateral talks, the first four rounds have performed the functions associ
ated with the pre-negotiation phase in the negotiation process. Pre-negotiation 
has been defined as 'the span of time and activity in which the parties move from 
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conflicting unilateral solutions for a mutual problem to a joint search for coop
erative or joint solutions'. Pre-negotiation represents a transformation and a re
defining of relationships; it denotes a shift in thinking from a conflictual stance to 
potential cooperation. The pre-negotiation phase is a 'purposive period of transi
tion that enables parties to move from conflicting perceptions and behaviours 
(unilateral attempts at solutions) to cooperative perceptions and behaviours'.11 

In this respect the multilateral talks have provided the framework, have set the 
boundaries and have helped in shaping the 'rules of the game' for the conduct of 
future negotiations between Israel and the Arab :world. They have identified a 
number of common problems, have determined the eligibility of the participants 
and have drawn up agendas for discussion. · 

During the past two years Israel and the Arab states have not been engaged in 
the multilateral talks in a process of bargaining whereby, if successful, they will 
eventually converge incrementally, via a series of mutual concessions, on an agreed 
outcome. But negotiation should not be seen as simply a sequence of conces
sions, or a matter of deciding how much each side will give and take. Rather, it is 
a 'process of discovery which leads to some degree of reorganization and adjust
ment of understanding, expectations and behaviour, leading (if successful) even
tually to more specific discussion about possible terms of a final, agreed out
come'.20 It is a process of defining and redefining a conflictual relationship com
prising a series of stages whereby the parties move from problem recognition to 
problem solving.13 

The multilateral track differs fundamentally from the bilateral talks in its ap
proach to the resolution to the Arab-Israeli conflict. The multilateral talks and 
the inter-sessional activities have resembled an exercise in 'track two diplomacy' 
and the 'problem-solving workshop' approach to conflict resolution. Track two 
diplomacy has been defined as unofficial, informal interaction between mem
bers of adversarial groups or nations which aims to develop strategies, influence 
public opinion and organize human and material resources in ways that might 
help resolve their conflict. It is a process designed to assist official leaders to 

n I. Wllliam Zartman, 'Prenegotiation: Phases and Functions', in )anice Gross-Stein (ed.), Gttting to tl.e 
Table: The Process of International Prenegotiation (Baltimore: )ohns Hopkins University Press, 1989), p. 7. 
See also chapters by Stein and Tomlin in this book. For other discussion on the role of pre-negotiation in 
international negotiations see Harold Saunders, 'We Need a Larger Theory of Negotiation: The Impor
tance of Pre-negotialing Phases', Negotiation Journal, 1, July 1985, pp. 249~2; )acob Bercovitch, 'Inter
national Negotiations and Conflict Management: The Importance ofPrenegotiation', JnusAiem Journal 
of International Relations, 13, 1, March 1991, pp. 7-21; and jay Rothman, 'Negotiation a.• Consolidation: 
Prenegotiation in the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict',J=Iem Journal oflnternationfll Relations, 13, 1, March 
1991, pp. 22-43. . 
Z> P. H. Gulliver, Disputes and Negotiations: A Cross-Cultural Perspectill<'(NewYork:Academic Press, 1979), 
p. 70. 
23 Bercovitch, 'International Negotiations and Conflict Management', pp. 9-14. 
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resolve or, in the first instance, to manage conflicts by exploring possible solu
tions out of the public view and without the requirement to negotiate formally or 
bargain for advantage.2' Track two diplomacy has been seen as an alternative to 
formal contacts between states and has stressed the importance of unofficial, 
non-structured interaction involving participants who are not governmental repre
sentatives. The experience of the multilateral talks, however, indicates the value 
and the applicability of this approach at the governmental level, especially in a 
region of deep-rooted and long-standing conflict such as the Middle East. 

Effective negotiation requires preparation, learning, understanding and sup
port. It is severely hampered in an environment of mistrust, selective and dis
torted perceptions, negative attitudes, poor communication and a competitive 
win-lose, zero-sum situation such as has marked the Arab-Israeli conflict. The 
multilateral talks have played an important role in transforming long-standing 
attitudes in the region and have performed an invaluable educational and 
socialization role for Israel and the Arab states. It has helped them to rethink 
their old assumptions, reduce their fear of risk and uncertainty, and explore pos
sibilities for joint problem solving. The multilaterals have provided a unique 

· forum for low-risk communication and exchanges between Israel and the Arab 
world - states which, aside from the Egypt-Israel accord, had hitherto never 
participated in direct talks or official contacts, have been engaged in a state of 
continual conflict for the past forty-five years, have not entered into diplomatic 
relations and still do not formally recognize each other. For the first time these 
states have been willing to address common problems in a non-confrontational 
atmosphere and to think and plan in regional terms. 

Participation in the multilateral talks and the inter-sessional workshops has 
afforded the parties an opportunity to evaluate the feasibility of future coopera
tive arrangements, generate ideas for creative solutions and determine the basis 
of future activities. As a continuing and increasingly recognized institutional ar
rangement these talks represent a forum wherein the parties can test out new 
general approaches or specific ideas without any formal public commitment on 
their part. Emphasis has been placed on loose and informal frameworks. Bar
gaining has been exploratory and communication relatively free. The multilat-

24 joseph Monteville, 'The Arrow and the Olive Branch: A Case for Track Two Diplomacy·. in John W. 
Macdonald and Diane Bendahmane (eds), Conflict Resolution: Track Tu>o Diplomacy (Washington, DC: 
Foreign Service Institute, Department of State, 1987). The terrn 'track two diplomacy' was first used in 
Wil!iam Davidson and joseph Monteville, 'Foreign Policy according to Freud', Foreign Polic.v, 45, Win
ter 1981-2, pp. 145-57. For a description of the 'problem-solving workshop' approach to conflict reso
lution see Herbert Kelman and Steven Cohen, 'The Problem-Solving Workshop: A Social-Psychologi
cal Contribution to the Resolution oflntemational Conflict',Joumal ofPI!Qce ResearciJ,13, 2, 1976, pp. 79-
90, and Ronald J. Fisher, 'Prenegotiation Problem-Solving Discussions: Enhancing the Potential for 
Succesful Negotiation', IntmU>twnal Journal, 44, Spring 1989, pp. 442-74. 
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era! talks and the inter-sessional activities have allowed Israel and the Arab states 
to acquire new sources of information which may make a positive change in 
their perceptions and attitudes. They have presented an opportunity for these 
states to gain an insight into the goals and intentions, the perceptions and anxie
ties, the flexibility and limits of the other side. These insights may in turn affect 
their ideas about what is feasible, necessary and promising in the search for com
mon solutions. 

The multilateral talks have provided a framework for the development of a 
more favourable environment for future negotiations. Learning through prelimi
nary contacts can be a prolonged process, especially when issues are highly tech
nical and involve a large number of parties. Much of this learning process takes 
place through informal meetings and discussion. Informal meetings encourage 
the breaking of barriers to communication and allow the posing of hypothetical 
questions and the advancing of creative solutions. An additional benefit is that 
the more collegial atmosphere can help negotiators develop personal contacts 
and working relationships, mutual understandings and empathy with the views 
of others, which may facilitate negotiations at a later stage.25 While these nebu
lous by-products of the multilateral talks are difficult to measure, they should 
not be cursorily dismissed. 

From the outset there was a recognition by all sides that progress in the multi
lateral talks was dependent upon developments on the bilateral stage. There was 
an acceptance that no agreements, however limited in scope, could be reached or 
implemented prior to a significant breakthrough in the bilateral talks. While po
tential mutually beneficial arrangements might emerge from discussions in the 
multilateral meetings, there was no expectation that these talks would drive the 
political processes in the bilateral arena in a positive direction. At the same time 
the multilaterals have played an important complementary role to the bilateral 
talks. They have offered a valuable division of labour and separation of issues. 
They have fulfilled a useful ancillary function in providing a forum for the dis
cussion of areas that are primarily technical in nature, that are separable from the 
primary issues at stake but that nevertheless might impede negotiations and cre
ate stumbling-blocks to the achievement of a settlement. Many of the issues un
der discussion in the multilateral talks are as much bilateral as they are multilat
eral. The multilaterals have allowed the parties to discuss these issues and pro
pose ideas which at a later stage might be fed back into the bilateral arena when 
they become relevant to the proceedings. 

In particular, the multilaterals have offered an alternative forum for address-· 
ing the future of the Palestinians and the West Bank and Gaza. It was during the 

25 See Richard E. Benedick, 'Perspectives of a Negotiation Practioner', in Gunnar Sjostedt (ed.), Interna
tional Environmental Negotiation (London: Sage, 1992), p. 238. 
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. second round of the multilaterals that Palestinians from outside the territories, 
who had been excluded under the rules of the Madrid conference, were first 
allowed to participate in the peace process. Many of the inter-sessional activities 
and projects have focused on the infrastructural development needs of the occu
pied territories and have provided for the training of Palestinian personnel. Most 
notably, it was through the regional and economic development talks that the 
World Bank was commissioned to produce a report on the economy of the occu
pied territories. It is this report which now serves as the basis for many of the 
ideas currently under discussion for the development of Gaza and the West Bank 
and for the directing of aid pledged by the international community to the Pales
tinians after the signing of the Declaration of Principles. 

The multilateral track has allowed the parties to attend to long-term issues 
which will need to be addressed if and when a settlement is reached. It has pro
vided a forum for discussing the future economic, social and cultural relations 
between the conflicting parties, which will play a crucial role in ensuring the 
stability and comprehensiveness of any political resolution of the Arab-Israeli 
conflict. Such long-term thinking and planning cannot take place in the context 

.. of the bilateral negotiations which are inevitably governed b~ more immediately 
pressing concerns. In this sense the multilateral, talks have been "contributing to 
the post-settlement phase of the Arab-Israeli peace process. 
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I 0 QUESTIONS FOR THE FUTURE 

The inclusion of the multilateral track as part of the peace process was an ambi
tious exercise and one fraught with uncertainties. Yet co!'trary to expectations at 
the outset, the multilateral talks, as this report has highlighted, have made con
siderable progress since the opening meeting in Moscow and have contributed 
significantly to the peace process between Israel and the Arab world. At the same 
time, the ad hoc, loose nature of these talks, combined with the vagueness of the 
relationship between the multilateral and bilateral tracks, has resulted in a pro
cess lacking in focus and direction. While considerable headway has been achieved 
in the multilateral talks over the past two years, there has been a reluctance to 
adopt any measures which might be interpreted as trying to promote the 
multilaterals at the expense of the bilaterals. With the signing of the Declaration 
of Principles by Israel and the PLO this approach ceased to be applicable. The 
peace process has reached a new stage. In order to build on the foundations laid 
over the past two years, the parties need to review the structure and operating 
procedures of the multilateral framework. The breakthrough by Israel and the 
Palestinians presents both an opportunity and a challenge for the multilaterals, 
while raising a number of questions about the future role, function and manage
ment of these talks. 

A number of issues need to be addressed. The first centres on the lack of 
public awareness of the multilateral talks. As has been stated, little is known 
about this aspect of the peace process and little information is available. Several 
reasons can easily be discerned for the lack of interest by the media in these talks. 
The agenda of multilaterals does not have the same immediacy and importance 
as the bilateral negotiations, where the critical issues of the Arab-Israeli conflict 
- namely territory, security and the rights of Palestinians- are being addressed. 
A large part of the talks has been concerned with procedural rather than sub
stantive issues; much of the progress achieved so far does not have any identi
fiable or immediate consequences for the daily Jives of the people in the region; 
and many of the issues under discussion are functional, technical and complex in 
nature. That said, there has been a deliberate effort by the parties to keep the · 
publicity surrounding these talks to a minimum. The multilaterals have been 
designed to allow the parties to raise issues and ideas without any formal public 
commitment. Emphasis has been placed on loose and informal frameworks. Bar-
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gaining has been exploratory and communication relatively free. Official min
utes of the meetings have not been recorded, nor have formal closing statements 
been issued. Press statements have been brief and have offered few details of the 
agendas and issues under discussion. The multilaterals have been an exercise in 
diplomacy by stealth. 

The informal, low-key nature of the multilateral meetings together with the 
absence of expectations surrounding these talks have without doubt contributed 
significantly to the development of this track. Hidden away from the glare of the 
international media, the results of these meetings have not been judged by the 
immediacy of their outcomes. But the lack of public awareness of the agendas of 
these talks, of the progress achieved and of the potential benefits to be gained by 
future cooperation, runs contrary to one of the aims of the multilateral track, 
namely the creation of a set of confidence-building measures involving both the 
governments and the publics of the region. Confidence-building has been con
fined so far to the level of elites. Knowledge of the multilaterals needs to be 
widened to involve a larger number of public, academic and special interest 
groups. The multilateral talks need to develop a 'trademark', a distinctive and 
separate identity that will allow the peoples of the Middle East to identify with 
and support their objectives. 

A second set of issues concerns the more effective use of resources. In particu
lar, two questions need to be addressed: the venue of these talks and the setting
up of an institutional mechanism to oversee and coordinate the activities of the 
working groups. The four rounds of the multilateral talks have been hosted by a 
wide variety of states (see Appendix 1). Great emphasis has been placed on the 
fact that these talks should in future take place in the capitals of the Middle East. 
For the fifth round, due to meet in late spring 1994, the arms control, water, 
refugee and economic talks will indeed meet in the region. The venues of the 
multilaterals possess a great symbolic value and power. The willingness of the 
international community, and especially the Arab world, to host these talks has 
been regarded as a sign of the commitment of all the parties, regional and non
regional, to this process. Conference locations, however, should also contain a 
practical value. The spreading of the multilateral meetings across the globe has 
been a drain on the resources, human and financial, of the parties involved in 
these talks. Often the size of delegations has been determined by financial con
siderations, thereby undermining the value of the meetings. With large numbers 
of participants, practical considerations play a decisive role in the location of 
most modern multilateral conferences of a technical nature. Large conferences 
tend to be held in a limited number of 'conference service capitals' which can 
offer the required resources and support facilities.26 The parties involved need to 

"See Klaus L. Aurisch, 'The Art of Preparing a Multilateral Conference', NrgotiJJtion fourtiJll, 15, 3, July 
1989, pp. 279-SS. 
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include this practical calculation in deciding upon the venues for future meet
ings. As a first step all five working groups, with the possible exception of the 
arms control talks, should meet either together or in close sequence in one loca
tion. This would allow for a more effective use of time and resources and would 
enable closer coordination of the activities of the working groups. The parties 
should also consider setting up a permanent location for the multilaterals, either 
in one of the capitals of the Middle East or, given Europe's proximity to the 
region, in a European city. As a by-product, a permanent location would also 
help in developing a focal point and an identity for the multilaterals. 

This issue is allied to the .need for the parties to. consider the creation of more 
formal institutional mechanisms to oversee and coordinate the various activities 
of the multilateral talks. In particular; there is considerable overlap between the 
agendas and some of the projects in the water, environment and economic devel
opment groups. The offer of the European Union to set up a central data bank for 
all the various activities of the groups and to provide this information to all the 
parties is an important but not a sufficient step.27 The multilateral talks require a 
permanent secretariat to be set up to manage the process more effectively. A 
secretariat is essential for the logistical tasks of convening meetings and devel
oping or commissioning background documentation, and for providing continu
ity for talks that may stretch over a period of years during which there may be a 
considerable turnover in government personnel. 

The third set of issues surrounds the allocation of resources and implementa
tion of specific projects. A secondary aim of the multilaterals was to marshal the 
experience, expertise and financial resources of the international community in 
order to underwrite the peace process. The multilateral talks have been extremely 
successful in this task. They have witnessed the commitment of the international 
community to securing the foundations of a durable settlement to the Arab
Israeli conflict and to the economic development of the region. This has been 
reflected in the increasing level of participation of non-regional actors in the multi
lateral talks, the willingness to host meetings, to act as 'shepherds' and to pro
vide funding for the inter-sessional activities. Yet while the range and variety of 
projects looks impressive on paper, many of these activities have yet to progress 
beyond the planning stages. In many cases the projects require a greater level of 
commitment and funding from the states involved. There is a need to rationalize 
and coordinate the activities of the working groups, to draw up a list of priorities 
and, above all, to ensure that there are adequate resources available for the 
implementation of these projects. 

TJ Many of the officials interviewed as part of the research for this report displayed very little aware
ness, and often total ignorance, of either previous discussions in their own area or the activities in other 
working groups. 
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Finally, as these talks develop it is vital that Syria and Lebanon are brought 
into the process to ensure that any agreements achieved are neither partial nor 
contested. Every effort should be made to encourage these two states to join the 
multilateral track without delay. Their boycott of these talks has not succeeded 
in derailing the multilateral track .. But their absence has limited the scope of 
many of the areas and issues under discussion. If Syria and Lebanon joined the 
multilateral talks, this would be an important confidence-building measure which 
would boost both the bilateral and the multilateral tracks. 

The breakthrough at the bilateral level between Israel and the Palestinians 
has raised expectations for the implementation of projects and the signing of 
agreements in the multilateral talks. The raising of such hopes will fundamen
tally change the nature of the multilateral track and its role in the peace process. 
The informal nature of the multilateral discussions has contributed significantly 
to their development and success. However, the desire to reach agreements will 
be likely to sharpen this loose process as discussions proceed. Obligations will 
become firmer, formulas and definitions will crystallize, and trade-offs will be
come clearer and more urgent. As discussions move away from the feasibility 
studies towards the implementation of specific projects, differences, bargaining 
strategies and trade-offs between the parties will emerge. The multilateral meet
ings will begin to lose their resemblance to academic seminars and take on the 
form of adversarial bargaining between political units. In those conditions the 
consensual arrangements achieved during the past two years will come under 
severe pressure. 

The multilateral talks offer the promise of a new set of long-term peaceful and 
=ooperative arrangements in the Middle East. They have developed a wide agenda 
of potential projects which will link the parties together into a set of joint ven
tures. The approach so far has been piecemeal, with separate strands intended to 
tie the states of the region into a web of cooperation. What has been missing is 
any overall view of the long-term objectives of this process. The parties need to 
develop a vision of the nature of their future relations and of potential institu
tional arrangements to support such ties. The development of a long-term vision 
will offer a sense of meaning and direction to the multilateral talks. 

The multilateral talks have reached a crucial phase. While the demand for 
concrete achievements in all areas of the Arab-Israeli peace process should not 
be ignored, it is equally important not to set unrealistic targets. The desire for 
short-term outcomes needs to be balanced against the long-term perspective. 
Finding the right balance between these two perspectives is the challenge facing 
the multilateral talks. How the parties of the region meet this challenge wiH de
termine the future success of the multilateral track and whether these talks will 
contribute to a truly comprehensive resolution of the Arab-Israeli conflict and to 
a real transformation of the Middle East. 
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APPENDIX I: DATES OF MEETINGS· 
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Madrid peace conference 

30 October-I November 1991 

Multilateral organizational meeting 

28-29 January 1992, Moscow 

I 

I 
I 

' 
I '-

' ' 

' 

Multilateral Steering Group (eo-chairs: United States and Russia) 

Round 1 
Round 2 
Round 3 
Round4 
Round 5 

27 May 1~92, Lisbon 
3-4 December 1992, London 

' 7 July 1993, Moscow 
15-16 De<;ember 1993, Tokyo 
Spring 1994, Tunisia 

' Multilateral working groups 

I ' 
' i 

I 

' 

. I 
Water Resources (gavel-holder: United States; CCH)rgcmizers: Japan and EU) . ,, 
Round 1 14-15 May 1992, Vienna · . · .1 

Round 2 16-17 September 1992, Washington, DC "·;· 
Round 3 27-29 April1993, Geneva 
Round 4 26-28 October 1993, Beijing ' I 

Round 5 Spring 1994, Oman 

Refugees (gavel-holder: Canada; CCH)rganizers: United States, EU, japan) 
Round 1 
Round 2 
Round 3 
Round 4 
RoundS 
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13-15 May 1992, Ottawa 
11-12 November 1992, Ottawa 
11-13 May 1993, Oslo 
12-14 October 1993, Tunis 
Spring 1994, Egypt . . 
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' ,, 

I, 

'· 
'· 
1 

I ,• 
' ' ,, ' 

'·' 
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Arms Control and Regional Security (gavel-holders: United States and Russia) 
Round 1 
Round 2 
Round 3 
Round 4 
RoundS 

11-14 May 1992, Washington, DC 
15-17 September 1992, Moscow 
18-20 May 1993, Washington, DC 
2-4 November 1993, Moscow 
Spring 1994, Qatar · 

Environment (gavel-holder:japan; C(H)rganizers: United States and EU) 
Round 1 18-19 May 1992, Tokyo 
Round 2 26:-27 September 1992, The Hague 
Round 3 24-25 May 1993, Tokyo 
Round 4 15-16 November 1993, Cairo 
Round 5 Spring 1994, The Hague 

Regional Economic Development (gavel-holder: EU; eo-organizers: United 
States and japan) 
Round 1 
Round 2 · 
Round 3 
Round 4 
Round5 

11-12 May 1992, Brussels 
29-30 October 1992, Paris 
4-5 May 1993, Rome . 

' 8-9 November 1993, Copenhagen 
Spring 1994, Morocco 
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APPENDIX 2: REGIONAL ECONOMICDEVELOPMENT 
! : : 

WORKING GROUP: COPENHAGEN ACTION PLAN, 
NOVEMBER 1993 · " 

, I 

: I 

Communications and transport • 1 

France 
EU 

EU 

EU 
EU 

Energy 

EU/Austria 
EU/ Austria 
EU 

Tourism 

Japan 
EU 

USA 

Switzerland 

Agriculture 

Spain 

EU 

EU 
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Workshop of transport officials from. the region 
Regional workshops on technical ',prqble'ms of transport and 
communications 
Engineering study, road from Arnman to Jericho 
to Jerusalem 

:·I 

Pre-feasibility study, road from Acj<iba-Eilat to Egypt 
Workshop of civil aviation offici~l,s 

1 

. I 

·' ' 

Study of electricity grid interconnection 
Workshop on electricity interconnection 
Review of existing studies of hydr'o'electric power plant on 
the Dead Sea ' 

. i 

Workshop on regional tourism ! . 
European tour operators to be as~ciated with above 
workshop · I ' 1 

• 

American tour operators to be aseyociated with above 
workshop ' 
Regional training in hotel management and tourism in 
association with the private sector: · 

. I ' 
-; '' 
I 

I: I 

I 

Study on agricultural developmerit'.in the region (food self- · 
su~iciency and regional trade) : 
Mission to identify areas of veterinary medicine networks 
in animal health and livestock improvement; joint 
vaccination ; · 
Workshop of senior veterinary officials 

' 

J: 

I, 
: i 



Financial markets and investment 

UK Conference on fina~cial markets 
UK Study on greater cooperation among stockmarkets 
EU Workshop on the business, legal and regulatory 

environment for the private sector 
EU/Switzerland European and regional business conference to promote joint 

ventures 

Trade 

Germany 

Germany 
EU /Switzerland 

Training 

USA 
USA 

USA 
USA 
Germany 

Germany 
World.Bank 

Networks 

EU 

EU 

Bibliography 

Canada 

Canada 

Study on regional cooperation in trade.ofgoods and 
services 
Follow-up study to above 
Workshop on the administrative simplification of the 
movement of goods 

Regional business development round table 
Regional educatingworkforce 2000: a regional symposium 
on education 
Regional seminar on animal health in the Middle East 
Regional workshop on water management systems 
Study of vocational education and technical training in the 
region 
Workshop based on results of above study 
Network of regional training institutes organized by EDI 

Workshop on European Union and regional cooperation 
amongst municipalities 
Workshop on European Union and regional cooperation 
amongst universities 

Updated review of the literature on economic cooperation 
in the Middle East 
Possible inter-sessional activity based on above 
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The Path to Peace 

I 
n Ocwbcr 1991, in a royal ralace in Madrid, a dour, monosyl
labic Israeli prime minister sm across a great, rectangubr rabic 
from seconcl~rier represcnratin:s l>f the P;dcstinian people, 
whme own organizational lcadershir was banisheu from the 
rroceedings because of its reliance on terrorism as policy. To~ 

day. :he nm principals, Israel and the Palestine Liberation Organiza
tion 1 PLO). arc formally bound by a contractual agreemem witnessed 
by t:-,e UnireJ States and Russia to serde all disputes reaccfully and 
to n~gotiare the end of their ccntury~old conflict by determining the 
"fin.; I status .. of the West Bank and Ga:a and other critical issues. 

5~<.ncd near rhe Palestinian n::presemati\·e in tv1adrid was the for· 
eign minisra of rhe Hashernirc Kingd\.1111 of Jordan, whose soldiers
ther. (and rerhaps Still) the iinest in the Arab world-were the first 
to C:\J:.'S the Jordan Rin~r on ~lay 15. 1948, to tnkc up arms against 
the :t~dgling Jewish stare. To~..by, Israel and j,1rdan me m ~,cacc, ha,·~ 
ing :lt:gl)ti~ul..'d a remarkably cremi\·c rrcary rhar nor unly ends 46 
year~ ~.l war but sketches a hluL·prinr f~.1r a warm \\'t.::h t)f l:'l)lirkal, ccn~ 
non'.:..:, and human relationships . 

. -\l::o :u rh:u table was the f~,.,rL'ign minisrc..~r ~.l!"Syria, .1 c~.,umry rh m 
earc.,·d its ::pc..)t ~.m d1c U.S. g~.I\Trnml..'nt's list l)j" rerr~.~r~;-;upp~.,ning 

srarcs hoth f~.,r its direct role in rern,ri;-;m an,l for its sp~.,nsnrship and 
suftCr.mcc ,,f Palc:.Hinian, Ld:-;ml..'se .. ~\rnK·ni;m, Turki::h. and othL'r 
terr ... 'ri:>t gr,,ups. Though mift~·,l th;u k·sscr .-\rah L'r~..·rhren bn,kcrc~.l 
[hei:- ,,wn s~..·par:1tc agr~..·c..·mt..·nts with J:.:.rad, Syri;1n rq'resent;lti,·es
inch: ... ling rh~.· d1icf {If staff ~.,frill..' Syrian :lrnl\.'d f~.,rcc..·:>. a h1fty p~.1::i~ 

tion m a milir:1ry dict;H~.m:hil'-arc r~.,\lay quietly nq.!~.'tiating with 
their l::ral'ii ~..·~.,tmtcrp:lrt:' nn :l:'pl..'ctS ,,fa pe:IC\.' tr~..·:ny rh:H is haikd 

-------- -----·---·--
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I by supporters (and detractors) as a potential "peace to end all 
in the Middle East. 

Owrall, the diplomatic record since Madrid is resoundingly 
rtiw. For that, the Bush and Clinton administrations, which 
been the principal sponsors of the peace process, deserve wide 
claim. The speed of change has been so rapid-Gaza-Jericho, 
"handshake" on the White House lawn, muitilaterais, London 
\Vashington Declaration, Wadi a! 'Arnbah, Casablanca, military-to· 
military talks-that the novel has become ha-hum. That, however,'" 
does not make the change any less significant. 

In historical terms, the greatest achievement of the Madrid 
pn,ccss is to haw bolstered a dynamic change in Arab-Israeli rela
tions from conflict to negotiation to, in some hopefu I areas, recog
nition of mutual interests. For most observers, the operative issue to· 
day is not the imminence of Arab-Israeli war but the battle being 
"~'lged on many fronts between the region's moderate forces-Arab, 
Israeli, and Turkish-and their reactionary, atavistic nemeses, both 
secular and religious. After a half century of simmering intercom
munal conflict in what was once Mandatory Palestine and a quarter 
century of interstate conflict that spanned a far wider arena, the last 
two decades have witnessed a slow but consistent process of peace
making, both within societies and between states and peoples. In this 
rrocess. mc1st Arab leaders (and, to an alarmingly lesser degree, their 
reoplcs) ha,·c wme to terms with Israel's strength, resilience, and 
permanence; Palestinians have gained recognition of nationhood 
from everyone rhat matters (most importantly, Israel); and Israelis, 
now able tc1 !lit about the region from Marrakech to Manama, feel 
more secure to do hrsiness in Milan and Manila. Through it all, the 
win~win process of peacemaking has come to supplant the zero.-sum 
rr'""'" ,,( "mfarc, which the Arabs clearly lost but from which Is
rael could nor gain. 

Against rh is litany of good tlews stand two unhappy realities. First, 
as the fare of the 198.3 peace accord between Israel and Lebanon 
shows, the peace process is neither irreversible nor irrevocable. The 
post-Gulf war successes of Madrid, Oslo, Wadi al 'Arabah, et al., 
were made l'Llssiblc by the historic confluence of Atnerican domj .. 
nance, Soviet irrelevance, Israeli strength, Palestinian disillusion~ 
mem, ;1t1d a general SL'nSL' of realism and pragmatism that took hold 
in the Arab world. As those ingredients shift, the prncess ch<1ngcs, 
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the ability of those achievements to survive future tests, such as 
'succession crises, will change, too. 

Second, because the Arab-Israeli conflict has been a systemic phe· 
inomenon, in which the ideological, economic, social, cultural, po· 
litical, and military energies of states, nations, and peoples were com

;mitted (both voluntarily and through force majeure) to "the struggle," 
ending the conflict will require decades of effort and perhaps even 

'generational change. It is important to recall that on just the diplo· 
matic level, nearly 10 years were needed-from the Kilometer 101 
talks in 1973 to the final Israeli withdrawal from the Sinai in 1982-

· .. to create peace between Egypt and Israel; Syria and Israel began a ne· 
gotiating process at about the same time, but they remain far from 
signing, let alone implementing, a peace accord. To the dismay of 
diplomats, the end of the Arab-Israeli contlict is not just one shuttle 
mission, one secret negotiation, or one signing ceremony away. In 
fact, Uday Hussein, the son of the leader of the Arab state most re· 
cently to attack Israel, could still in June 1995 editorialize in his 
Baghdad newspaper Babil that the Arabs need to improve upon 
Egyptian leader Gamal Abdel Nasser's exhortation to throw the Jews 
into the sea because some of them might still swim to safety. 

AMERICAN INTERESTS 

For the United States, helping to achieve Arab-Israeli peace re· 
mains a vital national security policy, even though the region 
is no longer a setting for potential superpower confrontation

a main reason for Washington's devotion to peacemaking in the 
1960s, 1970s, and 1980s. In the late 1990s, Arab-Israeli peace is a key 
element in maintaining America's two overriding interests in the Mid· 
dle East: the safety and survival of Israel and secure, unhindered ac• 
cess to the region's oil and gas at reasonable prices. 

For the former U.S. interest, the relevance is obvious; for the !at· 
ter, the impact of peace is more complicated but no less direct. Do· 
mestically, peace would permit America's friends to devote a greater 
share of their nations' resources to solving economic and social prob
lems, denying radicals fertile ground for propagandizing and prosely
tizing at home. Regionally, peace would deprive troublemakers like 
Saddam Husscin the "wedge issue" of Palestine to make mischief in 
the region and would permit Arabs, Israelis, and Westerners to focus 
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their energies on the two challenges to regional stability that threate"it'1 
them-the secular radicalism of Iraq and the religious militancy 
Iran. \Vhnt makes the potential payoff of peace so great for 
United States is that it would affirm a strategic consensus between:.·, 
America and all of its regional allies. · 

Rc'cngni:it\g the two unhappy realities of the peace process-that 
past achieYements are not necessarily irreversible and that future sue .. 
cesses mar take considerable time--the Clinton administration faces 
steep challenges between now and November 1996. The Israel· PLO 

accord ,,f September 1993, a breakthrough of seismic proportions, 
risks succumbing to popular disenchantment on both sides owing to 
a sinisrt~r cycle of terrorism, retribution, deprivation, disillusion, and 
more tem,rism. The Jordan-Israel peace treaty of October 1994, an
,,ther signal achievement, risks settling into an unfulfilling "peace of 
the t..~!irc~." because the Jordanian man~in~the~strcet (or soldier .. in .. 
the-barracks) has yet to benefit from its trickle-down effects. The 
Egj1't-lsrad peace of !-.·larch 1979, foundation for the peace process, 
risks eroding as an array of issues--from Egypt's criticism of Israel's 
nuclear policy to competition for dwindling U.S. aid dollars--divides 
these pioneers in peacemaking. The multilateral peace process, a lit .. 
tlt:-.knnwn hut innn\'nti\'c .series of experts' discussions on transna .. 
til)na! issues (e.g., water resources, environment, economic develop .. 
ment, refugees, arms control, and regional security), risks atrophying 
,\·irh1JUt the r'l)litical cnmmirment of the region's leaders. The process 
of Israel's political and economic integration into the Middle East, 
hcr;lldcd h~· dipk.,m;ltic f)pcnings rht\lughllllt Nl)l'th Africa (except 
Libya) and the Arab Gulf, risks slowing without having achieved an 
end tll the Arab bnycutt of Israel. 

On t<'P of all this, the Clinton administration has made the 
achien:mcnr of an Israef .. Syria peace agreement one of its highest pri .. 
orities. This reflects both the wish of the Israeli government, whose 
rdaticms with rlw United States are at a historic high after the quar
rels uf tht~ Genrge Rush-Yirzhak Shamir y<.."ars, and the predilection 
of Bill Clinton, Secretary of State Warren Christopher, and the lat
ter's "peace te~1m." The reason for this situation is simple: Per~ee with 
Syria, it i:-: ;H~'1It.'d, \\'lltdd ha\'c implicmiun.s t~1r beyond a straightfor .. 

ward bilateral agreerncnr. Rcconcilintilll1 between "the hcnting hcnrt 
nf Arab nationalism" nn the nnc hnnd and the "Zionist entity" on 
the l)ther wnuld l"l)J1:o;titute the kev:-;tnne tn whm is tcrnwd "cnmpn' .. 

hensive peace." Comprehensive peace means ending the Arab con
on Israel's borders, committing Damascus to cut off Hizbollah 
other terrorist groups, giving the "green light" for an lsrael

t.Lebanon peace agreement, and removing all obstacles to Israel's nor
{malization with the wider Arab world. For the United States and Is

rael, the attainment of a comprehensive peace would confirm the 
wisdom of strategic cooperation in the peace process and would usher 

~-in a truly "new Middle East." 
With so much at stake, neither Washington nor Jerusalem has 

. been shy about pursuing peace with Syria. Israel, for example, has put 
aside its preference for direct talks, accepting what Israel's chief ne
gotiator has termed "trilateral negotiation" (with Washington as the 
third party), and it has not required Syria to end its support for anti
Israel (e.g., Hizbollah) terrorism as a precondition of formal bar
gaining. On the American side, its interest in an Israel-Syria peace 

. is such that Christopher has visited Syria 19 times on 12 trips to the 
Middle East in just 30 months. (By contrast, he has visited America's 
troubled neighbor Mexico only once.) These exertions notwith· 
standing, Israel-Syria negotiations move at a glacial pace. After more 
than three and one-half years of talks, the two sides are only now be
ginning serious bargaining on the core issue of security. Even this ten
tative step forward first required agreement to postpone talks on 
three other critical items-the extent of Israel's territorial with
drawal, the parameters of normalization, and the timetable for im
plementing a peace accord. Should the Syrians be truly committed 
to an agreement, finalizing it will take time, even if its contours ap

pear clear. 

STEPS TowARD PEACE 

B
oth Americans and Israelis go to the polls in 1996, and some
time in the first half of that year electoral politics will intrude 
on the peace process, making progress less likely. With so much 

in the peace process uncertain, there is much to do and little time. 
For the United States, this needs to be a period of shoring up past 
achievements and working toward new ones. To meet that challenge, 
U.S. diplomats should return to first principles that have been honed 
from nearly 30 years of peacemaking efforts. First, secure an environ
ment in which Arahs and Israeli.< can settle their disputes through nego-
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1 riarion. In practical terms, this approach involves proactive, ongoing 

efforts to insulate the peace process from its enemies-lraq, Iran, and 
transnational terrorism. Madrid happened because ofU.S. leadership 
in the Gulf war; without that leadership, and without the continued 
deterrence of the region's radical forces, the chances for further 
rrogress toward Arab-Israeli peace are slim. 

S,•cond, reduce rhe risks of peacemaking for those who contemplate 
compromise and support rhe courage of those who opt for it. Four simul
taneous efforts are necessary to the realization of this principle: 
... Continue to work in partnership with Israel. The strength of 

the U.S.-lsraeli relationship is critical to helping Israelis 
rersevere with the peace process in the face of suicide car 
bombs and katyusha rocket attacks, demands to cede strategic 
territory in exchange for promises of peace, and harangues over 
Israel's strategic deterrent. 

.,. Redouble efforts to promote international aid and investment in 
the \Vest Bank and Gaza Strip as a way to bolster popular 
surport for the rro-Oslo Palestinian leadership while taking a 
tlrm stand against backsliding, mismanagement of aid funds, and 
sufferance of terrorism. Although the Israel-PLO negotiations 
are largely a bilateral affair, the United States must try to ensure 
that the Palestinian Authority (PA) does not wither on the 
vine (as many Arab rarries seem willing to permit) while at the 
same time insisting that the PA not receive a "free pass" when it 
comes to meeting its contractual commitments. 

... Remove the issue of Jordanian debt relief from White 
I-h)uSt'-('t)ngn .. 'ssi~.mal feuding and find low~cost ways (such as 
excess defense articles, corporate trade missions, and increased 
funding for International Military Education and Training 
(!MET)) to heir Jordanians realize the benefits of peace. Failing 
to tlnd some support fc>r Jordan's peacemaking efforts would be 
ll<'t <mly penny-wise and pound-foolish as far as the Jordanians 
are (t)n('ernc..~d, but it \\\)uld send negative signals to Damascus 
and elsewhere about America's resolve in support of 
peacemakers. 

.,. Broaden ongoing dialogue with Egypt to ensure that the special 
U.S.-Egyptian relationship remains on firm footing as Egyptians 
'''nt<'mpbte a Middle East in which they are no longer the only 
state at pecKe with Israel. A stable Egypt is the linchpin of a 
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stable Middle East. It is especially important to talk early, 
seriously, and creatively with Egypt about ways to bolster 
U.S.-Egyptian strategic ties and the future of the U.S. economic · 
assistance package. 

. Third, with Syria, be prepared. Having engineered direct negotia
tions at a high level-the two sides' chiefs of staff-the United States 
should let the negotiations take their course, injecting itself into the 
process only when both needed and asked by the two sides. This 
means that the United States should be prepared at the highest level 
to act as an honest broker should Israel and Syria together seek U.S. 
mediation; to serve .in a limited role as monitor should they together 
seek U.S. help in implementing tenns of a future agreement; arid to 
press U.S. demands on Syria regarding terrorism, proliferation, nar
cotics, counterfeiting, Lebanon, and human rights lest they be lost in 
the festivities accompanying an· Israel-Syria breakthrough. (A 
"mechanism" established by Presidents Clinton and Hafez al-Assad · 
in January 1994 to address these concerns died an early death.) Strik
ing the proper pose between advancing U.S. interests in Israeli-Syr
ian peace and protecting U.S. concerns about the troubled U.S.-Syr· 
ian relationship is a difficult balance, only somewhat eased by Syria's 
own desire for improved ties with Washington. 

Finally, maintain perspective, composure, and momentum.Like the 
stock market, the peace process is on a historically upward slope, but 
that does not mean it is immune from great shocks. From outside the 
process, terrorism (Beit Lid, Afula, Hebron), assassination plots 
(Hosni Mubarak, Yasir Arafat), and coup att~mpts (King Hussein, 
Sultan Qaboos of Oman) can all be expected. Inside the process, 
progress toward "final status" arrangements will itself produce intense 
and divisive disputes over sensitive issues, not least of which is 
Jerusalem. Through it all, America's role is to help its friends and part
ners work toward agreements that promote stability, satisfy their basic 
requirements, and terminate sources of future conflict. 

Burdened with daunting challenges to safeguarding past achieve
ments and substantial obstacles to finding future breakthroughs, the 
Arab-Israeli peace process faces a difficult time ahead. For the Clin
ton administration, which has invested so much to see still so much 
left undone, solace should come in knowing that this will not be the 
first, the only, or the most troubled period in a historic process that is 
still unfolding. · 
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Introduction .. · 
-- ~ -,. .., . . 

On 3'o Octob~r '1994 n10f<'. than a thOtl':IIl<i politiciarc', cconomisL' and business 

people g;:ltherdf in the' Great Hall of thr Royal blace in Casablanca in order to lay the 

cornerstone for ~. 'New,.!v,liddlc East". De.l\:gations rcprc_<;cnting 61 'countries p;u-tici)?atcd in 

the Middle East :and North Africa. Econolp.ic Summit ~, a ~thering of·profound historic 

significance which .could, change the face ofthe Middle EaSt. 

The vtry fact tJi;i: the summit go{off the ground - that the parUcs. agreed to meet 

--'- was in ·itsdf an cttcoi,iaglng devdopm~n:t. The presence there of so many world leaders, 
. -.· . -- . ::p:. 

presidents, )?rime rninistci's and. foreign. minister" of such diverse countries as China, 

Germany, Austria;. Rorhania, !'inland, S~~dcn, Dcnmark, France, Spain, South Korea, 
·. •· .• . . 

Portugal, and Venezuela, as well as American Sccrctar) of State Warren Chrisrophcr and 

Ru"ian Foreign Minister A.ndrc Kosyrcv, was in itself m indication of t11~ great interest 

which th~ Sumrhic generated. The go,·cmm~nt officials ~.hre augtn~ntcd by 'business ptople 

from many of the largest of the giant ~ultination;d corporations. Most signifi~ant, of 

course. was the, presence ofthc region's national lc;~dcrs: Crown Prince Has.san of Jonlm, 

Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin and Fordgn .. Ministcr Shimon Pcrcs, rrimc Minister Tans:u 

Cillcr of Turkey; Fol'cigti Minister Am re M~msa of En-pt, PLO Chairman Y asir At:lfat, a:od 

the Presid~nt of the Conference, Kic.-' Hai:san of Morocco. All Arab countries, v.-it:h the 
. - - " . ·I 

exception of Syria, Iraq, Yemen, Sudan, and Libp. 'ent their rcprcscntati\'CS. Together, 

they proviced a formidable counterpart for:.·thc larre contingent of Israeli.s who went on a 

networking spree il'l. CasabiarKa, intent on··r:'aking '"' maoy contacts as possible with their 
Arab neighbours. 

I •. i 
The t~ne Was ~.et bv King Has!i1n of Moroc~o who, in a much publici0cd 

interview, declared'· "The conference will '8ivc pcocc a deeper n1c:ming. It will lay the 

foundatio~s ";hi~h ... ;,.,.ill e,:;-stirc that peace -li-JU not h: an' empty word, but "'ill creat~ an 

interdependence of inter<!'st.~· for the future1 of all P"'!'ieS of our region. • ln hi> opening 

remarks the King· Strcsse<f tha.r ·Peace i$~' 1hcre rod.;;:, -close ~t hand ... the aim of ()ur 

confo:r<::.nc~ Consi.sts'Of co~dhtbt)ng= it, c.ndO:Wing ic w;t_h the n1c:~ns liable to rn<lk.c it dunble 

--------- ------. 
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and lasting and expanding it to the whole region so as to offer all a life of peace and 

serenity." 

Foreign Minister Peres is credited as the architect of the Casablanca Conference. 

In his book The New Middle East Mr. Peres advances the thesis that economic and social 

developments are the criteria for stability in the Middle East. "What is right for the rest of 

the world is right for Israel and the Arab nations as well" wrote the Foreign Minister, "fate 

has brought us from a world of territorial conflict to one of economic challenge and of new 

oprortunities created by human intellectual advances." The long-term key to peace and 

security in the Middle East, claims Mr. Peres, is regional economic integration. It will 

promote stability and economic development, national growth and individual prosperity. 

But to achieve this goal requires a conceptual revolution. The concept of a regional 

community of nations patterned on the European Economic Community can only be 

developed step by step over the course of many years. 

Mr. Peres has elaborated a detailed plan which envisages several stages of 

development toward the goal of regional integration. The first stage will include bi-national 

or multi-national projects, such as a joint research institute for desert management or 

cooperative desalination plants; the second will involve international consortia which will 

carry out projects requiring large capital investment under the supervision of relevant 

countries in the region and perhaps other interested parties; the third stage will include 

regional community policy, with gradual development of official institutions. At the top of 

the list, however, is a plan to establish a multi-billion dollar regional development bank. 

The Peace Dividend: An Ambiance of Cooperation 
Not surprisingly, there were moments of tension and discord at the Conference. 

The address given. by Arab League Secretary Abdel Maguid sounded more like a litany of 

John Page, the World 
Bank's chief 

economist for the 
Middl~ East and 

North Africa, noted 
that "the event itself 
was the substance" 

old grievances, than an expression of the new 

mentality striving toward peace and progress. PLO 

Chairman Arafat defiantly waved the banner of 

Jerusalem as capital of a Palestinian State. Prime 

Minister Rabin, in consideration of his constituency at 

home, replied m unequivocal and perhaps, 

undiplomatic language. But even this confrontation 

failed to dampen the atmosphere of enthusiasm. The 

majority of speeches appeared to be sincere 

expressions of goodwill, and reflected the desire to end 

the atmosphere of hc.stility that had brought suffering to so many, and had hampered the 

development of the region. However, the absence of Arab states which refused to 

participate could not be ignored. 
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In· some sense;, the most i~portant achieYcm.ent of the Conference was the 

creation of' a sl.iitabl~ ambiance of c<>Ci"p<ration. This hid the groundwork for the printe 

meetings held bct"\\;een the business 'people of various nationalities, especially between 

Israelis and Arabs. These meetings rdpresentcd a genuine watershed. For the first time· 

Isradi and· Arab businessmen could 'openly meet to talk shop. John Page, the Wo,ld 

Bank's chief economist for the Middle Eost and Non:h Africa, noted that 'the event itself 

was the substance by virtue of gettint. rot;<ther busine"cmcn from tn.ore th<Jtl 1,000 

companies and ofTiriah from more than .60 countric!', and by virtue (Jf rhc C:l5C with which 

they were talking to each other'. 

The real work <)f the Conference tnu). ph cc far fi·om the podium of the Great H:.U. 

The business c:xccutivcs were busy mt~titJ)'. \\-itl! c~ch orhcr~ crc:::~ting contacts, breaking 

down the walls of hostilitv which had sep<Jratcd them for so lonr:. l: was not alway:.c smooth 

sailing. A typical case was that of one of the i>raclis - a building contractor who had been 

hosted in the home of a 'Moroccan of the sarnc profession. The Moroccan had also invited 

a Kuwaiti who dc:llt in rdl estate. \Vbcn Ulc r,ucst from the Gulf arri,'cd at' the front door his 

host told him of the Israeli who was waiting inside. A long moment passed before the 

Kuwaiti finally came in, cold and formal, hardly ";lling to exchange a word \\ith tile Israeli. 

But not for long. The Israeli spoke ofhis profession, of the problems and difficulties, and 

slowly the Kuwaiti was drawn into the. conversation. By the rime the evening ended the 

conversation had become animated, and before they parted the Kuwaiti said: 'You know 

when I heard there was an Israeli in th~ hou:cc, I wanted to leave immediately. You are the 

first hracli I have met. I am sorry I refused to give you mv visiting card. Please t-ake it and 

let's meet again tomorrow." Not :dl the mcctillgs were so strained. An Ee,•ypti:Ul P"rticipa.nt 

quipped that the Conference w;;s "th~ mo:<t bigh·da.<s dating service of the century'. 

Israelis struck up friendships and ~omc business relations, with l-1orocons and 

Tunisians, Jordanians and Egyptians,' Lebanese and Algerian>. Qatari, Ornani and 

Bahr.-cini businc:s!<nlcn. Tht waJis. cHnc ttimb!ing do\\TI in CasJbh.IlLL 

l-.kantime, the politicians steered the Conference :vward:. the final ''C»ablanca 

Declaration" (see annex), and at the sonic tJ:nc tOOK advontagc of the presence c•f world 

leaders by holdinfl; numerous meetings King Hassan. Mcssr. Rabin and Pcrcs. 

Jordanian Prince Hassan, Mr. Arafat, and i\lr. Moussa wen: all bus-· e<)nferrinv. with each 
. . -

other and with other leaders - with· Jacqucs Dclors on rclatiom with the European 

Community; \\ith Russian: Foreign r-..1inist.er Kosyrcv; \Vith rhc French, the Gcrm;JnS~ the 

Chinese, and the Japanese. The hracli kadco.< were particularly anxious to meet ministers 

from the Arab coumries. 'Financial corddcrorions, especially rclat<:d ro the cstabiishmcnt 

of the regional development bank, were a tn.ajor topic of discussion. 
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Breaking ;file Boyc<J'i;t ·- .. . 
. . ; '' ; ;;:· ... ; :;·. . ~{.3 .·; - . 

. The At-ab'• Boycot~ has',}\:>ng been a ':"ajor ob~taclc ·to. any sort of rc~ional 
development. The boycott, m fact~ pre-dates the proclamation of the State of IsraeL 'As. far. 

back as_ 1946, ~Arab _states had Jtrcady blacklis:cd Jewish firms (a~d even ~on·J~wish 
compames dealing Wtth the Jewxsh community m Mandatory Pakmnc) and tmpo

1
sed a 

boycott on goods and sccviccs produced and marKeted by them. This set a new prcc~dent. 
There is no other state in the worfd which hoc• been subject to this bnd of economic warfnc 

- boycotted and blacklisted from ·the momcn\ of its creation and river '· period of nearly 

h.Uf a century. In 1951 the Arab League ccubli,.h(d" Central Boycott Office in Dam,ascus, 

which functions .until the present day. The hwcott of firms doing bminc>S with Isrod (the 

secondary boyc.otr) w~s later extended t\l i11cliFk firn1~ doing bu:;inc:.-s with firms doing 

busine5' with Israel (the tertiary boycon) 

The rcf\lsal of Arab eounuics \0 aJJow co1opanics with which they have 

relationships to transact business with lsrad --let alone their own refusal to engage in any 

direct trade v:ith lsracl - has retarded gwwdt in the region. The octions of the Boy.;ott 

Office have led many countries to ltnposc an ;~nticipatory boycott of Israel. In antici~ation 

"The time· has come 
to dismantle the 
boycott mtirely" 

decla1·ed 
US Secret M)' of State 
Wan-m Christophcr 

of Arab demands, many finns, notably in Europe and 

Japan, have refused to. deal with Israel for fear of the 

· <::ffcct that this would have on their tics with the .Arab 

. \vorlrl. It is difficult to estimate in monetary tcrm:s the 

·· dan,gc done to Israel's economy throughout the 

. ycors, hut clearly it is in the billions of dollars. These 

· lo$~<:~ lie r·rimarily in the realm of dcah never ~truck 

and invcs:;:>cnts never made. The people of the Arab 

"·orld !.on c :~!so suffered. ln an article last year in 

Middle East Inrig!Jt Manvan Iskandar, an ccoilOmic adviser to the Lebanese Prime 

Minister, declared: • Apart from the gucstiombk political propaganda gains, the boycott 

hurt Arab economic development. • lskandar <tlso confirmed what has been known for a 

long time that 'the boycott rcp.ubtions were 1gnorcd >nd derided" by certain crates. For 

s~vcral years no,v Morocco in p:irticular h,1s carried on cxtcnsiYc trade \vith Israel 

disr~garding the fact that a st,te of war cxistnl b<:n:cc;, the nvo countries. 

Understandably, O\"crturning the bo;colt was one of Israel's primary objectives at 

Casablanca. The renunciation of the sccc.>ndary and tertiary boycott by the Gulf 

Corporation Council (cornprising Saudi Ar·:1bi>. Kuwait. the United Arab Emirates, Oman, 

Qatar and Bahrain) several weeks before the Conference, and ir:s subsequent renunciation 

by several other countries, was seen as a "cp fOrward. At the Summit the boycott was 

dealt an even more severe blow when all pnicipmts signed the Casablanca Declaration 

which stated: 'the participants ... explored how best to accelerate ,the development of the 
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region a.nd!~~~coro'e{ as soon as poilistc, obstactcsdinciudi.ng boycotts· and a11 barriers 
trade and lnvdtmertb:O: Mr. Christ~phcr took this ~.step further in declaring 'The 

has come to dismantle t:hc boycott cri.fucly' to whicl(onc of the delegates added: "We 

witnessing here a royal funeral of the boycott. • Prince Bassan of Jordan clearly stated 

'the New Middle E:iSt needs new thinking ... our vision is of a Middle E«!'t without oacmc:rs. 

with free movement of people and goods.' 

The Other Side of the COin: Causes for Special Concern 

Many of the Arab puticipants at the Conference cxprc"cd concern about the 

potential for Isr~di "oi:.o-coloni<1lism1!. Israel's tcchnoloe;ic;)l superiority and its rclati~(': 

aflluence arou~c~ fears of Israel ultimately controllmg the economics of its poorer, less wdl 

developed neighbours. lsracl 's GNP per capita is a.lmost twice that of Saudi Arabia - one 

of the richest Arab states; and more than 20 times that of Egypt. Its GDP exceeds that ~f 
Egypt, Syria, Lebanon and Jordan combined. 

In the long run, the imponaricc of the Casablanca Conference will be measured by 

the extent to which its resolutions will be implemented. In successfully launching the 
' Summit, Mr. Peres and the other initiators took the first step towards creating rcgion,al 

economic coopcr<~tidn. However, the Conference also demonstrated that the cold reality 

of long-standing o( Arab-Israeli hostility i~ a serious obstacle in the path towards the 

realiution of the lofty ideals expressed in Ca"abl:inca. The real challenge will be to 

implement those ideals and transform tl1cm into '' workable: plan of action for creating a 
new Middle East. 

This will take time. The countries of the region will have to redress and improve 

thc:ir own economicS. ~d frorn the ~c:stcrn indu~·tri31 countries cannot) jn itsdf, r~pbcc 
~ound economic polii:ies aimed at improvin[. the standard of living, increasing 

employment, and improving economic dliciency Private bwincss in it.sdf will not be able 

LO make a· marked_ irnp-.ct \\-·ithout govcrnTncnt tfforts to transforrn the cconurnic 

foundations of the region. For the ideas of Casal>IM>ea to tai<c root th<ere must be progress 

in the peace process. It must encompass those •.:onntries of the region which arc still 
reluctant to join the march toward peace. 

A case in point is Saudi Arabia. The Saudis had not wanted to paruopatc m the 

Casablanca Conference and they only agreed to do so after the Americans pressured thcrn. 

Riyadh did not send senior official;, and its delegates were not very active. Deeply 

suspicious of anv change, the Saudis v.·erc paniculaily hostile to the idea of a regional 

development bank, the creation of whi.ch is considered one c>f the central proposo.ls of the 

Casablanca Declaration. Bccansc of this Saudi op;·o~ition, many of the Arab observer.; of 
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t'lc ~Casablarl~a Conference ani! it~ outcomC:' remain sl::eptical regarding the of 

cstablishlng the ;bank. MoreoVei:, Arab comr#cntators cast dqubt on the the 

secretariat established in Casabianca can commit Arab states to any plan of The 

Saudis, and some of the Gulf~abs, resented the fact that the Egyptians, J and 
. I 

Palestinians were carrying the ball for the Arab side, while the Egyptians were none too 

happy to sec I-.1oroeeo become. an important Arab ccnrcr, threatening the ccn~ity of 

Cairo. These Arab commentators cw>sidcr Casablanca to have been a tremendous media 

success but cltcy question its ~~rortancc in ~ub~t;1ncc. 

Thctc arc also cri6cs on the lsrJ.di side . .Some pvint to tJ1e f3ct that cconoznic 

self-interest and intcrdcpcndcnc:c ha"c not prevented the outbreak of wa:-. A most recent 

example is Yugoslavia. The varivus con~titucnt pans of 1-h~t country went to w::n even 

though it was hardly in their economic interest to do so. 

Prof. Eliyahu KAnov!:ky, an economist at Bat-Ilm University, claims ,that the 

enthusiasm for "peace dividendS' and for the entire idea of a "New Middle East" :is highly 

exaggerated. He is skcptical. of the contention that the Arab market rcprFscnts a 

substantial oudct for Isradi goods. He points to the fact that in 1992 Gulf Coq>oration 
. . . I 

PI-of Eliyahu 
Kartol'.dzy clai·ms that • · 

the mthu~iasm jo1· . 
11peace dividends" 
and for the entire 
idea ofa "New 
Middle East" is 

highly exaggerated 

Council imports totalled some $67 billion (~f which 

Saudi Arabia accounted for almost half). Oth~r, more 
' 

ropu lous and poorer Arab countries absorbed some 
I 

SSO billior. in imports. By comparison, Holland, with a 

popubtion of some 15 milli.o~, imported ,;ell over 

t"'icc that sum. Total Arab imports accounted for a 

mere 4% of total world imports. "I he negligible ,·olume 

of Israeli-Egyptian trade supports f'r<-•f. Kanovsk.y's 

thesis. In fact, Egypt l•as enacted many tariff, in order 

to hamper tbc irnpott of Israeli goods. Moreover, the 

/HJb St;Jtcs, including tht oil·produccrsl arc sLtffcring 

fron1_ tit~ r3.v;:1.gcs of a severe ccoriomic rct:cssion aud low oil prices. Prof. K..anovsky bdicves 

that ·the blure to fulfi.ll the unrc.1.listic cxpect.ations for cconornic improvement on illc pa.rt 

of the population of Egypt, Jordan ""d Syria throt<e.ns to deliver those countries into the 

hands of fundamcntaJist extremists. In the face of that danger, critics question the wisdom 

of tr.ing lsrad•s -energy :lnd v.'?tcr rr~ourccs to thJt of neighbouring Ar.ab countric$ -

thereby creating a cenain dependence. 
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Economlc Indi~es 
. ". ,, 

Country 1992 
population m. 

Egypt 54.7 

Morocco 26.2 

Jordw 3.9 
T unisi~ 8.4 

Algeri> 26.3 
s.udi Arabia 16.8 
I sracl S.l 

C:NF Gros...-t Natiom.J Product 

... ·:~ 

Av~&g~ Annual ct;:utge (%) 

1980-1992 

GDP GNP 
pc• head 

4.4 1.8 

4 0 1.4 
0.8 ·5 .4 
3.8 1.3 
2 .c. ·O.S 
0.4 0 0 I 

•:).,:. 

j_ . 3.9 L9 

1992 US GNP$ 
per head 

640 

1,030 
1,120 
1,720 
1,84.0 
7,510 

13,220 

ll 

Moreover, some lsradis believe that in the long mn, the Jewish State's agriculture 

and its consumer industries will be unable to t:c>rnpctc \\~lh tho~e of neic.hbouring countries 

in which the costs of production will be comidcrably lower. These fears and conCCf!!S will 

have to be examined and a~suagcd if real progress is to be m~dc toward region~! 

integration. 

For many years the Middle fast has been one of the world's foremost arms 

markets. Vast sums ha\·e been expended on importing the latest st'l.tc-of-thc-art militat}· 

technology. And a significant local indus:ry has also developed. The high priority placed 

on 3rms imports by tnany of the C.ounrriC';; of the region - including those most 

impoverished -·- is illustrated by the fad th;n m\lch of the forei£.n :Ud Egypt received !Torn 

the United States has gone into the manufacture of the Ml-Al :\brams tank. This, despite 

the fact thatEgvpt has a GNP which dO<:s not exceed $650. 

It i_s hoped that a reduction of t cnsi(,)n in the region 'vill lead to the diversion of 

money presently ormarked for milit~ rurposcs. Directing e'-en a fraction of what is 

r·cscntly spent on arrn'es could alleviate m,r·;- of the rq~ion's cor-sidcrablc soci<i 

problems. Until such time as a rcductic>r1 in the level of spending on annamcnts takes 

place, genuine econol1uc progrc.'s will be limitd. 

Concern has also been raiocd about how the region "ill absorb the vast inflow of 

capital that is cxpcdcd. It has been <:stin,.tcd that by the yen 2000, as much as S30 

billion in govcrnmcm and multilateral aid will be injected into the Middle East. To wbat 

extent ";U go.-crnmcnts be able to niitch aid rrogrammes with fiscal discipline? How will 

they manage th< dccc.ntrali1:ation and ~vcn prisati;...ation of their economics~ Caio Koch· 

Weser, ·world B;;nk Vice-President for the 1\liddk East, ha> argued that rhc region needs at 

least 3% annual gro,;_'th in income per hod in order to ensure poliriol stability. Bctwcc~ 
1980 and 1992 annual per capita income rose h' a mere I%. 
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JJ and Arab found';tach other at Casab~anca. TI£Mor~ccan _Jcfsh crm.munity 

was particularly active in adiilicing this cooperation. On the Fnday mght precedmg the 

Summit the Jewish community hosted tlie entire Israeli delegation. 1he Moroccan 

Moroccan Jews acted·. 
a.s a bridge to the 
hea?'ts of both th.: 
Israelis and the 

}.{orocca.n Mu.l!ims. 
This, of course, sets 
a vafuablc precedent · 

for Isra.el's Arab ... 
minority which ca1i ·· 
be expected to act irt 

similar fashion 

Muslims. This, of COU(SC, sets a 

• I 
M(oist<:r of Tourisp;t, S~rgc, B.ardugo, ,9~c of the 

lead us of the community, spoke. of' the World Jc\Vish 
. ' 

Conr,rcs·s Conference he had attended in :Jerusalem 

and said: "Who could hove thouf_~ht :H that c.onftrcncc 

th>t we would reach peace so quickly?" And re 

Az.oulay, Coumdlor t0 the Kjnf.. reminded the 

vi~il.Or$: l' \·Vc arc ~ cumtnunity which i$ a thousand 

yc;n~; old. YVc-. :.;nccccdcd in nl.ajotaini~'g an l~onourablc 

position throushout that period.'' ln fact, the role 

played by the local Jewish communit\', .which went out 

of its way to organize meetings between lsudis and 

Moroccans, raised the prestige and self-confidence of 
' I 

Moroccan Jewry. Moroccan Jews acted as a! bridge to 
' I 

the hearts of both th<= Israelis and the :Moroccan 

;-aluablc precedent for Israel's Arab minority !wrueh can 

be cxpcct~d to act in similar R>shion - reaching out to both Arab and Jew. 
! 

I 

But bow important ;was it all: Uri Savi(, Director General of Israel's Foreign 

Ministry compared the gathering: to the Madrid Peace Confc["(:nee, which led to bilate(;ll 
• • --- I 

and multilateral peace talks bct"-vecn J"·"cl and tbe Arab world. Hanna Siniora, one of the 

kading Paicstinian dcleg:atcs.ca\lcd Casabhoca the 'Economic Yalta of the Middle East'. 

But the (dl proof of Casablanca's imp<•nancc lies ir. the follow· up and in its acceptance bv 

the countries of the region. 11lc Sccrecuiat of the Conference Ins held meetings in an cffon 

to find ways to implement the resolntiom of the Casablanca Declaration, and in particular, 

:.hose articles peruinint: to 'the establishment of a regional bank. American officials who, 

only a year previously, had b':cn skeptiul rcgardin,; t..'lc need for establishing. such a bank, 

or its prmiXct of getcing it &ff the grmn>d, have been particularly active in trying to brc"k 

down the opposition of some of the Arab participants at Casablanca, notably Saudi 

Arabia. According: to reports fwm Washington, such opposition has' weakened 

considerably, and officials have cxrrc"ed optimism about the chances of the birth- ""d 

siirvival -~:of such a bank. 

Meanwhile, howcve~·. the first real test wiU come with the implementation of the 

last attick.of the Casablanca· DcclaDtion, according to which 'the participantS cxprcsscci 

their intention to meet ag:a.i.n•ih Amma11, )ordan in the first half of 1995 for a second l\liddk 
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East and North Africa Economic Sti.]i:ilnlit, to be hosted by His M.ajoscy King Hu.sseiin' 

The planning for ¥s ~econd COilfcs:cJi!~C has ahcadycrun into difficulties. The 

for 'l'oreign Relations, one of the organisations which helped • to plan, on><.rnsc 

initiate the Casablanca 

similar ta~l; for the A.ffiman 

annoUnced itS Withdrawal from UUlO<:Ji<U.J.!lg 

Confere'nce. The second organisation, the World ··.· . 

Forum, while expressing willingncss'Jo continue the role it began in Casablanca, 
. I 

it dear that it would not be possible.• to convene such a surhmit in the first half of, 19 ·,as 

postulated in the C:>.sablanca Decb.ration. September 1995 is considered the earliest 

possible date for holding the conference. In :>11 probability the gathering ";l! rcvo!,·e around 

one or two central concrete issues, S_~Ch a~ crcat ing a rivicra. from th~ Saudi fronti~r to Taba 

in Egypt. or the tnnsformation of the Jonbnian-lsrad !ronticr in the 1\rava into a "Valley of 

Peace" 'trctching from the Dead Sea to r he R<:d So, with a canal, parks, touriot 

attr-action\ and. desalination plants. A list of 92 scpar>tc projce" h"' been compiled as a 

devclopm<nl inventory for the Jordan Rift Valkv. The implementation of even only a tenth 

of thcscprojccts,could entail a,sigl,ifiG\nt cqmomic development both for Jordan and 

Israel. 

The drama of the first,· pioneering Conference will, however, be m•ssmg at 

Amman. The breakthrough and·· the subsequent conquest of hitherto in~pregnablc 

fortifications which characterised Casablanca will h;we to be followed by consolidation of 

:·he new-held positions, by fashio~ing and suengthcninr, the new, post-Casablanca reality. 

This wiU be the. test of Amman. 

lt ";!I not be easy. A leading Anb ,kcptic in Caito voiced his confidence that there 

would be no "'eh conference. Short!,- rhcrcofter, a d<lcgation of the Israel Council on 

Foreign Relations, hosted by the :Natiorq\ Ccnter for Middle Ea~t St.udics in Cairo, heard 

~imil>r misgidngs. At meetings ,.Jith outstanding members of Egyptian society the Israelis 

were told: "Israel is trying to replace the occupation of· Arab land with the occupation of 

Arab economic markets". On the other h"od, both lsr•clis ~nd Jordanians arc busily 

preparing for this second regional economic sathering. The <Juestion is not only if it will 

t:U<:c rbce, but who will take pm -and what vnppon it will receive from the Arab countries. 

By the time it <:onvcncs, the conference's ort;anizational structures should be in pbce. The 

business link.< that were forged on lv\oroen.11 soil should already begin to produce results, 

and in particular, a clearer picture should emerge regardint: the controversial quco.tion of the 

establishment of a regional bank.' · 

At the Casablan<:a Conkrcncc one participant claimed that "the onlv people who 

made money wc:rc printc:rs of busihcss ends." Only a week l•tcr, however, a most tangible 

consequence: of Casablanca could be seen in Jcruoalcm. Ber:v.rccn 6-8 No,·cmber, the 

capital', International Convention Ccntcr was the vcnu<: of the Third Annual Jerusalem 

Business Conference. Unlike the Surnmit in <Asablanca, there were_ no poli~~\-);.,.o.vet;toncs 
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at the. Jcfwal~m gJtheting. Attcnde4'-;by businm pe~plc from all o~er the world, noltai?IY 
Egypt,· J~cdan, Tu~isia; Kuwait and;Q.arar, only oni: issue dominated· the eo.: nvc:Q.tJ<on 

money. Isi Lciblcr, Co·Chairman ~f the World. Jewish Congre~s, in his 

Chaictnan and .Mariaging Director of]ctsct Ltd., spoke of the technological '"''v'·!-luM• 

tourism ~nd its potential in the Midi!Ic East: "Having just returned' from the Mi~~lc East 

and North Africa 'Economic Summit, l cannot resist ... highlighting the cxtraordindry 
' ' '· • . I I 

window of opportunity ,which has been opened as a result of the movement tOWards peace. 
, '. I ' 

There is now an uoprc~cdcntcd opportunitv for on cxpansi<Jo of regional tourism \vhich is 
; · .· I 1 

there for, the taking if governments and busine,.s leaders a1e willing tO act boldly ... ;rourism 
' ' could make :a n1a~~iv<: Contribution to\\';,nls r.hc c<.onornic turnaround that will be cssc:ntial 
' 

if d1~ political prog;.rc~;s "bct\\'CCn Isr~~i and it.." /\r:~h ncirhbour~ i~ to be con~olidatc~ on the 

ground whcr~ it m,atten:. n A new ;pt.illli:;m and sc.lf·c<)nfidc-.ncc w:::~.s much in cvi~cncc: 'at 

the con\;cntion in Jerusalem. Busin~~s people were not only thinking about $hort-r:an~c 

profits, b.ut about the long term. Andlhis bodes "'ell l<>r the future. 

i . 
_Casablanca confirmed the grow•ng recognition of Israel's importance as :a player 
. . .' I I 

1n the international economic arena. This new· found status is reflected in: Israel's 
! . . : I ~ 

enhanced credit rating and in the growing interest expressed by foreign investors and 

multinational corporations. Alrcady.'.scveral international investment houses havd set bp 
' ,. .. I 

shop in the country and a number ofo\hcrs arc planning to do so in the future. l 

. ! ' 
.Vv11atcn:r happens, Casablanca ""' a turning-point. The seed was sown for a new 
• • ...· I ' 

cr:1 in the l\1iddk: East. It rcn1a.ins to.-l:X: ~ccn whcth<:r that ~ccd will grow into a str}:>ng and 
I ' 

healthy plant. 

! . 
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EU turns strategic eyes to south I rjnoRlM£ 
David Gardner on aid and trade plan for Mediterranean neighbours 

T e "European Union's 
strategy to enhance sta
bilitv on its southern 

Mediterranean borders through 
an aid and (eventual) free 
trade agreement with the Mid
dle East and the Maghreb 
could do more to integrate the 
region than the past half
century of rhetoric about Arab 
unity. 

That, at least. is the hope of 
the Brussels architects of the 
policy, which they €)."J)eCt \\till 
be endorsed at a special Euro
Med ministerial conference in 
Barcelona in November, to be 
attended by the 15 EU member 
states and their 12 putative 
partners - Morocco, Algeria, 
Tunisia, Egypt, Jordan, Syria, 
Lebanon, Israel, the Palestin
ian autonomous territories, 
Turkey, C:yprus and Malta -
the last three of which are can
didate-members of the Union. 

The strategy marks a leap 
forv•ard from the bilateral rela· 
tionships the EU has developed 
with these countries. which 
greatly favour European trade 
interests; in 1993. Union 
exports to them werE worth 
Ecu45.6bn ($59bn) against 
imports from them of 
Ecu33.2bn. It also rests in good 
part on the successful evolu· 
t\on of the Middle East peace 
process through which the EU 
hopes to energise the potential 
for economic integration in the 
Arab world and Israel. 

The most visible facets of the 
EU strategy are a more than 
doubling of aid and soft loans 
to the region - Ecu5.2bn in 
grants. plus a similar amount 
in European Investment Bank 
(EIB) credit for 1995-99, against 
the current aid and loan pack· 
age of around Ecu4.5bn for 
1992·96 - and the ambition to 
create a Euro-Med free trade 
zone by 2010. 

I 

But potentially as important 
are the more prosaic building 
blocks, especially proposed 
changes in "rules of origin" for 

I 
the region's exports into the 
EU, designed to stimulate eco-

1 nomic integration across the 
· Arab world. 

In essence, those Middle 
Eastern and Maghreb nations 
which conclude free trade 
agreements among themselves 
- including with Israel. the 
area's most developed economy 
- will be the ones that get vir
tuallv free access to the 
Uni01l."s single market, already 

the region's biggest customer. 
The impetus behind the ini

tiative comes from the EU 
Mediterranean caucus of 
France, Spain and Italy. Paris 
currently holds the Union's 
six-month rotating presidency, 
and will be succeeded by Mad
rid and then Rome. They are 
using their consecutive tenure 
to redress the balance in the 
EU's relations with its im.medi· 
ate neighbours, heavily tilted 
since the end of the cold war 
towards embracing former 
Soviet satellites on the Union's 
eastern borders. 

A turning point was the 
Corfu summit of EU leaders 
last June, at which they 
acknowledged that there was a 
greater risk of instability from 
the south than the east, 
because of the challenge to 
Arab governments from Islam· 
inspired insurrection and fears 
this could spread violence and 
floods of refugees into Europe. 
At the EU summit in Essen 
last December, Germany - the 
EU's paymaster and principal 
promoter of expansion to the 
east - gave its conditional 
assent to an enhanced Union 
presence in the southern Medi· 
terranean. 

Equally important, France, 
which as a former colonial 
power in the region has tradi
tionally preferred bilateral 
arrangements. now wants a 
European approach - in part 
because of French failure to 
prevent Algeria from sliding 
eYer deeper into civil war 
between the m!litary-backed 
government and Islamist mili
tias. 

''We are not trying to solve 
the Algerian problem," one 
senior EU diplomat says. "But 
this ~ill help in the long term 
to prevent other Algerias - and 
if the FIS [Algeria's Islamic 
Salvation Front} comes to 
power, it might be easier to 
work with them within this 
framework." 

The French EU presidency 
hopes that the Cannes summit 
next month will yield agree
ment on an overall share-out of 
EU aid. This will depend on 
assurances that overall spend· 
ing will not rise, and agree
ment to concentrate resources 
overwhelmingly in eastern 
Europe and the Mediterranean. 

The money is important to 
help business in recipient 
countries become competitive 
enough to confront free trade. 

and to build intra-regional 
infrastructure links. 

"They can only sell this if 
they get money to upgrade 
their industry," says one Brus
sels official. But the strategy· is 
about a good deal more than 
money. As Mr Javier Elorza, 
the Spanish ambassador to the 
EU, puts it: "We don't need a 
special conference [in Barce· 
Iona] just to give them more 
money." 

The idea of a stable and 
peaceful common free trade 
area requires signatories to 
uphold democratic values, 
including respect for human 
rights, the rule of law. minor
ity rights. and "free and regu
lar elections to governing and 
representative bodies'', accord
ing to the French presidency's 
latest draft treaty. Given the 
predominance of dictatorship 
in the region. however attenu
ated. the political conclusions 
of the Barcelona conference 
will be closely watched. 

"If they agree. it will be diffi
cult for them afterwards if 
they don't live up to it," argues 
a senior European Commission 
strategist. "But they v.ill pay a 
high price for sta:ying out" of 
the Euro-Med agreement, he 
predicts, adding that "we have 
to get them through self-inter
est, and by making clear that 
we can't bail them out" with 
unlimited aid. 

He says that Israel and Tuni· 
sia - now poised to enter new 
and closer "association" agree
ments analogous to Union ties 
with eastern Europe - have 
"clearly understood" the EU 
offer on rules of origin and 
intra-regional integration, and 
that Jordan. Egypt and Leba
non are "beginning to grasp 
it". 

The Union would thus use 
its market, the destination for 
up to half the region's exports, 

as a lever to promote intra-re
gional integration; although 
there are more than 60 pan· 
Arab organisations, intra-re
gional trade amounts to a mere 
6 per cent. A more integrated 
market, moreover, would stand 
a better chance of attracting 
more foreign direct investment 
and floating Arab capital some 
estimate at $150bn. 

But while it may appear axi
omatic to Europeans that eco
nomic self-interest powers inte
gration, some Commission 
officials recognise the height of 
the 11iddle East's political hur
dles. 

"There is an enormous 
amount of intellectual scrap to 
shift before we get normal 
lines of communication,'' one 
says. Another senior Brussels 
official admits that "if the Mid
dle East peace process goes to 
hell. there won't be much point 
in all of this"; SyTi.a is already 
making its attendance in Bar· 
celona conditional on progress 
in its stalled negotiations with 
Israel. 

The EU is also determined to 
allav /u"ab suspicions that the 
whOle project is a stalking 
horse for advancing Israeli 
interests, by remaining, as one 
Brussels official puts it, "fll"Dlly 
in the chair". And v.ith good 
reason. Egyptian foreign minis
ter Amr Moussa, says it would 
be "a psychological disaster" if 
the initiative were seen to fuse 
in- any· way v.ith "hegemonic 
attitudes by Israel''. ·The Mid
dle East, he says, ''does not 
need saviours" and the Euro
Med plan "has to come with 
progress on the political side". 

Representing one of the 
countries most receptive to the 

. EU's advances, he warns: "It 
cannot be done without the 
explicit consent of all the par
ticipants - not just Israel and a 
few add-ons.'' 
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(INTRODUCTION ) 

The activities sailing under the REDWG banner and 
coordinated through the Monitoring Commitlee are 
expanding rapidly. The embryonic mechanisms for such 
coordination are the four regional Sectoral Commitlees -
covering Finance; Infrastructure; Tourism; and Trade -
supported by the Secretariat 

REDWG Update will appear approximately monthly. lis 
purpose is to keep those directly involved in REDWG 
activities informed of work in progress. The Update will 
provide brief details on meetings that have taken place 
or are planned; on studies and consultancies underway 
or being commissioned; and on the work of the 
Secretariat generally. lt will also keep you informed of 
the Contact Points for REDWG activities in each of the 
four Core Parties. 

This first edition of the REDWG Update, which covers a 
wide range of recent activities, runs to four pages. 
Subsequent issues of the Update will be shorter. 

(INFRASTRUCTURE COMMITTEE ) 

Middle East Regional Transport Stydy 

Peace will fundamentally affect transport systems in the 
Middle East. The study will therefore develop a model, 
including all existing and planned transport networks, 
using 1994 as a base year, to forecast traffic flows for 
the years 2010 and 2020. Although focusing primarily on 
the four Core Parties, the model will also estimate likely 
flows from and to neighbouring countries once a 
comprehensive peace prevails. The Study, which will 
provide estimates of the costs of the various modes of 
transport, will be used as the basis for further work and 
will facilitate the identification and implementation of 
priority regional transport projects. · 

L. ·n$ · of Reference for the study have been agreed 
upon between the Infrastructure Committee and the 
European Commission following a meeting in Amman 
on 18 July 1995. Jordan, the chair of the Infrastructure 
Committee, will act as contracting authority for the study 
which will begin before the end of the year. 

Transport Workshop· 
Amman, 5- 6 November 1995 

The workshop, involving all the transport subsectors, will 
be structured around the idea of developing traffic 
corridors in an integrated manner. This approach is 
consistent with the basic concept of the Middle East 
Regional Transport Study, and will allow the 
Infrastructure Committee to develop a strategic 
perspective for the sector as a whole. Experts from the 
French Institute National sur les Transports et /eur 
Securite, which has been commissioned to prepare the 
workshop, visited the region from 20 September to 3 
October 1995. 

Telecommunications 
Te/ Aviv, 11- 12 December 1995 

In June 1995, the Infrastructure Committee decided that a 
telecommunications workshop, to be prepared by Israel, 
would take place during the second half of 1995. The 
workshop should, among other things, focus attention on 
telecommunication networks, including cable, wireless, 
and satellite. The European Commission will provide an 
expert to assist with the technical preparation for the 
workshop. The Consultant, who will liaise with the relevant 
authorities in the four Core Parties, will assist in refining 
the programme and preparing the documentation. 

lnterconnectjon of Electricity Grids 
Haifa, 27- 28 September 1995 

The interconnection of the region's electricity. grids Is 
designed to achieve the most efficient use of existing 
and planned power generating capacity and 
transmission systems. By enabling a regional exchange 
of electric power, advantage can be taken of the 
considerable potential ·that exists for daily, weekly and 
seasonal power exchanges due to variations in demand 
for power. An initial review has been completed and 
Terms of Reference for a detailed feasibility study were 
agreed at the meeting in Haifa on 27-28 September 
1995. The Jordan Electricity Authority is acting as 
regional coordinator for this initiative. 
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Regjonal Oeyelopment programmes 

TEAM-A: Cairo, 18 September 1995 

The Steering Committee of the Taba-Eilat-Aqaba
Macro-Area (TEAM-A) programme is developing a 
common strategic approach for the development of the 
northern Aqaba region. The approach, based on 
planning parameters established at the national level, is 
intended to facilitate and support investment in the three 
countries within a clearly defined regional context AI the 
meeting, work was initiated in the areas of environment, 
telecommunications, trade and tourism. TEAM-A 
involves the Egyptians, the Jordanians, and the Israelis. 

SEMED: Cairo, 19-20 September 

The South East Mediterranean Economic Development 
(SEMED) programme, which covers the El Arish-Gaza
Ashdod area, held its first meeting in Cairo on 19-20 
September 1995. The meeting agreed a · vision 
statement for the year 2020: "An efficient and 
competitive Mediterranean community providing high 
quality agricultural, industrial, leisum and tourism 
products and services to international marl<ets; gaining 
high levels of employment and income for all of its 
people; and securing environmentally sustainable 
economic growth based on the efficient use of available 
resources. • The meeting agreed to develop projects in 
the following areas: Agriculture and Mariculture; 
Industrial Development; Infrastructure; Tourism; and 
Environment SEMED involves the Egyptians, Israelis 
a .. .; Palestinians. Priority will be given to projects of 
particular importance for the Palestinians. 

Follow-Up 

A Facilitator, based in the region and with access to 
technical assistance and consultancy funds, will be 
appointed to support the implementation of the TEAM-A 
and SEMED programmes. Terms of Reference for this 
appointment will be agreed between the Core Parties 
and the European Commission. Implementation of the 
two projects will take place in coordination. 

(TRADE COMMITTEE ) 

Regional Bysjness Council 

Trade Comminee, Amman, 21 September 1995 

The REDWG Trade Committee, including senior 
business representatives, met in Amman on 21 
September 1995 to discuss further the creation of a 
Middle East Regional Business Council. The purpose of 
the Council will be to build links among business 
communities, and between them and governments. The 
Council will provide a mechanism to help overcome 
impediments to trade and investment in the region. 

The Committee reached broad agreement on the 
purpose, objectives and work programme of the 
Council. 11 has also finalised the Basic Model for the 
Council, expected to be initialled at the Amman 
Conference. The US are providing support for this 
work. 

A Steering Committee, made up of the REDWG Trade 
Committee and representatives from the regional 
business community will be established to oversee the 
creation of the RBC. The Committee, which will have a 
life of six months, will finalise the draft Charter and 
Bylaws; prepare an initial three year budget for the 
Council; agree on arrangements for the appointment of 
an interim Executive Director, and mobilise resources to 
sustain the Council for an initial period. 

The Institute for Economic Research (IFO), a German 
Research Institute, has recenijy completed a study 
entitled New Potentials for Cooperation and Trade in the 
Middle East. The study, which assumes the gradual 
removal of all trade barriers in the region, focuses on 
trade in goods and services, and is available from: Dr. 
Halback, Head of Institute .Tel. (49) 89 92 24 293; Fax: 
(49) 98 92 24 462 

The German-Arab Chamber of Commerce in Cairo has 
completed a related study on Measures to Facilitate the 
Free Flow of Trade within the Middle East. This work, 
which is based on an analysis of specific examples of 
impediments to intra-Middle East trade, provides a 
series of practical suggestions on how to enhance trade 
in the region. The Study is available from: Ms Anahid 
Harrison, Project Manager. Tel. (202) 341 3664; Fax. 
(202) 341 3663. 

Swiss Trade Initiative Middle East & North Africa 
(STIMENA) 

Arthur Dunkel, former Director-General of GATT, is 
leading a small team of experts mandated by the Swiss 
Government to assist the process of economic 
integration in the region. This initiative was announced 
at the REDWG meeting in Bonn in January 1995. A 
secretariat has been established in Geneva and an 
intensive process of consultation with the regional 
parties is underway. STIMENA can be contacted at: Tel. 
(41) 22 312 48 35; Fax: (41) 22 312 48 71. 

Reminder: 
Communications concerning REDWG related activities, 
including projects, studies, seminars, consultancies, etc., 
should be sent to the Monitoring Committee Contact 
Points in the four Core Parties. Where appropriate, these 
should also be copied to the Secretariat. This will ensure 
effective coordination within the Core Parties, and at the 
regional level. 

Contact details appear on page 4 
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(TOURISM COMMITTEE ) 

Middle East - Med~erranean Travel and Tourism 
Association CMEMUAl 

Tourism Worlcshop 
Casablanca, 28-29 Septembar 1995 

Japan has played a crucial role in facilitating the 
eslablishment of MEMTT A. The Association's objectives 
include: promoting and marketing the region as a tourism 
destination; integrating the region into global marketing 
systems; assisting the development of the tourism 
industry; improving training and human resource 
dell:·'opment; and cooperating in harmonising laws, 
regulations and standards relating to tourism, in particular 
relating to border crossing procedures. The Charter of the 
Association was initialled in Casablanca on 28 September 
1995 and will be signed at the Amman Conference. 

Private Sector Task Force 
Tel Aviv, 7 September 1995; 
Casablanca, 28 September 1995 
Cairo, 20 October 1995 

A Task Force made up mainly of business representatives 
has been mandated to make proposals for setting up the 
Associalion. A draft budget for the first year has been 
prepared and proposals developed. concerning 
subscription rates. Many of the activities of !he 
Association, especially in relation to marketing, will take 
place at the Divisional level. The Task Force will, 
therefore, pay special attention to the establishment and 
initial work programme of lhe Middle East Division. 

Facmta!lng the Movement ofToyrists 

11 is proposed that a workshop should take place before 
the end of the year to identify practical proposals on how 
to ease the movement of tourists within the region. 

(FINANCE COMMITTEE ) 

New Fjnancing Mechanism for the Middle East 

Finance Committee: Amman 7 August 1995 

The Finance Committee is focusing on the creation of a 
regional development Bank. The Committee, which 
provides a vehicle for the Core Parties to coordinate 
participation in the Task Force, has produced a series of 
policy papers and presentations outlining the justification 
for, and appropriate structure of, the bank. At the Amman 
meeting, the Committee proposed a compromise 
designed to provide a bridge between the idea of 
proceeding wilh a new capitalised development bank, 
and the suggestion that an uncapitalised financial 

intermediation organisation should be set up. 
Discussion also took place on the most appropriate 
relationship between the lending operations of a bank 
and the proposed policy coordination body. The 
search for a compromise on these proposals 
continues. 

Task Force on Financing Institutions for Economic 
Development in the Middle East and North Africa 
Rome, 12- 14 September 1995 
Washington, 6 October 1995 

The last meeting of the Task Force, which included 
both the regional parties and representatives from 
outside the Middle East, reviewed the Articles of the 
Bank for Economic Cooperation and Development in 
the Middle East and North Africa. Consensus was 
reached on the bulk of the Articles. 

The October meeting of the Task Force, which will 
take place at the political level, will seek to resolve the 
outstanding issues so that an announcement can be 
made in Amman on the creation of a new financing 
institution for the Middle East and North Africa. 

Middle East financial Markets Initiative· 
Cooperatjon between Regjona! Stock Exchanges· 

In June 1994 the UK presented a report to REDWG on 
possible areas of cooperation among stock exchanges 
within !he region. The integration of trading between 
the exchanges, it was suggested, could enable 
parallel and simultaneous trading with a single 
process of price discovery, if all the markets begin to 
operate on a continuous trading basis. More likely. 
however, is the development of a senior listing 
standard, which, if acceptable to international 
investors, would improve the quality and quantity of 
corporate accounting information available. 

On the establishment of a Palestinian stock exchange, 
a comprehensive capital market development 
programme is needed. The UK plans to make a further 
contribution to this discussion at !he Financing 
Working Group of the Amman Conference. 

{INFORMATION AND DOCUMENTATION ) 

Middle East Peace Process Information Bank 

MEPPIB contains a wealth of information on the 
activilies of REDWG and the other multilateral working 
groups, including documentation relating to regional 
development programmes, · and a Mediterranean 
Enterprise Directory. Information concerning the data 
bank, which is now on CD ROM, is available from Fax: 
00 32 2 299 0204. 
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MONITORING COMMITIEE ~ 

8 January Washington 

10-11 January Washington 

16-29 January Cairo 

16 January Bonn 

17 January Bonn 

18-19 January Boon 
23-25 January Aqaba 

14-15 March Cairo 

28-29 March Amman 

1-2 April Amman 

4-7 April Toulouse 

10 April Amman 

11-13 April Marseilles 

18 April Cairo 

14 May. Eilat 

16-17 May Cairo 

16-18 May Paris 

6-7 June Amman 

12-13 June Bonn, Paris 
& London 

14-15 June Amman 

21-22 June Paris 

25 June Cairo 

26 June Cairo 

27-28 June Cairo 

11-12July Hana 

13 July Amman 

17-18 July Amman 

20-21 July Moscow 

7 August Amman 

1 Sept. Cairo 

7 se.: TeiAviv 

13-15 Sept. Rome 

14 Sept. Madrid 

18 Sept. Cairo 

19-20 Sept. Cairo 

27-28 Sept. Haifa 

28-29 Sept. Casablanca 

60ctober Washington 

11-12 October Washington 

20 October Cairo 

29-31 October Amman 

5-6 November Amman 

11-12 Dec. TeiAviv 

December Bethlehem 

Regional Air Navigation Workshop 

Task .Force on Financing Institutions 

Seminar on SMEs, Including In the 
Tourism Sector 

Informal Tourism Workshop 

Monitoring Committee 

REDWG Plenary 

European Tourism Workshop 

Tourism Committee 

Workshop on Tourism (Ill) 

Finance Committee 

Civil Aviation.Workshop 

Amman Summit Steering Committee 

Ports Workshop 

Trade Committee 

Tourism Workshop 

Finance Committee 
Task Force on Financing Mechanisms 

Railways Workshop 

Infrastructure Committee 

Finance Committee: Consultation with 
European Partners. 

Gulf of Aqaba planning meeting 

Task Force on Financing Mechanisms 

Trade Committee 

Monitoring Committee 

Tourism Workshop 

Tourism Committee 

Infrastructure Committee on Multi-
Model Traffic Study 

Tourism Workshop 

Task Force on Financing Mechanisms 

Finance Committee 

Task Force on Financing Mechanisms 

Private Sector Tourism Workshop 

Task Force on Financing Mechanisms 

Amman Summit Steering Committee 

TEAM-A Steering Committee 

SEMED Wori<shop 

Electricity Interconnection 

Tourism Workshop 

Task Force on Financing Mechanisms 

Amman Summit Steering Committee 

Tourism Task Force 

Economic Conference 

Transport workshop 

Telecommunication Workshop 

Tour ism Workshop 

Egyolian 
Amb. Raouf Saad 

Jordanian 
Dr. Nabll Ammarl 

DrM. Smadl 

Will 
Dr. Oded Eran 

Dan Catarlvas 

Reuven Hiltel 

Mordechal Benarl 

Palestjnjao 
Or Faysal Husselnl 

Contact Point, Monitoring Committee, 
Chair, Finance Committee; Deputy · 
Assistant Foreign Minister for Regional 
Cooperation. 
Tel. (202) 574 7826 Fax. (202) 574 7718 

Regional Co·Chair, Monitoring Committee: 
Chair, Infrastructure Committee: Secretary· 
General, Ministry of Planning. 
Tel.(962) 6 634 511 Fax. (962) 6 649 341 

Contact Point, Trade Committee; Secretary 
·.General, Ministry of Industry and Trade. 
Tel. (962) 6 684 882 Fax. (962) 6 60H21 

Contact Point, Monitoring Committee: 
Deputy Director General for Economic 
Affairs, Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 
Tel. (972) 2 303 273 Fax. (972) 2 303 387 

Chair, Trade Committee~ Director, Middle 
East and North Africa Department, Ministry 
of Industry and Trade. 
Tel. (972) 2 220 297 Fax. (972) 2 243 005 

Contact Point, Infrastructure Committee; 
Senior Adviser, Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 
Tel. (972) 2 303 430 Fax. (972) 2 303 298 

Contact Point, Tourism Committee; 
Director, international Relations, Ministry of 
Tourism. 
Tel. (972) 2 754 870 Fax. (97212 754 974 

Contact Point, Monitoring Committee; Head 
of the Palestinian Team to the Multilateral 
Peace Negotiations. 
Tel. (972) 2 27 20 42 Fax. (972) 2 27 33 41 

Dr. M. Shtayyeh Chair, Tourism Committee; Director for 
Finance, Administration & Support Services 
Department, PECDAR. 
Tel. (972) 50 210 338 Fax. (972) 2 9980 041 

r-------------~ 

(REDWG SECRETARIAT ) 

Mr Tlm Sheehy Executive Secretary 
Tel. (962) 6 696 717 Fax. (962) 6 670 372 

Mr Faycal Chouaref Assistant 

Mrs Ruba Afa~a Administrator 

(With thanks to: ) 

Heidl Mlnshall REDWG Assistant, January- June 1995. 

Hans Georgeson REDWG Assistant, July- October 1995. 
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